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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN AND THE CEO

Dear Shareholder,

It is a great pleasure to be able to discuss the results and achievements of 2006. It was a year of success as the 

hard work of our people and the confidence of our customers culminated with encouraging developments in many 

different areas. We can say with sincere conviction that discussing these numerous positive events is with great 

satisfaction and gratification. 

The company was seriously challenged by unacceptable results in the early years of this decade. This past is 

behind us though we must address certain challenges to return to acceptable revenue growth, but the company’s 

financial structure has significantly improved. Perhaps the company was fortunate in a sense since the operational 

difficulties in that period resulted in the financial and operational involvement of a successful United States based 

private equity firm, The Gores Group. TGG became the majority shareholder in 2004 and has been a consistent 

supporter of the strategies  of the company throughout the turnaround.  We thank TGG for their support. 

In last year’s Annual Report we reviewed the 2005 changes and developments, progress toward goals, our developing 

strategy, important actions taken, and industry conditions. We noted that in 2005 we experienced significant 

changes and developments and noted  that the improvement trend in operational profit and margins would 

continue into 2006. We were accurate but underestimated the enormous strides we would take during the year. 

While the revenue decline of 9% was disappointing, all other financial indicators demonstrate the growing strength 

of the company. The remarkable progress made has lead to one of the most significant company turnarounds in 

Belgium.  This was only possible thanks to the outstanding efforts of Real’s associates and the enduring trust of 

our customers. The Board of Directors acknowledges the tremendous efforts of the associates, including all of our 

new associates, and thanks them for their continued commitment.

The senior management team reporting to the Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer, Ashley W. Abdo, is 

the same as last year with only one exception. The team is comprised of Jos Nijns, Chief Financial Officer, Thierry 

de Vries, Secretary General, Paul De Schrijver, Vice President International, Guy Herregodts, Vice President Sales 

and Marketing, Florent Evain, General Manager, Arial Conseil SA, France, and Christian Kelders, General Manager, 

Real Solutions SA, Luxembourg. The change in 2006 that strengthened the senior team was the appointment of 

Zander Colaers as Vice President Service, and most recently to Vice President, Client Delivery. Zander Colaers 

has brought the same high level of competence, commitment, dedication, and team spirit to the conduct of 

his responsibilities as do the other members of the team and in record time became a valued member of the 

management team. In January 2007, another new member joined the team, Werner Pruehs, as Vice President 

Operations & Quality. Werner Pruehs did an outstanding job in the Retail point-of-sale division that was divested 

in January 2007 and the scope of his responsibilities has now been extended at group level.

It should be noted that this management team continues, with the support of our talented and committed 

associates, to demonstrate their collective importance and dedication to the company. They have the full and 

complete support of the Board of Directors. 

As Chairman, I feel obliged to mention the appointment of Gores Technology Ltd., Küsnacht Branch, represented by  

Ashley W. Abdo on January 9, 2006, to serve as the Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of the company. 

Challenging goals and targets were set by the Board of Directors and it is now the opinion of this Chairman and 

the entire Board that this management appointment was most significant. Mr. Abdo has been evaluated by the 

Board of Directors as an outstanding leader and performer and this company is most fortunate to have him as the 

Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer.

To the 2006 financial results, most importantly, we closed the year with a net profit of €2.3 million which resulted 

from the further improvement in recurring operating results to 4.4% of turnover on continued operations, an 

improvement of over 300%. Very noteworthy is that €60 million of reference shareholder’s debt was converted 

into equity resulting in an improvement in equity of €63.9 million leading to a €10.5 million positive equity after 
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the reported net profit for the year. Debt was further reduced by €6 million to €15.7 million, through the use of 

proceeds from the divestiture of the non-strategic Retail point-of-sale division which closed January 16, 2007.

Real Software embarked upon an ambitious plan three years ago to improve the business operationally while 

expanding through acquisitions.  We have made great strides on improving the business, as noted above; however, 

we have not been able to grow through acquisitions.  In 2006, we decided to focus on completing the turnaround 

of the business and as such focus on our core home markets and existing strengths.  As noted above, this has 

paid-off as Real’s financial position is now solid.  We are now positioned to achieve top line growth.  

We envisage this through both organic and inorganic (acquisitive) means.   The potential for organic growth is 

derived from our core offerings of technological skills, enterprise software solutions and vertical software solutions.  

The potential inorganic growth comes from two types of target acquisitions or mergers; one aimed at greater 

geographic coverage and scale within BeNeLux and France; the other aimed at increasing or expanding our 

technical competences.  While no acquisitions are imminent, nor can any be guaranteed, we are in numerous 

discussions with possible targets. 

In an effort to leverage our most important asset, our associates, we continued to make significant investments 

in skills training and process improvements.  All our associates in Belgium completed accountability training that 

enhances our focus on customer excellence and Real obtained Capability Maturity Model Integration (“CMMI”) level 

2 certification in the second half of 2006.  Our next steps are toward CMMI level 3 certification.    

Continued focus and investment in our technical differentiation is critical to our success, both within services through 

development frameworks and in software products through a common and innovative technical approach.  To help 

us achieve these objectives, we made significant investments in 2006 and are making additional investments as 

part of our 2007 operating plan.  

Real Software offers an extensive range of solutions for our customers.  This ranges from providing a development 

engineer for a day or week to infrastructure support to large scale development projects to full turnkey applications.  

Our depth and breadth of offerings allows us to be extremely responsive to the majority of our customers needs.  

We have numerous points of entry into our customers, which provides a key advantage over our competition.  In 

addition, we have tremendous technological expertise (JAVA, .Net, iSeries, Progress, Oracle, etc.) and possess 

great sector knowledge across many market segments (Distribution & Logistics, Life Sciences, Public and Para-

Publics, Banking, Finance & Insurance, Industry, etc.).  We need to harness this power to increase our presence 

throughout our operating regions and achieve our strategy for growth.

The Real Software Group maintains its devotion to financial improvement with special attention to revenue growth 

in 2007. We are committed to increasing all associates’ pride through successes of the company, continued 

professional training, challenging assignments, and support of their work needs in all areas by the management 

team and the Board of Directors. It is crucial all Real associates are committed to improving customer confidence 

in Real Software and that attitude stays pervasive throughout the company.  

Although we are subject to various business risks both within the company and due to external forces, management 

remains confident in the continued success of Real Software.  Last we are most sincere in that we highly appreciate 

the efforts of all of our associates and the continued support of all our customers and shareholders.

Yours faithfully,

William B. Patton, Jr.   Ashley W. Abdo   

     Permanent representative of Gores Technology Ltd, Küsnacht Branch

Chairman of the Board of Directors Managing Director - CEO
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REPORT ON ACTIVITIES 2006

Real SoftwaRe cloSeS yeaR with €2.3m net pRofit

Net profit improves by €12.6m to a positive result of €2.3m compared with 20052.
Turnaround of operations successful resulting in further improvement of Recurring Operating Result  
to 4.4% of Turnover on continued Operations.
€60m of shareholder debt converted into equity resulting in €10.5m positive equity after reported 
net profit in 2006.
Debt will be further reduced by €6.0m to €15.7m, based on reported 2006 results, from proceeds of 
divestiture of non-strategic Retail division in January 2007.

1. RESULTS FOR YEAR END 2006

in m € �1/12/2006 �1/12/2005² Variance

turnover continued operations 90.7 99.8 -9.1

recurring operating result continued oper.1 4.0 0.9 �.1

as % turnover 4.4% 1.0% �.4%

operating result continued oper. 6.6 -2.� 8.9

net profit (loss) for the year 2.� -10.� 12.6

net operating cash flow -2.4 1.5 -�.9

equity 10.5 -5�.4 6�.9

debt 21.7 7�.6 -51.9

Turnover continued operations
Group turnover in 2006 was €90.7m, a decrease of 9.2% compared to 20052 reflecting continued rationalization of the 
business that took place in 2005 and through 2006. Turnover in the Products segment is 3.9% below last year, which 
is considerably better than the 10.9% decline experienced in the first half, despite the rationalization of the product 
portfolio that has taken place last year. Services are 10.9% below last year, in line with decline reported in first half, 
reflecting rationalization that has taken place and difficulties to recruit services professionals in the first half of 2006. 

Recurring Operating result1 continued operations
Recurring operating result1  for 2006 was €4.0m or 4.4 % of Turnover.  Compared to 20052  this is an improvement of 
over 300%. This results from the improvement plans implemented in 2005 and continued through the first quarter of 
2006 resulting in better operational margins in the Products division and lower overhead.

Compared to last year recurring operating result in the Products division has improved from  -4.�% to 11.4% of 
Turnover and Corporate Overhead has been reduced from �.6% to 2.9% of Turnover. The lower revenues in Services 
have put margins under pressure but the business rationalization that took place in 2006 should lead to improved 
margins in 2007.

1 Recurring operating result = Operating result before non recurring revenue, restructuring charges, impairment loss and other non recurring charges. 
² Reported 2005 numbers are restated for divestiture of 50% stake in StorkReal that took place at the beginning of 2006 simultaneously with appointment of StorkReal 
as reseller of Real Software’s product RIMSES allowing both parties to focus on their core activities.
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Segment information
€ million

2005² 2006

Products Services Corporate Group Products Services Corporate Group

Turnover 25.6 74.� 99.9 24.6 66.2 90.7

Recurr. oper. result (footnote1) -1.1 5.7 -�.6 1.0 2.8 �.8 -2.6 4.0

% -4.�% 7.7% -�.6% 1.0% 11.4% 5.7% -2.9% 4.4%

Operating result continued operations
The operating result for 2006 was €6.6m which is €8.9m better than 20052 due to a €3.1m better recurring operating 
result, €4.7m lower non-recurring costs, mainly restructuring charges and €1.3m higher non-recurring revenues. 
Restructuring plans provided for in 2005 have resulted in the expected improvements in both Corporate Overhead and 
the Products division. Non-recurring revenues in 2006 include a €2.1m benefit due to the divestiture of Real’s interest 
in the joint venture, StorkReal, compared to a €1.1m favourable settlement reported in the first half of 20052. 

Net Profit total group
Net Profit for 2006 is €2.3m which is €12.6m better than last year due to the €8.9m improvement in operating result 
for continued operations explained above and €4.3m of additional profit on discontinued operations which is partly 
offset with €0.4m higher income tax and €0.2m higher financial cost. 

The divestiture of the Retail point-of-sale business in January 2007 has allowed a release of €1.2m of restructuring 
provisions in 2006 compared to a €2.0m build up of restructuring provisions at the end of 2005 adding up to an 
improvement year over year of €3.2m. The improvement plans that have been rolled out in the Retail point-of-
sale business resulted in an additional improvement of €1.4m in recurring operational result. This has been partly 
offset with a €0.3m impairment on Retail point-of-sale business assets in anticipation of the divestiture transaction 
completed in January 2007. 

The financial charges of €5.7m include a €0.9m accelerated write down of refinancing cost and €0.2m early repayment 
fee because of the €6.0m repayment of bank debt in January 2007 following the divestiture of the Retail point-of-sale 
business. Finally, Income taxes are €0.4m higher than last year due to the improved results in our foreign affiliates.

Net Operating Cash Flow 
Net Operating Cash Flow for 2006 was €2.4m negative despite a €2.7m positive gross operating cash flow mainly due 
to €3m pay out of restructuring charges and a €5.9m catch up of payables which are partly offset with lower working 
capital needs due to lower revenues. This is €3.9m below 2005² despite last years’ negative gross operating cash flow 
because of the exceptional payments for restructuring and payables indicated above. Total cash movement for 2006 
was a positive €4.4m.
 
Equity / Debt
Equity at end of 2006 was €10.5m, €63.9m better than year end 2005 . At the extraordinary general meeting 
on 29 September 2006, the shareholders approved a €59.8m contribution of debt to capital from the reference 
shareholders confirming the successful turnaround of the company. Other events that impacted the equity position are 
the settlement in March 2006 of a long standing dispute resulting in the contribution in kind of a receivable against 
Real Software NV of €2.5m and the acquisition by Real Software NV of remaining outstanding shares of Oriam SA on 
1 December 2006 reducing equity with €0.7m. Additionally, Real Software reported a €2.3m profit that was included 
in retained earnings.

Debt at end of 2006 was €21.7m, €51.9m below year end 2005² due to reference shareholders’ debt conversion of 
€59.8 and the settlement of a €2.5m dispute mentioned above. Together with this debt conversion Real obtained a 
new loan of €13.5m from Credit Suisse, replacing €3.9m of existing short term debt and adding incremental working 
capital to the company. Additionally, Real Software obtained a €0.7m bridge loan from its reference shareholder Real 
Holdings, LLC in first half of 2006.

² Reported 2005 numbers are restated for divestiture of 50% stake in StorkReal that took place at the beginning of 2006 simultaneously with appointment of StorkReal 
as reseller of Real Software’s product RIMSES allowing both parties to focus on their core activities
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In January 2007 Real reported a €6.0m repayment of its Credit Suisse debt as a result of the divestiture of Real’s non 
strategic Retail point-of-sale business division. This will reduce Real’s debt from €21.7m at the end of 2006 to €15.7m 
based upon 2006 year end numbers resulting in lower financial costs in 2007.

 

Headcount
As of 31 December 2006, the Real Software Group had 968 employees compared with 1.115² employees on 31 
December 2005. This reduction in headcount results from implementation of improvement plans and the lack of 
successful recruiting during first half of the year needed to compensate for loss of services associates during the same 
period.

Events subsequent to 31 December year close
Real announced on 16 January 2007 the sale of the Retail point-of-sale division to Centric. The decision of Real to 
divest the Retail point-of-sale business is motivated by the continuing consolidation in the Retail IT market, and 
the need for scale at a European level to remain profitable and to provide state of the art solutions. In addition, 
Real Software’s core business is providing software related IT solutions comprised of vertical software applications, 
enterprise solutions and development services in BeNeLux and France.  Real’s Retail division is built upon the hardware 
POS (cash register) and its related software and services.  Although there is software related to the POS business, its 
hardware POS does not fit well with Real’s IT solutions strategy.  As a result of the divestiture, Real will focus all of 
its energy and efforts on growing its remaining core software IT solutions businesses both organically and through 
acquisitions or mergers. 

The main portion of the proceeds were used to reduce Real’s outstanding debt with Credit Suisse from €13.5m to 
€7.5m. 

Prospects for 2007
The announced €60m de-leveraging of the balance sheet and simultaneous improvement of equity is the final 
cornerstone in the turnaround of Real Software. The focus is now on further optimization of operations and driving 
growth both through direct sales efforts and acquisitions and mergers.

Going concern 
In 2006 a significant turnaround has taken place both in terms of improving the balance sheet  and profitability. As a 
result of the debt conversion in September 2006, equity has improved by €63.9m to a positive €10.5m equity position 
and debt was reduced by €51.9m to €21.7m at year end. A new credit facility has been put in place bringing €13.5m 
new working capital to the company allowing the company to significantly improve its liquidity and improve its cash 
position to €8.3m at year end. The company reports a net profit of €2.3m and a recurring operating result of €4.0m 
on continued operations confirming also the positive turnaround in operational results.  The board of directors have 
therefore decided to present the accounts as of �1 December 2006 under going concern and have examined and 
approved net book value of positive consolidation differences.

² Reported 2005 numbers are restated for divestiture of 50% stake in StorkReal that took place at the beginning of 2006 simultaneously with appointment of StorkReal 
as reseller of Real Software’s product RIMSES allowing both parties to focus on their core activities
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GENERAL INFORMATION REGARDING REAL SOFTwARE

1. HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
REAL SOFTwARE 

GeneRal infoRmation 
Real Software, abbreviated “RLS”, was incorporated on 
June 6, 1986 for an unlimited duration.  Real Software has 
the legal form of a corporation (‘naamloze vennootschap 
(NV) - société anonyme (SA)’) organized and existing 
under the laws of Belgium.  In accordance with the 
Belgian Company Code, the liability of the shareholders 
is limited to the amount of their respective committed 
contribution to the capital of Real Software.

The company’s registered office is located at Prins 
Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich, Belgium (tel.: +32 (0) 
3 290 23 11).  It is located within the jurisdiction of the 
subdistrict of Kontich, district of Antwerp, Belgium.  The 
company is registered with the registry of enterprises 
under company number 0429.0�7.2�5.  

On the date of this Annual Report, the company has one 
branch office located at Houthalen (Centrum Zuid 1527, 
3530 Houthalen-Helchteren). 

The company’s initial public offering occurred in 1997.  
Prior to and during the years following that date, Real 
Software gradually expanded its business through more 
than 50 take-overs and participations in a number of 
companies in Belgium and abroad.  On May 10, 2002, Real 
Software merged with 15 of its Belgian subsidiaries.  The 
merger, together with a series of sales and liquidations 
of Belgian and foreign subsidiaries that were no longer 
of interest for the company, resulted in Real Software 
currently holding participations, directly or indirectly, in 
different Belgian and foreign companies, as further set 
forth in Section 5.

For information on the articles of association and other 
additional corporate information, reference is made to 
Section 14 and 16.

Hereinafter follows an overview of the important events 
in the development of Real Software’s business during 
the years 2004, 2005 and 2006. 

2. IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF REAL SOFTwARE 

Please note that until year-end 2004, Real Software 
reported under Belgian GAAP.  The information below 
for 2004 is hence not IFRS compliant.

MILESTONES 2004
February 2004

09/02: Real Software announces that it has reached 
an agreement with Gores Technology Group, LLC  to 
assure the continuity of the group.  An agreement 
between Gores Technology Group, LLC and the banking 
syndicate involves all of the senior debt (approximately 
€200m) and outstanding securities being acquired 
by Gores Technology Group, LLC.  The agreement 
between Gores Technology Group, LLC and Real 
Software involves the majority of the transferred debt 
(€157m) being restructured in such a way that Gores 
Technology Group, LLC will acquire approximately 83% 
of the outstanding shares of Real Software after the 
restructuring.   In addition, Gores commits to make up 
to € 10 million of new working capital available to Real 
Software (in the form of convertible bonds or similar 
financial instruments to be subscribed to by Gores 
Technology Group, LLC from time to time). 

April 2004
06/04: At an extraordinary general shareholders’ 

meeting, the shareholders approve the proposed 
contribution to the capital of Real Software of the major 
part of the debt. The debt that is contributed amounts 
to €157,036,633.13 and in return for it, 150,996,763 
new shares are issued.  As a consequence, Gores 
Technology Group, LLC (through an affiliate) controls 
8�% of Real Software.  At the same meeting eight new 
directors, nominated by Gores Technology Group, LLC 
are appointed to the existing board of directors.  At 
the annual general meeting directly afterwards, the 
company’s annual accounts are approved.

September 2004 
24/09: Real Software decides on the new composition 

of the board of directors, with effect from October 1, 
2004.  The number of board members is reduced from 
fifteen (15) to nine (9): the managing director - CEO, 
five (5) directors representing the majority shareholder 
(Real Holdings LLC, an affiliate of Gores Technology 
Group LLC) and three (3) independent directors.  Six 
(6) directors resign. 

26/09: The board of directors appoints Peter Op de 
Beeck BVBA as the new managing director and CEO 
of the business.  Peter Op de Beeck BVBA takes up its 
function as from October 1, 2004, succeeding Mr. Theo 
Dilissen.
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MILESTONES 2005
February 2005

27/02: The annual results of 2004 are published: 
total group turnover of 2004 amounts to €133.1 
million, 16.1% less than 2003 (€158.9M). 50% of 
turnover reduction is due to elimination of low margin 
business.  Compared with 2003 the operational profit 
improved with €1.5 million to €1.6M. The net group 
result of 2004 is €23.5 million better than in 2003 
and amounts to €-32.6M. The net cashflow was €-6.0 
million, an improvement of €14.2 million compared with 
the previous year. Financial debt reduces with €149.3 
million compared with 200�.

March 2005
03/03: Real Software reaches a settlement with Mr. 

Rudy Hageman and Indi NV.  Under the terms of this 
out-of-court settlement, Mr. Hageman and Indi NV drop 
their claims against the Real Software group, which 
in turn drops its civil and criminal actions against Mr. 
Hageman and Indi NV.  It is agreed that Indi NV’s claim 
against Real Software will be reduced to €800,000.  
The claim will be introduced into Real Software’s share 
capital within a period of eight (8) weeks.  With this 
settlement, Real Software puts an end to a conflict 
with the former founder and managing director of the 
business which has dragged on for years.

29/03: At the annual general shareholders’ meeting, 
the external auditor – Deloitte & Touche Bedrijfsrevisoren 
represented by William Blomme - is reappointed.  The 
extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting decides 
to issue 1,500 G-1 Convertible Bonds with a five-year 
term from the time of issue and with the suspension 
of the pre-emption rights of the existing shareholders 
in favour of Real Holdings, LLC and Roosland Beheer 
B.V.  The income from these bonds will be used to 
repay the principal on the existing bridging loans. The 
extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting also decides 
to carry out a capital increase subject to the conversion 
of the above-mentioned bonds.  The conversion can 
take place at any time during the term of the bonds, at 
a conversion rate defined in the issue and conversion 
conditions for the G-1 Convertible Bonds. 

April 2005
25/04: In implementation of the settlement 

agreement reached on March 3, 2005 between Real 
Software, Mr. Rudy Hageman and Indi NV, the board 
of directors increases the capital of Real Software 
within the limits of the authorized capital, by €100,512 
with a share premium of €699,488, by means of the 
contribution in kind of the debt claim on the part of Indi 
NV for €800,000, and with the issue of 1,600,000 shares 
to Indi NV at an exercise price of €0.50 per share.   
August 2005

31/08: Publication of the half year results. Per 30 
June 2005, a group turnover of €61.0 million was 











generated.   Operating result (EBIT) is break-even in 
the first half of 2005. Additional financing has been 
put in place by factoring in Belgium and France. The 
extraordinary result in the first semester of 2005 
amounts to € 1.0M.  The financial result of €-5.7 million 
in the first half of 2005 is in line with 2004.  

MILESTONES 2006
January 2006

08/01: On January 8th, 2006, Real Software and 
its former Managing Director-CEO, Peter Op de Beeck 
BVBA, mutually decided to separate.  Gores Technology 
Londen, Ltd., Küsnacht Branch represented by Mr. 
Ashley W. Abdo, was appointed new Managing Director-
CEO of the company as of 9 January 2006.  Mr. Abdo 
resigned from his functions as director and chairman of 
the board of directors. 

February 2006
03/02: Real Software has granted an exclusive 

distributorship for the sale and implementation of its 
leading entreprise maintenance and asset management 
product “Rimses” to StorkReal BV, a Dutch company that 
was incorporated in 2002 as a joint venture between 
Real Software and Stork Management Maintenance 
BV. 
In a simultaneous transaction, Real Software sold its 
50% equity stake in StorkReal BV and StorkReal Belgium 
NV to Stork.  Real Software will continue to sell Rimses in 
France an in its key-verticals like Textile, Pharmaceutical 
and the Belgian Public markets. StorkReal will be 
the exclusive sales channel to the other Belgian and 
Dutch industries and to the healthcare sector, namely 
hospitals.  StorkReal will also sell Rimses in countries 
outside BeNeLux and France.

In February 2006, the Company and its creditors, 
Real Holdings LLC, reached an understanding regarding 
the extension of the date by which the Company could 
obtain a 50% debt remission on its €44.8 million credit 
facilities from April 6, 2006 to April 6, 2007.  The credit 
Agreement was further modified to extend the date on 
which the company must begin to make payments of 
principal and accrued interest on the €45 million credit 
facility from June 30, 2006 to June 30, 2007.  

March – May 2006
30/03 – 18/5: On 30 March 2006, Real Software NV 

made an end to a long standing dispute and court case 
through a settlement agreement.  In this respect, the 
Board of Directors of Real Software NV resolved, in the 
framework of the authorized capital, to increase the 
share capital of Real Software NV through contribution in 
kind of an outstanding receivable against Real Software 
NV in the aggregate amount of €2,516,243.22 and with 
issuance of 7,624,979 shares at an issuance price equal 
to €0.33 per share.  The capital increase took place on 
May 18, 2006.
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August 2006
24/08: The company and its reference shareholders, 

Real Holdings LLC along with its co-investor from the 
Indofin group, have reached an agreement to contribute 
the principal amount of their G-1 Convertible Bonds, 
i.e. €15,000,000, and of their senior secured debt, i.e. 
€44,795,079 into common equity of the company. 
The 1,500 G-1 Convertible Bonds totalling €15,000,000 
were contributed to common equity at €0.55 per share.  
The conversion resulted in the issuance of 27,273,000 
common shares. The accrued interest through the 
date of conversion, €4.7 million as of 30 June 2006, 
will remain as a payable on Real’s balance sheet.  The 
contribution of the senior secured debt into equity took 
place on September 29, 2006 (see below). 
The contribution of the debts to equity significantly 
de-leverages the balance sheet and leads to a positive 
pro forma book equity value based upon year end 
consolidated 2005 financials. 
In connection with these transactions, the company 
has put in place a new credit facility provided by 
Credit Suisse International, to allow for the payment of 
certain debts and for general working capital purposes. 
As is normal practice, the credit facility is secured by 
the assets of the company.  The credit facility provides 
for an initial immediate funding of €13,500,000 with 
drawing of an additional €10,000,000 second tranche 
upon the achievement of certain financial milestones 
by Real.  
September 2006

29/09: Pursuant to the agreement dated 24 
August 2006 between the company and its reference 
shareholders, an extraordinary general shareholders’ 
meeting was held on September 29, 2006, which 
approved (i) the issuance of warrants and allocation 
of warrants to Credit Suisse International and (ii) 
the increase of the company’s share capital through 
contribution of the senior secured credit facility for 
an amount of €44,795,078.82 into the equity of the 
company.  

This contribution in kind was compensated through 
issuance of 61,363,121 new shares, of which 55,226,809 
were allocated to Real Holdings, LLC and 6,136,312 to 
Avobone NV.  The issuance price of the new shares was 
fixed at €0.73.  







EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO 31 DECEMBER YEAR CLOSE
Real announced on 16 January 2007 the sale of the Retail 
point-of-sale (POS) division to Centric. The decision 
of Real to divest the Retail point-of-sale business is 
motivated by the continuing consolidation in the Retail 
IT market, and the need for scale at a European level 
to remain profitable and to provide state of the art 
solutions. In addition, Real Software’s core business is 
providing software related IT solutions comprised of 
vertical software applications, enterprise solutions and 
development services in BeNeLux and France.  Real’s 
Retail division is built upon the hardware POS (cash 
register) and its related software and services.  Although 
there is software related to the POS business, its 
hardware POS does not fit well with Real’s IT solutions 
strategy.  As a result of the divestiture, Real will focus all 
of its energy and efforts on growing its remaining core 
software IT solutions businesses both organically and 
through acquisitions or mergers.
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1. MANAGEMENT TEAM

The only change in the management team during 2006 took place on January 8th when Real Software appointed Mr. 
Ashley W. Abdo as the new Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Mr. Abdo was the Chairman of Real from April 2004 until 
becoming the CEO.  Mr. Abdo resigned his position as Chairman in order to not accumulate the two roles.  

The management team had one other change in 2006. Zander Colaers joined the team as Vice President, Advanced 
Technology Solutions replacing the outgoing manager in April.

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Ashley W. Abdo

Vice President Sales & Marketing Guy Herregodts

Vice President Applied Solutions

Vice President International Operations Paul De Schrijver

Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Jos Nijns

Secretary General Thierry de Vries

Vice President Advanced Technology Solutions Zander Colaers

The outlook of the organization by the end of 2006 was:

BUSINESS OVERVIEw

For more information about the senior management team see Section 6.

2
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2. ACTIVITIES

GeneRal

In achieving their company objectives our clients have specific needs for improving their business processes. Real 
Software has a portfolio of solutions and services that are focused on these client needs.

In 2006, Real broke its solutions into three main categories of offerings:
Applied Solutions, vertical software and packaged software solutions, which include the business critical 
software applications oriented to specific vertical niches in the mid market
Advanced Technology Solutions, enterprise solutions, which are enterprise based solutions adding value to the 
IT enterprises of our clients.
Retail point-of-sale solutions, which provided total hardware and software solutions for retailers point-of-sale 
needs.  This heavily hardware based business was divested in January 2007 as non-strategic.

applied SolutionS (aS)
Applied Solutions (vertical software and packaged software) provides business-critical software applications to specific 
vertical niches. The sectors being served by AS are textile, wholesale, retail, service, industry, healthcare and public. 
The sector-specific offerings almost always include generic solutions either from ATS either from third-parties.

The most important solutions are discussed below.

Solution 1 – Real Applied wholesale
With Real Applied Wholesale Real Software focuses on the wholesale market segment. This strategic ERP solution is a 
complete suite that integrates Supply Chain Management with stock management, logistics, WMS, CRM, e-commerce 
and business intelligence. An important plus is that the solution is easy to customize.

Solution 2 – Rimses
Rimses is designed to be the most flexible and easy to use Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) 
in today’s marketplace. It is ideal for supporting all in-house maintenance activities and for managing third-party out-
sourced contracts and contractors. From individual components to an entire plant, Rimses gives you immediate access 
to your current state of maintenance.  

Solution 3 – Ritm
Ritm is the “REAL Interactive Textile Management” solution, developed together with leading textile manufacturers 
based on best practices. RITM is a unique enterprise information management system offering textile companies 
advantages: reduced lead times, on-time delivery, eliminating quality problems and increased manufacturing 
throughput.

Solution 4 – Fimacs
Fimacs is a complete financial management and accounting solution for production, service and distribution businesses, 
as well as the public market. Fimacs is sold stand-alone and in combination with Rimses. An important advantage is 
the open design making the easy integration with back office and 3rd party systems possible.

Solution 5 – Ergomed
Ergomed is the medical services package for occupational prevention and protection designed for internal and external 
health service departments. The Medical File module is the core of the application taking into account the teamwork 
between the company doctor and the nurse. ErgoMed supports examinations in the departmental offices as well as in 
the companies or centers – in which each department decides upon the depth of the medical examination. ErgoMed 
is the undisputed market leader in this sector. 
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advanced technoloGy SolutionS (atS)
ATS delivers enterprise solutions to address non-sector related client needs in 6 IT domains.

Domain 1 – Business Intelligence
Decision makers nowadays have to concentrate on decision making and not report making. Therefore a decent 
combination of a data warehouse together with the appropriate Business Intelligence tools is the only right solution for 
the support of the strategic business decision making process. Data turned into information should always be available 
anytime anywhere to anybody appropriate. This is the promise delivered by Business Intelligence.

Real Software has partnerships with multiple recognized Business Intelligence vendors such as Microsoft, Cognos and 
Business Objects.

Domain 2 – Information Management
The intensively growing amount of information and information workers in organizations is demanding for an adapted 
vision, strategy and infrastructure. 
Handling the growing amount of information is an enormous challenge for organizations. Real Software offers various 
solutions in the domains of content management and output management, enabling co-workers to have a centralized 
workspace for making available information and knowledge (in a collaborative way). 

In the domain of Information Management, RLS has also strong partnerships with:
AODx
Microsoft Office SharePoint (enterprise content management)
Ektron CMS400 (web content management)
Scriptura XBOS or Invenso XBIntegrator (output management)

Domain 3 – Customer Relationship Management
CRM (customer relationship management) is a solution that helps an enterprise manage customer relationships in 
an organized way. This is done by affectively describing these relationships in sufficient detail so that management, 
salespeople, customer service and even the customers directly can access information, match customer needs with 
product plans and offerings, remind customers of service requirements, know what other products a customer had 
purchased, and so forth.

Real Software’s CRM consultants bring the necessary experience and business knowledge to make it possible for a 
company to shift to, or strengthen a customer-centric focus by implementing either Real’s own developed eSmart 
solution or Microsoft Dynamics CRM, a single, fully integrated CRM system.  

Domain 4 – eBusiness
eBusiness is a wide domain covering different types of solutions, which are all about different levels of communications 
via the Internet and which differ from which type of communication (interaction, publishing, transaction, etc.). 

Three main categories of eBusiness solutions are:
eCommerce facilitating making sales via the Internet
eMarketing which offers the possibility for creating web sites in a quick and effortless way in a multi-brand, 
multi-product, multi-language and multi-site environment
eGovernment helping public organizations in supporting workflows and administration about communication 
with clients and citizens.

Domain 5 – Technology Innovation
Real believes that contemporary technological solutions are important for companies to achieve their business objectives, 
whether for growth, profit or enhanced customer and supplier relations. However, maintaining a contemporary IT 
environment with aging solutions poses a significant challenge for mature companies today. Real has created a 
solutions team whose sole mandate is to help our customers innovate with IT to better leverage their IT investments 
ultimately moving towards a contemporary platform. This may include the complete re-write and deployment of a 
business critical application. Or adding contemporary features, like web enablement, to existing applications.
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Their experience and knowledge is consolidated in a Technology Innovation Offering that can be used to realize your 
innovation.  

Real differentiates itself through its 900+ professionals significant competences in technologies such as Java, Microsoft, 
iSeries, Oracle, Progress and most of the state of the art development processes and techniques.  Their experience and 
knowledge is consolidated into a Technology Innovation Offering that can be used to realize a customer’s innovation 
needs.

Domain 6 – Managed Services
In the IT Outsourcing landscape Real focuses on application and infrastructure management. In line with our internal 
structure we have organized this solution around a Plan-Build-Run approach.  

Plan - This means we will provide outsourcing consultancy to our customers, assisting them in setting up their 
outsourcing project. 
Build - We will also perform the transition project, thereby executing all the necessary knowledge transfer 
and taking the necessary steps to bring the customer’s applications and/or infrastructure environment under a 
Service Level Agreement (SLA). This project is executed using our standard project management methodologies 
based on CMMI, PMBOK and best practices.
Run - We provide the IT outsourced services, executing application and infrastructure management under the 
terms of the SLA’s, using the ASL and ITIL methodologies.

Retail

Retail Point of Sale – On 7 January 2007, Real sold this hardware centric, non-core business to Centric, a Dutch based 
Retail IT firm.

Retail delivers to the retail market:
end-to-end solutions at the level of point of sales, store automation and communication between head office 
and outlet network
hardware solutions, staging and installation services
Service Level Agreements
consultancy

The activities within Retail are briefly mentioned, since the Retail division was sold to Centric when this annual report 
was published. The main reason for this operation was that Retail was no longer considered as core business for 
Real.
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miSSion

viSion

StRategy

unique SellinG pRopoSition

4 StRategic axeS

3. STRATEGIC FRAMEwORk

viSion
Real aims to be the preferred IT supplier to its clients in the markets and domains in which Real is active, while 
delivering sustainable double-digit growth and market-leading profitability.

miSSion
Real’s mission is to enable its clients to achieve their objectives by improving their business processes through 
innovative and effective IT solutions.

unique SellinG pRopoSition
Real is a client focused, sales-driven national provider of reliable, proven software solutions and services supported 
by cutting-edge IT know-how.

StRategy
To be a client focused, sales-driven organization capable of delivering sustainable double-digit growth and market-
leading profitability.

4 StRategic axeS 
have been defined to accomplish the mission, support the Unique Selling Proposition and drive towards the vision:

world Class Sales - To have talented, engaged sales professionals who increase customer intimacy through 
the sales process and the customer life cycle.

Employer of Choice - To be a trusted employer where employees are proud to work for Real Software and 
enjoy high job satisfaction.

Quality Solutions - To remain at the technological forefront with in our IT domains, while delivering innovative, 
effective and competitive solutions.

Excellence in Execution - To be an efficient & effective organization capable of responding to our clients 
needs.
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4. STRATEGY FOR 2007

Growth is a one of the key measures for success for 
any organization. As markets grow, companies must 
capitalize on this growth or they risk loosing market share 
and becoming a less important player. Revenue growth 
and more importantly increased market share reflect the 
market’s and customers’ confidence in the business.

Real has embarked on a strategy to continue to improve 
our client delivery and achieve growth. The strategy 
is built upon our Vision, Mission and Unique Selling 
Proposition to the market. 
 

Vision. Real aims to be the preferred IT supplier to 
its clients in the markets and domains in which Real 
is active, while delivering sustainable double-digit 
growth and market-leading profitability.
Mission. Real’s mission is to enable its clients to 
achieve their objectives by improving their business 
processes through innovative and effective IT 
solutions.
Unique Selling Proposition. Real is a client 
focused, sales-driven national provider of reliable, 
proven software solutions and services supported 
by cutting-edge IT know-how.

 
In order to deliver upon our Vision and Mission, Real has 
an operational strategy to become a client focused, sales 
driven organization capable of achieving sustainable 
double digit growth and market leading profitability.
What does this mean?

Client focused. A client facing organization 
where the client is put first and all resources of the 
organization are aligned in this manner.
Sales-driven. Clients, through sales, define our 
solution offerings. A sales driven organization is 
lead by its Client’s needs. Our organization is sales 
driven, marketing supported.
Sustainable double digit growth. Year-over-
year our core solutions must grow in excess of 10%. 
Sustainable growth in our core solutions is only 
possible if Real offers high quality, cost effective 
solutions adding value to our Clients’ enterprises 
and therefore building references for generating 
new business.
Market leading profitability. This means 
profitability margins in excess of our competition, 
which can only be achieved by providing solutions 
in an effective and efficient way.

Although, it will take time, Real is confident that in its core 
solutions, it will achieve this ambitious strategy.  Real will 
not only grow through direct slaes, organically, but also 
through acquisition and/or mergers, inorganically.  















For inorganic growth, Real will seek companies that 
strenghten either the geographic coverage within 
BeNeLux and France or add to the technical competence 
and offerings of Real.  If any acquisition or merger were 
to develop sufficiently, we would immediately inform the 
market.  There can be no guarantees that Real will be 
successful at identifying and closing such transactions. 

In an effort to better align the organization to fullfill 
the strategic objective, Real made two important 
organizational changes.

A new Client Delivery group was created. The 
team includes our client delivery managers, project 
managers, solution managers and IT architects.  All 
responsible for directly defining and delivering our 
solutions to our clients.
Operations and Quality were grouped in one 
organization, “factory”. This group will include all 
associates effectively building and guaranteeing the 
quality of our offerings. The objective is to leverage 
the extensive core competence and knowledge of 
all our development and service teams across the 
entire organization to ensure the highest quality 
and most cost effective solutions are delivered to 
our clients.

The sole goal of the moves is to enable Real to achieve 
its operational strategy and fulfill its Vision and Mission 
toward our clients.  

In addition to the organizational changes, Real defined 
four critical strategic thrusts in which it needs to excel in 
order to achieve the strategy. The strategic thrusts are 
as follows:

Quality Solutions. To remain at the technological 
forefront within our IT domains, while delivering 
innovative, effective and competitive solutions.
Employer of Choice. To be a trusted employer 
where employees are proud to work for Real 
Software and enjoy high job satisfaction.
world Class Sales. To have talented, engaged sales 
professionals who increase customer intimacy through 
the sales process and the customer life cycle.
Excellence in Execution. To be an efficient & 
effective organization capable of responding to our 
clients needs.

Real has built an extensive plan to ensure that we achieve 
and/or maintain excellence in each of the four key 
areas.  Executing this plan is fundamental to achieving 
the strategy and fulfilling the Vision and Mission.
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The final cornerstone in the strategy, is the depth and breadth of our solutions.  Real offers three primary solutions:

Professional Services. Real has significant skills and competence that we can offer to our clients, including 
Microsoft .Net, JAVA, IBM iSeries, Progress, Oracle.  Our clients rely upon us for the highest skilled, extremely 
professional resources to compliment their own software development efforts or for specific development 
projects which can provide completely.

Enterprise Solutions. Real offers solutions that add value across the IT enterprise of our clients.  The 
enterprise solutions include, Managed Application and Infrastructure Services, Technology Innovation, 
Business Intelligence, Information Management, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and eBusiness.  
Real utilizes a ‘best of breed’ approach in the delivery of these solutions and thus partners with the software 
leaders in each area to deliver the best possible solution.

Vertical (packaged software) Solutions.  Real offers niche vertical software built upon accounting and 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions to the wholesale distribution, textiles and private banking sectors.  
In addition, we offer accounting applications utilized across multiple markets with a heavy concentration in 
public entities.  We also have an enterprise asset management (EAM) solution sold predominantly in industry 
and hospitals.

The depth and breadth of our solutions gives us multiple entry points into our clients.  In addition, we combine our 
offerings to provide a complete solution to the needs of the clients.  It is this wide offering array that makes Real 
unique in the market place and allows us to help our clients achieve their objectives through IT solutions.

The graphic below depicts our solution offerings.  We leverage our technical competences (professional services) to 
produce repeatable processes and re-useable components across the plan, build and run cycle of the enterprise or 
vertical software solutions.  It is through this process that each solution benefits from the strengths of the others.

Real’s full solution offerings covering the entire software lifecycle – plan, build & run.
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RISk FACTORS

In application of article 96, 1° of the Belgian Company Law, as amended by the Law of 13 January 2006, the company 
herewith provides information on the main risks and uncertainties that could negatively impact the development, the 
financial results or the market position of the company.  

Fluctuations in the market environment can adversely affect demand and competitive pressure might lead 
to further margin pressure

Our business will be negatively affected if we are not able to anticipate and keep pace with rapid changes 
in technology or if growth in the use of technology in business is not as rapid as in the past. 

Companies are increasingly competing on a global basis. Increased competition from global or pan-
European players could lead to increased margin pressure and lower profitability

Failure to retain and hire new skilled employees will affect the success of the company in the future

Dependency on sales successes

Unexpected costs or delays could make our contracts unprofitable.   

Our contracts can be terminated by our clients with short notice.   

Our profitability will suffer if we are not able to maintain our pricing and utilization rates and to control 
our costs. 

Undetected errors or defects in our software could adversely affect our performance, reduce the demand 
for our products and services and increase service and maintenance costs.

Others could claim that we infringe on their intellectual property.

Litigations

Reference is made to the statutory annual report (Section 12) for full text and details on risk factors. 























3
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EMPLOYEES

numbeR of employeeS and peRSonnel movementS 
On the date of this annual report, Real Software group employs 864 employees.  Since fiscal year 2004, the number 
of employees decreased as follows: on December 31, 2004, the Real Software Group employed 1,251 employees, on 
December 31, 2005, 1,155 employees and on December 31, 2006, 968 employees. 

The distribution of personnel is currently as follows:

Segment No. of personnel

Advanced Technology Solutions 6�5

Applied Solutions 169

Sales & Marketing 24

Staff & Support �6

TOTAL 864

As a consequence of the financial difficulties of the company, the hiring away by competitors and the lay-offs, turnover 
remained high in 2006.  In 2006, the number of employees decreased with 291 because of the following reasons:

Centralization of helpdesk activities of the Retail division in Oostkamp, resulting in the closure of the helpdesk 
divisions in France and the Netherlands;
Strategic decision to sell all Retail activities to Centric BV;
The end of notice period of certain employees who resigned during the last months of 2005;
The ICT job market became scarce in 2006, because of a high demand for ICT-professionals on the market 
and the Real Software ICT-professionals were approached by several competitors and headhunters.

The personnel evolution of the last three years can be explained on the one hand by the disposal of non-core 
businesses and activities within the group, and on the other hand, it can be stated that the high turnover of the 
personnel is due to the following factors: 

Feeling of insecurity regarding the survival of the company that started in 200� but continued until turnaround 
was completed in 2006; 
Strategic choices the company made over the last three years regarding its products and services; 
New company culture based on meritocracy and accountability, introduced at the entry of the new reference 
shareholder; 
Centralization of supporting services (administration, personnel, sales & marketing).

inteRnational oveRview

Hereinafter is an overview of personnel divided per country.

Country No. of personnel

Belgium 48�

France �06

Luxembourg 7�

The Netherlands 2

TOTAL 864
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human ReSouRceS

The human resources department was focused on two 
main areas during the year 2006: strong emphasis on 
recruitment activities on the one hand and efforts to 
retain employees on the other hand. In total, 141 new 
employees were hired.

The following actions were taken in order to achieve this 
recruitment result:

A dedicated recruitment team was hired to 
support the recruitment needs of the business. 
An efficient and transparent recruitment process 
was implemented;
An “employee referral program” was successfully 
introduced;
Presence of Real Software on various job fairs 
and in various traditional media and internet 
recruitment.

With regard to retention, the following programs were 
started:

A leadership skills program, oriented towards 
those employees of Real Software having people 
management responsibilities, was implemented; 
Various events, such as social events, informal 
meetings, workshops, town hall meetings, were 
organized in order to increase both employee 
satisfaction and employee pride;
Communication became a central topic in 2006: 
by means of newsletters, department meetings 
and small team events, all employees were up-
to-date on the status of the company;
A strong emphasis was put on training and 
development opportunities. More information on 
this topic in 4.4.

Because of these efforts, attrition dropped to an industry-
acceptable level from July 2006 onwards.















tRaininG and development

For Real Software as a ‘Knowledge Company’, 
knowledge, capabilities and attitude of its employees are 
of differentiating importance to guarantee a qualitative 
and competitive service to its customers.
Real Software invests in training and development to 
improve the employability of its employees and to offer 
added value to both employees and customers.

Accountability
As of August 2005, the company started to organize 
workshops to improve the company results by stimulating 
the individual and organizational accountability.  This 
cultural change encourages all our associates to feel 
responsible and empowered to make the difference.

Leadership Skills and Coaching program
Following the project to improve and stimulate the 
accountability and the responsibility of its employees, 
Real Software started a Leadership Skills and Coaching 
program. With this program, Real Software intends to 
ensure a qualitative and strong middle management for 
the future, in order to build a stronger bond between the 
employees and Real Software, and increase the focus on 
deliverables and competence development.

cmmi - oSSp 
With regard to obtaining CMMI maturity level 2 in 2006 
and future focus on level 3, a lot of effort has been put 
in to providing the basic skill training of CMMI – OSSP 
for all employees.

In 2006, about 240 employees already attended basic 
training. About the same attendance was obtained 
in the specialized trainings for the participants of the 
pilot projects.  In 2007, this will be continued to obtain 
a general knowledge on CMMI – OSSP within Real 
Software.

Impact in 2006
In 2006, the equivalent of 1553 training days were 
organized and registered.
More than 50% of these trainings were focused on 
improving technical knowledge, skills and competences. 
(Professional Training or Professional Event).
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woRkS council

Like previous years, in 2006 positive collaboration was pursued with the collective bodies (Works Council, committee 
for Prevention and Protection, Union Delegation).

The Works Council met 12 times and deals with a number of recurrent items on its agenda such as the meeting 
reports, the to-do lists, human resources management, car park and financial results (annual, half-year and quarterly) 
of the company. Furthermore, a number of special items were discussed such as the re-orientation of the annual 
assessment reviews.

Besides the ordinary meetings, a number of extraordinary meetings were held to inform and consult regarding 
the change of managing director of the company in January, the change of a vice president in April and the debt 
restructuring in September.

Finally, the Works Council annually organizes an Economic and Financial Information Day in the presence of the 
statutory Auditor, which took place on 9 May 2006.
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ORGANIzATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE REAL SOFTwARE GROUP

As set forth in Section 1, Real Software currently is the parent company, directly or indirectly, of different Belgian and 
foreign companies, as follows:

Status per 31 December 2006

REAL SOFTwARE NV - Belgium

99,98% aIrIal�conseIl�sa�–�france

99,99% real�software�france�sa�-�france

99,93% orIam�sa�–�france��-------------�100%�orIam�corporatIon�-�usa

100%� real�software�nederland�BV�-�the�netherlands

99,95% real�solutIons�sa�–�luxemBourg

60% supply�chaIn�software�nV�-�BelgIum

100% real�serVIces�nV�-�BelgIum

100% xenIa�nV�–�BelgIum

50% eco2B�nV�-�BelgIum�

25% tradcom�nV�–�BelgIum

9,09% antwerp�dIgItal�maInport�nV�-�BelgIum

8,33% Bakery�2B�nV�-�BelgIum

5
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SUPERVISORY BODIES AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

boaRd of diRectoRS

Composition of the Board Of Directors
Following the share capital increase on April 6, 2004 by Gores Technology Group, LLC, via its affiliate company 
Real Holdings, LLC, the latter became the company’s majority shareholder as set forth in Section 10.  The present 
composition of the company’s board of directors still reflects the majority shareholder’s strong involvement in the 
supervision of the business: four (4) directors including the chairman appointed by Real Holdings, LLC, make up an 
eight (8)-strong board of directors together with three (3) independent directors and the managing director.

In January 2006, Gores Technology Ltd., Küsnacht Branch, represented by Ashley W. Abdo, was appointed as new 
managing director of the Company, succeeding Peter Op de Beeck BVBA, who acted as managing director from 
October 2004 until January 2006.  

The table below gives an overview of the current members of the board of directors and their terms of office:

Name Executive or non-
executive director Title Start of term End of term

William B. Patton, Jr. Non-executive Director and Chairman 2004 2010

Gores Technology Ltd., Küsnacht Branch. 
Represented by Ashley. W. Abdo Executive Director and Managing 

Director 2006 2012

Viscount Etienne Davignon Non-executive Independent Director 2004 2010

JPD Consult BVBA represented by 
Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere Non-executive Independent Director 2004 2010

DR Associates BVBA, represented by  
Filip Roodhooft Non-executive Independent Director 2004 2010

Mark Stone Non-executive Director 2005 2011

Joseph P. Page Non-executive Director 2004 2010

Scott Honour Non-executive Director 2005 2011

The board of directors confirms that Viscount Etienne Davignon, JPD Consult BVBA, represented by Jean-Pierre 
Depaemelaere and DR Associates BVBA, represented by Filip Roodhooft, all qualify as an independent director as they 
satisfy the criteria set forth in Section 6 and 8.  With the appointment of independent directors of such high level and 
extensive business experience (as further indicated below), the board of directors has confirmed its commitment to 
sound corporate governance.  The standards and quality of the independent directors ensure that the company is 
committed to corporate governance.  For further information of Real Software’s Corporate Governance policies and 
commitments, reference is made to Section 8.

The board of directors has relevant management expertise as shown briefly hereafter:
 
  Viscount Etienne Davignon has built an international career in business, politics and diplomacy at the highest 

level, and is uniquely qualified to provide independent and relevant advice to the business. As chairman 
of the appointment and remuneration committee, he effectively guides policy and oversight of executive 
management. Etienne Davignon is or was a director of the following companies during the last five years: 
Recticel NV, CMB, Suez-Tractebel, Accor, Sofina, Gilead and Cumerio.

6
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  Filip Roodhooft, permanent representative of DR Associates BVBA, is an independent director and chairman 
of the audit committee. His academic qualifications and his chairs at K.U.L. and Vlerick Leuven Ghent 
Management School in the field of accountancy as well as his chairmanship of the examination board of the 
Belgian Institute of Accountants and Tax Consultants make him particularly well suited to this task.

  Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere, permanent representative of JPD Consult BVBA, sits on the audit committee 
and the appointment & remuneration committee as an independent director. His specific experience in the field 
of human resources and general management (including as managing director of Distrigas and general director 
of corporate HR at Suez-Tractebel), gives him a prime position in the devising of policy lines for the group in 
the context of the audit committee and appointment & remuneration committee. Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere 
is or was a director of the following companies during the last five years: Suez-Tractebel, Electrabel, Distrigas, 
Fluxys, VEV/Voka and Vlaams Centrum voor Kwaliteitszorg VZW.

  William B. Patton, Jr. was nominated by Gores Technology Group. He is active in investment funds and was 
formerly a business leader of listed companies in the United States, including Unisys Corporation, a Fortune 500 
business. Thanks to his long career, which has included considerable international and European involvement, 
the company can benefit from his invaluable ideas in connection with strategy and human resources, in areas 
such as motivation and retention policy. William Patton is or was a director and/or president of the following 
companies during the last five years: Proxicom Inc., MigraTec Inc, Novatel, Pacific Capital,  Siruset Inc. and 
Four Star Acquisitions. He also is a member of the board of trustees of the University of Missouri and was 
a member of the foundation board of the University of California – Irvine. He succeeded to Ashley Abdo 
as chairman of the board of directors of Real Software and is member of the appointment & remuneration 
committee and of the corporate governance committee.

  Ashley. w. Abdo, permanent representative of Gores Technology Ltd. London, Küsnacht Branch.  Mr. Abdo 
resides in Zürich, Switzerland.  He is a member of Gores’ operating due diligence and portfolio management 
team. Ashely Abdo has over 19 years experience in sales, sales management and executive management. He 
currently serves as Director, Vice President or member of the board of directors and/or Management Committee 
of the following companies: Avure Holdings LLC, Avure Technologies, Inc., Avure Technolgy Holdings, AB, 
Avure International AB, Brand-Rex Holdings LLC, Brand-Rex Ltd., the Gores Group LLC., Gores, Inmac Holdings 
LLC, Real Holdings LLC., Abdo-Kent Holdings, LLC., Select Technologies, Inc. and Select Technologies, Ltd.  
He previously served as President and CEO of Aonix Corporation and President and CEO of Jamis Software 
Corporation (Gores portfolio companies).

  Joseph P. Page is a member of Gores’ operating due diligence and portfolio management team. Joseph 
Page has extensive experience in various operating and finance roles. Prior to joining Gores, he was Senior 
Principal and Chief Operating Officer for Shelter Capital Partners a private investment fund. Previous to that he 
held various senior executive positions with several private and public companies controlled by MacAndrews & 
Forbes (M&F). While at M&F, he was Vice Chairman of Panavision, CFO of The Coleman Company and CFO of 
New World Communications. Prior to M&F, Joseph Page was a Partner at Price Waterhouse.  

 
  Scott M. Honour is responsible for originating and structuring transactions and pursuing strategic initiatives 

at Gores. Prior to joining Gores in 2002, Scott Honour led a career as an investment banker with a focus on 
creating, structuring, financing and executing financial sponsor-led transactions. From 2001 to 2002, Mr. Honour 
served as a Managing Director at UBS Warburg, where he was responsible for relationships with technology-
focused financial sponsors, including Gores, and created the firm’s Transaction Development Group, which 
brought transaction ideas to financial sponsors. Prior to joining UBS Warburg, Scott Honour was an investment 
banker at Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette where he executed a variety of mergers and acquisitions, high yield 
financing, equity offering and restructuring assignments. He also served as a Vice President in DLJ’s Merchant 
Banking Group from 1995 to 1997. Scott Honour currently is managing director at Gores Group LLC and serves 
as a director of Entrasys, WireOne, GlobalTel*Link Corp., Proxicom and Yapstone. 

 
  Mark R. Stone has responsibility for Gores worldwide operations group, including oversight of all Gores 

portfolio companies and operational due diligence. He joined Gores in 2005. Mark Stone most recently served 
as CEO of Sentient Jet, the pioneer and leading provider of private jet membership services. Before joining 
Sentient Jet, Mark Stone was President and CEO of Narus, Inc., a global provider of telecommunication 
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software infrastructure to world-class carriers and next-generation service providers. Mr. Stone came to Narus, 
after serving as President and CEO, of Sentex Systems, Inc., an international security and access control 
manufacturing company based in Los Angeles. Prior to Sentex, Mark Stone was Corporate General Manager 
of TicketMaster/CitySearch, Inc (Nasdaq: TMCS), a multi-billion dollar new media organization. Previous to 
TicketMaster/CitySearch, Mr. Stone spent five plus years with the Boston Consulting Group, as a member 
of their high technology and industrial goods practices. He served in BCGs Boston, London, Los Angeles 
and Seoul, Korea offices. He currently serves as managing director CEO of Proxicom Holdings and WireOne 
Holdings and is or was member of the board of directors of the following companies: Avure Holdings, Avure 
Technology Holding, Brand-Rex Holdings, Enterasys Networks, Global Tel*Link Corp., Gtel Holdings, Gores 
Capital Advisors, Gores ENT Holding, Inmac Holding, Proxicom, SER Holding, Somero Holding, Somero Ent. 
And WireOne Communications.

Corporate Governance and IAS 24 statement
These members of the board all have had and currently still occupy mandates with other companies and/or partnerships 
but, while these mandates offer Real Software additional experience, none of these mandates are conflicting with the 
company’s interest or the execution of the mandates these directors hold with Real Software. Therefore, the list of 
other mandates is not considered material by the board of directors and will not be disclosed. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that that at the date of this Annual Report, none of the directors or, in case of 
corporate entities being director, none of their permanent representatives, of the company has, for at least the 
previous five years:

any convictions in relation to fraudulent offenses; 
held an executive function in the form of a senior manager or a member of the administrative, management 
or supervisory bodies of any company at the time of or preceding any bankruptcy, receivership or liquidation; 
or has been subject to any official public incrimination and/or sanction by any statutory or regulatory authority 
(including any designated professional body); or, 
has ever been disqualified by a court from acting as member of the administrative, management or supervisory 
bodies of any company or from acting in the management or conduct of affairs of any company. 

Finally, except for the service agreement with the managing director (see Section 11) Real Software has currently not 
entered into services agreements providing for benefits upon termination with any of the members of the board of 
directors.

executive manaGement

General provisions
The board of directors has appointed the executive management of the company.  The terms of reference of the 
executive management have been determined by the board of directors in close consultation with the CEO.

As further set forth in Section 2, the business of Real Software and its subsidiaries are organized in different segments 
and divisions. 

The CEO oversees the different segments and divisions.  Together with the CEO, the heads of the divisions, the CFO and 
the Secretary General constitute the executive management of Real Software.  The executive management includes 
all executive directors of Real Software.  The executive management does not constitute an executive committee 
(‘directiecomité / comité de direction’) within the meaning of article 524bis of the Belgian Company Code. 
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Composition of Executive Management
As at the date of this annual report, executive management consists of seven (7) members, as further set forth 
hereinafter: 

Name Title End of term

Gores Technology Ltd., Küsnacht Branch. 
Represented by Ashley. W. Adbo

Chief Executive Officer and 
Managing Director

Alte Landstrasse 39a, 8700 Küsnacht, 
Switzerland

Jos Nijns Chief Financial Controller Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich, 
Belgium

Paul De Schrijver Vice President International 
Operations & Business Development

Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich, 
Belgium

Thierry de Vries Secretary General Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich, 
Belgium

Guy Herregodts Vice President Sales & Marketing Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich, 
Belgium

Zander Colaers Vice President Client Delivery Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich, 
Belgium

Werner Pruehs Vice President Operations & Quality Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich, 
Belgium

Please find below brief résumés of the members of the executive management:

Ashley. W. Abdo, permanent representative of Gores Technology Ltd. London, Küsnacht Branch - CEO 
Ashely Abdo resides in Zürich, Switzerland.  He is a member of Gores’ operating due diligence and portfolio management 
team. He has over 19 years experience in sales, sales management and executive management. He currently serves 
as Director, Vice President or member of the board of directors and/or Management Committee of the following 
companies: Avure Holdings LLC, Avure Technologies, Inc., Avure Technolgy Holdings, AB, Avure International AB, 
Brand-Rex Holdings LLC, Brand-Rex Ltd., the Gores Group LLC., Gores, Inmac Holdings LLC, Real Holdings LLC., Abdo-
Kent Holdings, LLC., Select Technologies, Inc. and Select Technologies, Ltd.  He previously served as President and 
CEO of Aonix Corporation and President and CEO of Jamis Software Corporation (Gores portfolio companies).

Jos Nijns – Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
On  September 6, 2004, Mr. Jos Nijns was appointed as Chief Financial Officer of Real Software group.  Since 1982 
he gained a broad finance experience in reputable multinationals.  During the last seven years, he acquired in depth 
knowledge of the ICT sector at EDS.  In the period 1982-1996 he developed extensive experience in different financial 
aspects with international companies such as Elf Aquitaine Belgium, Estée Lauder, Upjohn and Schindler Europe.  From 
1997 on, Jos Nijns performed various executive financial functions at EDS, one of the leading global ICT companies. 
In 2002, he was appointed Finance Director Benelux.  

Paul De Schrijver – Vice President International Operations
Paul De Schrijver joined Real Software on March 1, 2005 as VP International Operations.  He leads the group’s 
international operations, strategic planning, acquisitions and joint ventures.  He started his career in 1986 as an attorney 
at Allen & Overy specialized in corporate restructurings, joint ventures and mergers & acquisitions. From 1992 on, he 
became involved in the management and restructuring of Turbodata.  This group became over time the market leader 
in Europe.  When Turbodata was acquired by ADP Inc. in 1996 he became responsible for Business Development in the 
newly founded European headquarters of ADP’s automotive division.  He was in charge of strategic planning.  Later 
on he combined such function with the management of the Large Account relations (car manufacturers).  Since 2000 
Paul De Schrijver has been heading, as Vice President based in Paris, the Corporate Development of ADP in Europe, 
leading many acquisition and divestiture projects for its four divisions throughout Europe.
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Thierry de Vries – Secretary General
Thierry de Vries has joined the Real Software group in December 2001.  He has twenty years experience in domestic 
and foreign law firms as a litigator and business lawyer.  The secretary general has been appointed Company Secretary 
by the board of directors, and is responsible for the smooth running of the board of directors and its sub-committees.  
He oversees the implementation of the principles of corporate governance within the business and assists executive 
management with internal organization, contacts with the board of directors and operational support.  He is responsible 
for the Corporate Office, which provides legal support for the group’s activities and is in charge of relationships with 
regulators and stock exchange and external communications.  He is also chairman of the Works Council.

Guy Herregodts – Vice President Sales & Marketing
Guy Herregodts joined Real Software on March 1, 2005 as VP Sales & Marketing. His sales career dates back to 
1987 at Teledata and later on he held account management, sales management and general management positions 
at Turbodata Benelux.  When this company was acquired by ADP Inc., an American IT services group, in 1996 he 
became VP of ADP Dealer Services Benelux responsible for developing ICT services to major automotive companies.  
In 1998 he joined CSDG NV as managing director leading the integration of Belgium On Line, Globe Internet, United 
Callers, Arcadis and Imaginet. When this company was acquired by Cable & Wireless, he became General Manager 
Benelux (286 associates, revenue of € 55 million) and restructured the organization into 3 product groups for IP 
Solutions, Network Integration and Data Services.  He was responsible as general manager for providing OmegaSoft 
ICT solutions to the medical professional. He also developed the organization in France and the Netherlands. Guy 
Herregodts is also the managing director of Guy Herregodts Consulting BVBA

zander Colaers – Vice President Client Delivery
Zander Colaers joined Real Software on July 11, 2005 as Unit Manager of the Java Technology Competence Center. As 
of March 2006, he was promoted to Vice President for Advanced Technology Solutions (professional services). Zander 
Colaers build up a broad experience in (re)structuring, consolidating and integrating company activities. He has Master 
degrees in Computer Sciences and Transport & Logistics and followed the Advanced Management Program at ‘De 
Vlerick School for management’. He worked for a long period in the Netherlands for one of the Top 3 ICT companies: 
PinkRoccade. In this company he had different assignments for improving company activities and in different general 
management roles, including the lead for several successful transformation processes. Zander Colaers has tremendous 
experience with a broad base of  ICT capabilities including ICT consultancy, application development and maintenance 
and infrastructure services.

Werner Pruehs – Vice President Operations & Quality
Before joining the Real Retail division in 2006 where he was heading the Retail Development and Delivery organization 
he was the Group Development Director at Anker Systems plc.  Anker was a pan European provider of total solutions 
for the retail industry with subsidiaries in eleven European countries. Werner Pruehs was building up and running a 
centrally managed international development organization with teams in 4 different countries. Werner has over 20 
years of international experience in development and project management. He also developed process control and 
measurement systems for submarines and offshore oil production platforms before he joined Omron Cooperation, 
a multinational enterprise based in Japan. At Omron he worked in a number of positions such as Product Support 
Department Manager and Product Center Division Manager for European POS solutions.  Werner Pruehs will focus on 
building a Real branded development methodology that differentiates Real in the market and delivers quality solutions 
effectively and on time. 

  

At the date of this Annual Report, none of the members of the executive management of the company or, in case of 
corporate entities being executive managers, none of their permanent representatives, has for at least the previous 
five years:

any convictions in relation to fraudulent offences; 
held an executive function in the form of a senior manager or a member of the administrative, management 
or supervisory bodies of any company at the time of or preceding any bankruptcy, receivership or liquidation; 
or has been subject to any official public incrimination and/or sanction by any statutory or regulatory authority 
(including any designated professional body); or, 
has ever been disqualified by a court from acting as member of the administrative, management or supervisory 
bodies of any company or from acting in the management or conduct of affairs of any company. 
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2. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

in GeneRal 
Each director and member of executive management is encouraged to separate his personal and business affairs as 
to avoid direct and indirect conflicts of interest with the company.  The company’s Corporate Governance Charter 
contains specific procedures to deal with potential conflicts. Summarized, prior to his appointment, each director 
and member of executive management must inform the board of directors of his related party transactions with Real 
Software or the company’s subsidiary.  During his mandate, he must inform the chairman of the board of directors of 
the related party transaction that he or his affiliates contemplates to enter into, and such related party transaction can 
only be entered into after approval by the board of directors.  
“Related party transactions” of a director or executive manager refers to any transaction to deliver services or provide 
supplies or other goods to Real Software or the company’s subsidiaries either by the director or executive manager 
himself, his spouse, or unmarried legal partner, his relatives (via birth or marriage) in the second degree, or a legal 
entity that is directly or indirectly under the control of the director or executive manager concerned, his spouse or 
unmarried legal partner, or a relative of his (via birth or marriage) in the second degree.  These rules are without 
prejudice to certain legal procedures set forth in Section 8. 

conflictS of inteReSt of diRectoRS

 Article 52� of the Belgian Company Code provides for a special procedure within the board of directors in the event 
of a possible conflict of interest of one or more directors with one or more decisions or transactions by the board of 
directors.  In the event of a conflict of interest, the director concerned has to inform his fellow directors of his conflict 
of interest before the board of directors deliberates and takes a decision in the matter concerned.  Furthermore, 
the conflicted director cannot participate in the deliberation and voting by the board of directors on the matter that 
gives rise to the potential conflict of interest.  The minutes of the meeting of the board of directors must contain the 
relevant statements by the conflicted director, and a description by the board of directors of the conflicting interest 
and the nature of the decision or transaction concerned.  The minutes must also contain a justification by the board of 
directors for the decision or transaction, and a description of the financial consequences thereof for the company.  The 
relevant minutes must be included in the (statutory) annual report of the board of directors.  The conflicted director 
must also notify the statutory auditor of the conflict.  The statutory auditor must describe in his annual (statutory) 
audit report the financial consequences of the decision or transaction that gave rise to the potential conflict.

The procedure does not apply to decisions or transactions in the ordinary course of business at customary market 
conditions.  It also does not apply to decisions or transactions between companies of which one holds (directly 
or indirectly) at least 95% of the voting financial instruments of the other, and decisions or transactions between 
companies whereby at least 95% of the voting financial instruments of both companies are (directly or indirectly) held 
by another company. In accordance with article 524 of the Belgian Company Law, listed companies must abide to the 
following procedure in situations involving conflicts of interest.  

In brief, such decisions or transactions must first be submitted for the evaluation of a committee of three independent 
directors. This committee is supported by one or more independent experts appointed by the committee. The 
committee must submit a written advice to the board of directors, stating its grounds, concerning a number of points 
prescribed by the law. After it has examined the report, the Board must deliberate and vote about the proposed 
decision or transaction. If the board of directors rejects the committee’s advice, it must provide the reasons for doing 
so in its minutes. The external auditor will assess the accuracy of the data set out in the committee’s advice and the 
board minutes.  The conclusion of the committee, an extract from the board minutes and the external auditor’s opinion 
must be included in the company’s annual report.  

Article 524ter of the Belgian Company Code provides for a similar procedure in the event of conflicts of interest of 
executive committee members.  In the event of such conflicts, only the board of directors will be authorized to take 
the decision that has led to the conflict of interest.  Please note that the company’s executive management team does 
not qualify as an executive committee in the sense of article 524bis of the Belgian Company Code.  
In the course of 2006, the board of directors and subsequently the statutory auditor were informed of possible 
conflicts of interest in the meaning of article 523 and 524 of the Belgian Company Law.  Further details are provided 
in Section 11 regarding Party Related Transactions.
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REMUNERATION AND BENEFITS

1. REMUNERATION AND BENEFITS

The compensation paid to the members of the board of directors of Real Software for the performance of their 
duties is determined by the General Meeting of Shareholders.  The appointment & remuneration committee makes 
recommendations to the board of directors of the company regarding the remuneration policy, guidelines and objectives 
of the directors and executive officers of the company.  

diRectoRS

Direct remuneration
A director’s mandate may be terminated ad nutum (at any time), without any form of compensation. The remuneration 
package of the non-executive directors is subject to approval by the general shareholders’ meeting.

According to the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance, the remuneration of non-executive directors should take 
into account their responsibilities and time commitment, and non-executive directors should not be entitled to 
performance related remuneration, such as bonusses, stock related long-term incentive schemes, fringe benefits or 
pension benefits.  

During the fiscal year 2006 no remuneration was paid to any director for additional services rendered.  As a general 
rule, the company does not grant benefits of a performance-related nature (such as bonuses, options or pension 
schemes) to the non-executive directors, whether independent directors or other directors.  This principle corresponds 
with the recommendation in that respect in the Corporate Governance Code.

However, contrary to the Code, the board of directors believes that its non-executive directors should not be 
remunerated for their mandate, except to the extent that they are an independent director.  Accordingly, and as 
per the recommendation of the appointment & remuneration committee, the compensation consists of the following 
elements:

a fixed annual payment per (non-executive) director amounting to €11,800;
a double compensation for the chairman of the board of directors, provided that he is an independent director, 
i.e. €23,600 (this was not applicable in 2006);
a fixed remuneration of €1,200 per meeting of the board of directors and/or sub-committee in which the 
director concerned participates (reduced to €600 in case of a meeting by teleconference); 
for additional meetings required by the needs of the company, the same variable compensation will be paid. 

The non-executive directors’ remuneration is calculated per calendar year and paid every half-year.  The basis for 
the calculation of directors’ remuneration is the directors’ liability, for which a minimum fixed level of remuneration is 
established.  Additionally, active efforts on the part of directors are acknowlegded by allocating a fixed remuneration 
per meeting attended.  The calculation is based on an average of eleven (11) meetings of the board of directors and 
its sub-committees (six (6) board meetings, i.e. one (1) per quarter, one (1) strategic meeting and one (1) budget 
meeting) and an average of four (4) committee meetings (either audit committee or appointment and remuneration 
committee), plus one (1) potential additional meeting to deal with additional issues.  

The general shareholders’ meeting of March 28, 2006 resolved to provide €174,600 for independent directors’ 
remuneration for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2006.  The actual cost during the fiscal year 2006 amounted to 
€141,600 (see table below). 

The board proposes to provide €174,600 for independent directors’ remuneration for the fiscal year ending 31 December 
2007, which is to be approved by the general shareholders’ meeting that will take place on 27 March 2007. 

The board of directors believes that the remuneration package is justified, as it corresponds to market practice and 
expectations.  In addition, it allows the company to offer an appropriate remuneration to attract and retain experienced 
independent directors from different economic sectors.  
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In 2006, the company paid the remaining fees relating to the fiscal year 2005, for a total amount of €225,633.33, to 
its non-executive directors. 

The overall gross remuneration relating to the fiscal year 2006 for the executive and non-executive directors, including 
fixed, variable and exceptional remuneration, amounted to €889,156.15 of which €753,789.49 was paid in 2006 and 
the remainder will be paid in 2007.  The payments can be allocated as follows:

Non-Executive Directors

Independent Directors

JPD Consult BVBA €61,000

DR Associates BVBA €45,400

Viscount Etienne Davignon €35,200

Other Directors: not applicable

Executive Directors

Managing Director Peter Op de Beeck BVBA, represented by Peter Op de Beeck €356,158.33

The management agreement with Peter Op de Beeck BVBA was terminated on 
8 January 2006.  The company paid the fee indicated above in execution of the 
termination and settlement agreement with Peter Op de Beeck BVBA.

Managing Director Gores Technology Küsnacht Branch, represented by Ashley W. Abdo €391,397.82

Gores Technology Ltd, Küsnacht Branch succeeded on January 8th, 2006, Peter Op 
de Beeck BVBA in its capacity of managing director and CEO. 
The management service agreement between Gores Technology, Ltd, Küsnacht 
Branch and the company, contains a fixed annual remuneration of €400,000, 
payable in 12 equal instalments, and an additional fee payment of €275,000 upon 
achievement of specific targets, determined by the board of directors. The fixed 
remuneration includes all expenses, except for costs pertaining to telephone, 
restaurant, lodging, business travel expenses, which will be reimbursed subject to 
supporting documentation.

Expenses
In addition to the above remuneration, which applies only to independent directors or executive directors, all directors 
are entitled to a reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses actually incurred (e.g. travel or accommodation expenses 
in connection with airfare, special communication costs, etc.) subject to provision of supporting documentation.

During the fiscal year 2006, a total of €118,290.11 expense notes were reimbursed to directors. The company 
additionally provides lodging to the CEO-Managing Director in the vicinity of the company headquarters, which entailed 
a total cost in 2006 of €24,000.

Loans
Real Software has not made any loans to the members of its board of directors.  
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executive manaGement

The remuneration of the executive management is determined by the board of directors upon recommendation by the 
appointment & remuneration committee, upon recommendation by the CEO.

The remuneration of the executive management is designed to attract, retain and motivate executive managers.  
The level and structure of the remuneration are subject to an annual review by the appointment and remuneration 
committee to take into account market practice.  The annual review does not provide for mechanisms for automatic 
adjustments, except as legally required.  

The remuneration of the members of the executive management consists of the following elements:
Each member of the executive management is entitled to a basic fixed remuneration designed to fit 
responsibilities, relevant experience and competences in line with market rates for equivalent positions and a 
variable remuneration which is determined by the board of directors and is in function of company targets and 
personal management objectives.
Each member of the executive management may be offered the possibility to participate in a stock-based 
incentive scheme, in accordance with the recommendations set by the appointment and remuneration 
committee, after recommendation by the CEO to such committee. 

In 2006, the company paid the remainder of bonuses over 2005, for a total amount of €325,750.

The total remuneration relating to the fiscal year 2006 of the executive management team, apart from the CEO (see 
above), and consisting of the CFO, Operations Manager Retail, Vice President Sales & Marketing, Vice President Advanced 
Technology Solutions, Vice President International Operations and Secretary General amounted to €1,456,765.22. 
From this amount, €411,280.02 was variable and is payable as result related bonuses for 2006, of which 89,948.02 
was paid in 2006 and the remainder will be paid in 2007. 

These amounts are gross amounts exclusive social security contribution for Real Software and all affiliated companies.

ShaReholdinG ShaRe option Scheme 
As of the date of this annual report, no shares of the company were held by the members of the board of directors or 
executive management of Real Software, either independent directors or other directors.

None of the directors, whether independent directors or other directors, nor any member of the executive management 
currently has share options or warrants in the company.   

loanS 
Real Software has not made any loans to the members of its executive management.

2. PROVISIONS

Reference is made to Section 12 for information on the amounts set aside or accrued to provide pension, retirement 
or similar benefits.
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BOARD PRACTICES

1. TERM OF OFFICE OF DIRECTORS AND ExECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

boaRd of diRectoRS

General provisions – terms of reference
In accordance with Belgian Company Law, the company is managed by a board of directors.  The board of directors 
acts as a collegial body, and has the broadest powers to manage and represent the company, except to the extent 
provided otherwise by applicable law or the company’s articles of association.  

The company’s board of directors has various exclusive powers, including the power to appoint and dismiss the chief 
executive officer or CEO, a function which is assumed by the managing director.  It determines the group’s structure 
and strategy, and approves significant and long-term agreements, the budget and investment plans.  In these areas, 
the board of directors is assisted by the company’s management, represented by the CEO.  The board of directors 
supervises the company’s operations and its accounts, both directly and via specialist committees.  The board of 
directors also resolves upon the company’s commercial policy and conducts important negotiations, for example with 
partners, takeover prospects or creditors.  The board of directors has entrusted the CEO with day-to-day management 
of the company.  The board of directors is also entitled to assign special powers of attorney to directors or other 
persons such as senior executive officers.  

The board of directors accounts for its actions to the company’s shareholders at the annual general shareholders’ 
meeting, which, in accordance with the articles of association, is held on the last Tuesday of March.   

According to the company’s articles of association, the board of directors of Real Software is composed of at least 
five (5) members of whom at least two (2) members are independent.  The company’s board of directors is currently 
composed of eight (8) members. In accordance with the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance, at least three (3) 
directors are independent directors and meet the criteria set forth in Article 524 of the Belgian Company Law (see also 
Section 6 below).  The board of directors of Real Software requires that its members have the highest professional and 
personal ethics and values, consistent with the company’s values and standards. They should have broad experience 
and should be committed to enhancing shareowner value and should have sufficient time to carry out their duties and 
to provide insight and practical wisdom based on experience.  

The directors of Real Software are appointed by the general shareholders’ meeting for a maximum term of six (6) 
years.  Their term of office comes to an end after the annual general shareholders’ meeting in the final year of their 
term.  Each director can be dismissed at any time by the general shareholders’ meeting, and can resign at any time by 
giving notice to the board of directors.  Outgoing directors can be re-appointed.  In accordance with Belgian Company 
Law, if the mandate of a director becomes vacant, the remaining directors have the right to temporarily appoint a new 
director to fill the vacancy until the first general shareholders’ meeting after the mandate became vacant.  The new 
director completes the term of the director whose mandate became vacant.  

Reference is made to Section 6 for the composition of the board of directors. 

In 2006, the Board of Directors of the Company met twenty-two (22) times, and dealt with the following topics:
Composition of the board and reorganisation of the daily management of the Company;
CEO Management Agreement and compensation, executive management targets and incentive plans;
Preparation and approval of the annual report 2005 and special reports of the board of directors ;
2006 budget;
Annual, half-year and quarterly results;
Press releases and trading up-date about the results;
Shareholders’ meeting of 28 March 2006;
Business development, M&A and strategic developments;
Refinancing and cash planning;
Debt to equity conversion and preparation and approval of special reports in that respect;
Credit Suisse credit facility; 
Follow-up of pending litigation and the evaluation and approval of settlement agreements;
Review of reports of board committees (Audit Committee; Remuneration Committee; Financing Committee)
Preparation of extraordinary shareholders’ meeting of 29 September 2006. 
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The company’s Corporate Governance Charter contains rules and procedures relating to the nomination, induction 
and evaluation of directors.  The Charter also contains specific guidelines with respect to the conduct of the meetings 
and the individual conduct of directors.  The Corporate Governance Charter is available on the company’s website  
(www.realsoftwaregroup.com).  For further information on corporate governance, reference is made to Section 8.

Chairman
The board of directors appoints a chairman amongst the non-executive directors.  The CEO cannot be the chairman.
The chairman of the board of directors is responsible for the leadership of the board of directors.  The chairman 
should take the necessary measures to develop a climate of trust within the board of directors, contributing to open 
discussion, constructive dissent and support the decisions of the board of directors.  The chairman should promote 
effective interaction between the board and the executive management.  The chairman should establish a close 
relationship with the CEO, providing support and advice, whilst fully respecting the executive responsibilities of the 
CEO. The chairman has additional specific tasks.  These are further described in the terms of reference of the board 
of directors as set forth in the company’s Corporate Governance Charter. 
 
Independent Directors
As to independent directors, a director can only be considered independent if he meets at least the criteria set forth 
in article 524 of Belgian Company Law, which read as follows:

During a term of two (2) years prior to his election, an independent director should not have exercised the mandate 
or function of director, manager, executive committee member, day-to-day manager or executive in the company 
or an affiliate of the company.  This criteria does not apply to the re-election of an independent director.
An independent director does not own any corporate interest that represents 10% or more of the company’s share 
capital, the corporate funds or of a category of shares of the company.  If the director has corporate rights which 
represent less than 10% then:

such rights, taken together with the rights in the same company held by companies over which such 
director has control, may not represent 10% or more of the share capital, the corporate funds or a category 
of shares of the company; or
the disposal of these shares, or the exercise of the rights attached thereto, may not be subject to agreements 
or unilateral commitments entered into by him. 

The director is not the spouse of, or is not the unmarried legal partner of, or is not a relative (via birth or marriage) 
in the second degree of a person who (i) is a director, manager, executive committee member, day-to-day manager 
or executive in the company or an affliate of the company, or (ii) has a financial interest as set out above.
The director does not have a relationship with the company that is of a nature to prejudice his independency.  
The board of directors of the company will consider a director independent for the purpose of this criteria if the 
director is free from any business, close family relationship with the company, its controlling shareholder, or the 
management , that creates a conflict of interest such as to affect the director’s independent judgment. 

Furthermore, the company’s articles of association have defined an independent director as a person who:
is not an employee or consultant of the company or its subsidiaries;
holds less than five (5) percent of the company’s shares and has no other relationship with the company that, in 
the view of the general shareholders’ meeting, might affect his or her independency in the exercise of his or her 
mandate.

The board of directors discloses in its annual report which directors it considers independent directors.  Currently 
Viscount Etienne Davignon, JPD Consult BVBA and DR Associates are independent directors (see Section 6).





•

•
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executive manaGement

General provisions – terms of reference
The group’s day-to-day management has been delegated by the board of directors to the CEO, who is therefore 
Managing Director of the company.  He is appointed by, directly supervised by and can be removed by the Board.

The Board has not set up an executive management committee, of the type referred to in Article 524bis of the Belgian 
Company Law.

The Managing Director represents the company, in accordance with article 19,§2 of the Articles of Association: 
“Without prejudice to the general powers of the Board of Directors to act jointly to represent the company, the 
company shall be validly represented in transactions with third parties by the Managing Director”.  

The Managing Director-CEO has the following general responsibilities:

He is responsible vis-à-vis the board of directors for the management of the company and the implementation 
of the decisions of the board of directors within the strategy, planning, values and budgets approved by the 
board of directors.
He heads and overseas the different divisions of the company and reports to the board of directors on their 
activities.
He is responsible for the development of proposals for the board of directors relating to strategy, planning, 
finances, operations, human resources and budgets, and such other matters that are to be dealt with at the 
level of the board of directors.

The CEO has certain specific tasks.  The mission and specific objectives of the CEO are set out in the service contract 
between the Managing Director-CEO (*) and the company.  They are also further described in the terms of reference 
of the executive management, as set forth in the company’s Corporate Governance Charter. The objectives are 
determined by the board of directors in consultation with the CEO, and include measurable objectives on an annual 
basis.  They relate directly to the company’s business operations and strategy, in the short and medium term.  As this 
information is very business related and can constitute competitive sensitive information, the board of directors has 
opted not to discuss it any further in this annual report.  

In the execution of his function, the CEO is assisted by some colleagues who report directly to him.  Each of these 
managers has a specific operational function, either at group or divisional level, or a staff function.

Reference is made to Section 6 for the composition of the executive management. 

(*)The relevant provisions of the Managing Director-CEO’s contract read as follows:
 The company undertakes to entrust the manager with the general daily management of the company (the “Services”).  The manager acknowledges 
that the scope of its daily management powers, including the external power of representation attached thereto will be restricted from time to 
time by the authority matrix as set forth by the board of directors of the company, in which case the manager shall strictly adhere to these restrictions.  
Whenever needed, the Company will appoint the Manager as director of the Company’s subsidiaries, branches and joint ventures.
The Manager undertakes:

to assume full profit and loss responsibility for the daily management and global operations of the Company including, if applicable, the responsibilities 
resulting from his appointment as President of the Executive Committee (in the event where such committee would be installed by the Board of Directors 
within the Company);
to have the Services discharged exclusively by Mr Ashley W. Abdo (who will act as permanent representative of the Manager for purposes of performing the 
corporate mandates of the Manager within the Company) on a full-time basis during at least 11 months per calendar year;
to perform the Services in the best interest of the Company and its stakeholders (including shareholders, employees, customers and suppliers), taking into 
account the public share ownership in the Company and the fact that the Company is listed on the stock exchange;
to perform the Services to the best of its abilities, in a loyal manner and in good faith;
to comply with the corporate governance guidelines that shall be issued by the Company and to discharge the Services subject to regular consultation with, 
reporting to and supervision by the Board of Directors of the Company;
to communicate to the Board  all information which is pertinent for the performance of the Services and the Company’s business in general.
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2. EMPLOYMENT AND SERVICE CONTRACTS OF DIRECTORS AND ExECUTIVE 
MANAGEMENT

All members of the executive management, except for the Managing Director-CEO Gores Technology Ltd. London, 
Küsnacht Branch, are engaged on the basis of an employment contract.  The employment contracts are generally for an 
indefinite term, with a trial period.  The employment contracts may be terminated at any time by the company, subject 
to a contractual notice period.  The employment contracts include strict (derogatory) non-competition undertakings 
for twelve months, as well as confidentiality and IP transfer undertakings.  

Gores Technology Ltd. London, Küsnacht Branch is engaged as Managing Director-CEO on the basis of a service 
arrangement.  The service contract can be terminated at any time, subject to a 3 months notice period or, in case 
of a change of control, immediately.  The service contract equally imposes strict non-competition and confidentiality 
obligations on the manager. 

3. BOARD COMMITTEES

GeneRal

The board of directors can set up specialized committees to analyze specific issues and advise on those issues.  
The committees are advisory bodies only and the decision-making remains within the collegial responsibility of the 
board of directors.  The board of directors determines the terms of reference of each committee with respect to the 
organization, procedures, policies and activities of the committees.

The board of directors has set up two permanent committees among its members: the audit committee and the 
appointment and remuneration committee.  Furthermore, the board of directors has constituted committees to review 
specific issues: (i) the committee of independent directors (ii) the Corporate Governance committee and (iii) the 
financing committee.

audit committee

The audit committee currently consists of: 

Name Executive or non-executive director
DR Associates BVBA, represented by Filip Roodhooft, chairman Non-executive / Independent

JPD Consult BVBA, represented by Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere Non-executive / Independent

Joseph Page Non-executive

The CFO and the managing director are invited to the committee’s meetings. The audit committee usually also 
requested the company’s Auditor to attend its meetings. 

The Belgian Code on Corporate Governance recommends that the audit committee should be composed of at least 
three (3) members.  Furthermore, the audit committee should be exclusively composed of non-executive directors, 
a majority of whom should be independent directors.  Like other sub-committees within the board of directors, this 
committee should be composed of directors with the relevant experience, so as to ensure that with its business know-
how it can oversee and steer the company’s financial reporting, internal and external audit and risk management.  
Furthermore, the committee should appoint a chairman amongst its members.  The chairman of the board of directors 
should not chair the committee.
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The current composition of the audit committee fully meets said criteria: 
Filip Roodhooft, permanent representative of DR Associates BVBA, is an independent director and chairman 
of the committee.  His academic qualifications and his chairs at K.U.L. and Vlerick Leuven Ghent Management 
School in the field of accountancy as well as his chairmanship of the examination board of the Belgian Institute 
of Accountants and Tax Consultants make him particularly well suited for this mandate.
Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere, permanent representative of JPD Consult BVBA, is an independent director.  His 
extensive operational experience (including as managing director of Distrigas) puts him in a position to offer 
considerable added value to the audit committee.
Joseph P. Page, having served in various operating and finance roles and senior executive positions and being 
a former partner at Price Waterhouse, is a high valued member of this Audit Committee. 

For more information with respect to the members of the audit committee, reference is made to the overview set forth 
in Section 6 above.

The role of the audit committee is to assist the board of directors in fulfilling its financial, legal and regulatory monitoring 
responsibilities.  The committee reports regularly to the board of directors on the exercise of its duties, identifying 
any matters in respect of which it considers that action or improvement is needed, and making recommendations as 
to the steps to be taken.  The audit review and the reporting review should cover the company and its subsidiaries 
as a whole.

The committee has specific tasks, which include the company’s financial reporting, internal control and risk management, 
and the internal and external audit process.  These are further described in the terms of reference of the audit 
committee, as set forth in the company’s Corporate Governance Charter.

The audit committee met in aggregate seven (7) times in 2006 and dealt with the following topics:
Annual and quarterly results;
Press releases and trading up-date about the results;
IAS-IFRS conversion, workgroup and implementation;
Going concern issues;
Annual report 2005;
Cash flow planning;
Goodwill impairment;
Internal and external audit;
Risk management and internal control arrangements;
Pending litigation;
Accounting policies and procedures: reliability and integrity of the financial accounts
Budget preparation and approval;
Committee’s terms of reference in the framework of the company’s corporate governance charter.

appointment and RenumeRation committee

The Belgian Code on Corporate Governance recommends that the appointment and remuneration committee should 
be composed of at least three (3) members.  Furthermore, the appointment and remuneration committee should be 
composed exclusively of non-executive directors, a majority of whom should be independent directors.   The committee 
appoints a chairman amongst its members.  The chairman of the board of directors can chair the committee, but 
should not chair the committee when dealing with the designation of his successor.  The CEO should participate to the 
meetings of the committee when it deals with the remuneration of other executive managers.

The appointment and remuneration committee is currently composed of: 

Name Executive or non-executive director
Viscount Etienne Davignon, chairman Non-executive / Independent

JPD Consult BVBA, represented by Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere Non-executive / Independent

William B. Patton Jr. Non-executive
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The committee always invites the managing director – CEO to attend the meeting unless in the event his position 
and/or remuneration is being discussed.

The composition of the appointment and remuneration committee is balanced and very well suited to undertake its tasks:
Viscount Etienne Davignon who has built an international career in business, politics and diplomacy at the 
highest level, is uniquely qualified to provide independent and relevant advice to the business. As chairman 
of the appointment and remuneration committee, he effectively guides policy and the overseeing of the 
personnel and executive management.
Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere, permanent representative of JPD Consult BVBA has a specific experience in the 
field of human resources (including as general director of corporate HR at Tractebel), which gives him a 
prime position in devising policy lines for the group in the context of the appointment and remuneration 
committee.
William B. Patton, Jr. has a seat on the committee as a director nominated by Gores Technology Group, LLC.  
He is active in investment funds and was formerly a business leader of listed companies in the United States of 
America, including Unisys Corporation, a Fortune 500 business.  Thanks to his long career, which has included 
considerable international and European involvement, the company can benefit from his ideas in connection 
with strategy and human resources.

Given the position of William B. Patton, Jr., who is not subject to the authority or supervision of Gores Technology 
Group, LLC, but who does give advice to Gores Technology Group, LLC, on a restricted basis, he cannot be described 
as entirely independent.  Nevertheless, the board of directors believes that this committee has sufficient independency 
and neutrality to comply with the ratio of the Code.  Furthermore, without compromising the quality of its work, the 
committee combines the tasks of both an appointment and a remuneration committee, which are listed as separate 
committees in the Code.

For more information with respect to the members of the appointment and remuneration committee, reference is 
made to the overview set forth in Section 6 above.

The role of the appointment and remuneration committee is (i) to make recommendations to the board of directors 
with regard to the election of directors and to ensure that the appointment and re-election process is organized 
objectively and profesionally and (ii) to make proposals to the board of directors on the remuneration policy of 
non-executive directors and the resulting proposals to be submitted to the general shareholders’meeting, and the 
remuneration policy of the executive management.

The committee has other specific tasks.  These are further decsribed in the terms of reference of the appointment and 
remuneration committee as set forth in the company’s Corporate Governance Charter. 

The committee met in aggregate seven (7) times in 2006 and dealt with the following subjects:
CEO’s Management Agreement and compensation package; 
Executive management’s compensation;
Directors’ remuneration;
Resignation and appointment of successors for directors and the managing director;
Implementation of Corporate Governance Charter.

In more general terms, the appointment and remuneration committee discusses the group’s salary policy, the response 
to the (external) auditor’s recommendations, group insurance and the reimbursement of expenses.  It also considers 
the appointment of independent directors and the allocation of functions within the board of directors.  It makes 
proposals regarding the remuneration of directors.  The CEO reports to the committee on the recruitment, dismissal 
and remuneration of his immediate reports.  It evaluates possible bonuses for the executive management and makes 
recommendations to the board of directors in that respect.  It can give advice on conflicts of interest. 
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financinG committee

The financing committee was created by Board decision of 18 September 2005, and is currently composed of two (2) 
directors and the Secretary General:

Name Executive or non-executive director
Scott Honour, chairman Non-executive

JPD Consult BVBA, represented by Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere Non-executive / Independent

For more information with respect to the members of the financing committee, reference is made to the overview set 
forth in Section 6 above.

The financing committee focused on (i) raise of capital and (ii) assets valuations and possibilities for acquisitions and 
divestitures. It informed the Board on a regular basis about the status of fund raising and possible valuations for 
company assets.  

It is the Committee’s sole responsibility to contact investment banks, hedge funds, private equity firms and other 
interested investors to execute a multi-tiered approach to raising funds and executing the company’s strategy.  In 
addition, the committee determines the specific criteria and request for proposals required to obtain the necessary 
response from interested parties.  
The Committee makes recommendations to the Board with respect to the appointment and mandate of investment 
bankers, the fund-raising process, corporate opportunities and fundraising strategies. 

The committee met eleven (11) times in 2006.

coRpoRate GoveRnance committee

In May 2005 the Board resolved to set up a committee consisting of two directors named by the Board and the 
Secretary General, in order to implement the Belgian Corporate Governance Code. 

The corporate governance committee is composed of: 

Name Executive or non-executive director
William B. Patton Jr., chairman Non-executive

DR Associates BVBA, represented by Filip Roodhooft Non-executive / Independent

For more information with respect to the members of the corporate governance committee, reference is made to the 
overview set forth in Section 6 above.

The role of the corporate governance committee is to prepare the company’s Corporate Governance Charter and 
to effect its implementation and, afterwards, to administer and monitor compliance with the Belgian Corporate 
Governance Code, the Company’s Corporate Governance Charter, and the conflict of interest policy.  
Real Software adopted a Corporate Governance Charter, an ethics guideline and an internal Ethics Hotline.  The 
Corporate Governance Charter is available on the company’s website www.realsoftwaregroup.com

The corporate governance committee shall require a statement from each director and officer not less frequently than 
once a year setting forth all business and other affiliations which relate in any way to the business and other activities 
of the Company.
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4. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CHARTER

GeneRal

Real Software has been organized pursuant to Belgian company law, the company’s articles of association and the 
company’s Corporate Governance Charter.  

The company’s corporate governance charter has been adopted in accordance with the recommendations set out 
in the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance that has been issued on December 9, 2004 by the Belgian Corporate 
Governance Committee (www.corporategovernancecommittee.be). The main purpose of the Belgian Code on 
Corporate Governance is to support long-term value creation by providing Belgian listed companies with a model 
for good corporate governance. Corporate governance has been defined in the Code as a set of rules and behaviors 
according to which companies are managed and controlled. According to the Code, a good corporate governance 
model will achieve its goal by setting a proper balance between entrepreneurship and control, as well as between 
performance and conformance. The Code is based on a “comply or explain” system: Belgian listed companies should 
follow the Code but can deviate from its provisions and guidelines (though not the principles) provided they disclose 
the jusitifications for such deviation.

The Board tasked the corporate governance committee in 2005 with drawing up a Corporate Governance Charter for 
Real Software.  The Board has accepted its corporate governance charter in December 2005 and formally approved 
it in January 2006.  The Board will be review it from time to time and make such changes as it deems necessary and 
appropriate.

The company’s Charter has been made available on the company’s website (www.realsoftwaregroup.com, under the 
heading “About Real Software”).  

Real SoftwaRe’S coRpoRate GoveRnance pRacticeS in 2006
Real Software’s board of directors complies with the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance and has no deviations 
to disclose, other than the term of the mandate of the independent directors. Although the Code suggests that the 
mandate should not exceed four (4) years, Real Software’s independent directors were nominated for a term of six (6) 
years in order to be in line with the term of office of the other directors. 
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INFORMATION REGARDING THE STATUTORY AUDITOR

StatutoRy auditoR 
Deloitte Bedrijfsrevisoren BV o.v.v.e. CVBA, a civil partnership that has assumed the form of a cooperative partnership 
with limited liability under Belgian law, whose registered office is at Louizalaan 240, 1040 Brussels, represented by 
William Blomme, having the Belgian nationality, electing office at Berkenlaan 8b, 1831 Diegem, Belgium, auditor, 
registered with the register of external accountants of the Institute of Accountants (‘Instituut der Accountants’), was 
initially appointed statutory auditor of Real Software for a period of three (3) years ending after the closing of the 
general shareholders meeting of 2005, resolving on the accounts for the fiscal year starting on January 1, 2004.  

At the general annual shareholders’ meeting of March 29, 2005, Deloitte & Touche Bedrijfsrevisoren, represented by 
William Blomme, was reappointed statutory auditor of the company for a period of three (3) years, ending immediately 
after the closing of the general shareholders’ meeting resolving on the annual accounts for the fiscal year starting on 
January 1, 2007.

RemuneRation

At the company’s General Shareholders’ meeting of 29 March 2005 it was decided to appoint Deloitte & Touche 
Bedrijfsrevisoren CBVA, represented by William Blomme, auditor, as statutory auditor for the calendar years 2005, 
2006 and 2007.  The fixed annual fee for its assignment as statutory auditor for the company, responsible for auditing 
the statutory and consolidated accounts, amounts to €145,000 for the group companies.

The statutory auditor’s total remuneration for its statutory assignment in 2006 was €145,000. 

Statutory Auditor
The subject-matter and the remuneration during the fiscal year related to extra-ordinary activities or special assignments 
performed by the statutory auditor within the company or for any Belgian company or Belgian person affiliated with 
the company within the meaning of article 11 of the Belgian Company Code or any foreign subsidiary of the company 
which is subject to the statutory audit of its annual accounts, as referred to in articles 142 and 146 of the Belgian 
Company Code, were as follows:

Statutory Auditor
Statutory assignment €145,000

Other statutory assignments (code 95061) €0

Contribution in kind/cancellation of preferential subscription rights

Tax Consultancy (code 95062) €0

Other non-audit assignments (code 95063) (*) €236,032

Assistance with IFRS €180,815

M&A advisory services €55,217

Total €381,032

(*) it should be noted that the non-audit assignment involved (a) IFRS implementation, which was a 2 year mission already approved by the Audit 
Committee, of which the 2006 part amounted to €101,000, i.e. did not exceed the amount of €145,000 for audit work and (b) M&A services, both 
by the auditor and related parties, which falls outside the scope of the so-called “1:1 rule”.

9
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Related Parties to statutory Auditor
Regarding remunerations during the fiscal year related with tasks, mandates or assignments performed by a person 
with whom the statutory auditor has entered into an employment contract or with whom he is in a professional 
collaborative relationship, or by a company or person affiliated with the statutory auditor as defined in article 11 of 
the Belgian Company Code, within the company whose annual accounts are audited by the statutory auditor or any 
Belgian company or a Belgian person affiliated with the company within the meaning of article 11 of the Belgian 
Company Code or any foreign subsidiary of the Belgian company which is subject to the statutory audit of its annual 
accounts, as referred to in articles 142 and 146 of the Belgian Company Code, were as follows:

Related Parties to Statutory Auditor
Other audit assignments (code 95081) €0

Tax Consultancy (code 95082) €0

Other non-audit assignments (code 95083) €48,352

M&A advisory services France €15,000

M&A advisory services €33,352

Total €48,352
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INFORMATION REGARDING MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS

1. SHAREHOLDERS

The Belgian Company Code and the company’s articles of association provide that every physical person or legal 
entity who acquires shares or other securities with voting rights in the company, either representing the share capital 
or otherwise (such as warrants, stock options), must inform the company and the Banking, Finance and Insurance 
Commission of the total number of shares owned by that person or entity, whenever, as a result of such an acquisition, 
the total voting rights associated with his securities pass a threshold of 3%, 5%, 10% or 15% (or every subsequent 
multiple of 5%) of the total number of voting rights associated with the securities of Real Software at the moment of 
acquisition.  This notification must be given within two (2) working days after the acquisition which has led to one of 
the thresholds being exceeded.  The same reporting obligation also exists if, as a result of the transfer of shares or 
other securities providing voting rights, a person or entity falls below one of these thresholds.  If a person exceeds a 
threshold of 20% he must also state the policy on the basis of which the acquisition or transfer is taking place.

The disclosure obligation applies firstly to persons trading individually.  It also applies to persons associated with each 
other and persons acting in consultation with each other to acquire or transfer shares or other securities with voting 
rights.  In such cases the securities held by the associated persons or the persons acting in mutual consultation must 
also be counted together in order to calculate the number of securities passing the applicable threshold.
The table below provides for an overview of the company’s major shareholders on 26 February 2007 in accordance 
with the above-mentioned legal requirements.  

This overview is based on their most recent transparency declaration to the company.  This overview should be read 
together with the notes set forth below.

Based on transparancy declaration (1)

Type of security Number % (*) % (**) % (***) notes

Real Holdings, LLC shares 215,669,596 77.09% 7�.18% 7�.25% (2)

Avobone NV shares 5,066,937 1.81% 1.71% 1.72% (2)

Roosland beheer BV shares 0 0% 0% 0% (3)

Real Holdings, LLC; Avobone NV 
and Roosland Beheer, acting in 
mutual consultation

shares 220,736,533 78.90% 74.89% 74.89%

Notes:

The number of securities listed for each security-holder in the summary is based on the number of securities mentioned in their declarations as received by Real 
Software up to the date of this document in accordance with applicable legislation and the company’s articles of association.  After the date of any declaration, 
the company does not receive confirmation from security-holders whether they still hold the number of securities indicated in their declaration.  The percentage 
quoted alongside the securities in question was calculated on the basis of the total number of voting securities in Real Software, whether or not these represent 
capital (within the meaning of the Act of 2 March 1989 on the publication of major stakes in listed companies and the regulation of public takeover bids).  On the 
date of this document, Real Software’s share capital is represented by 279,748,916 shares.
The data are based on the declaration received by Real Software on � January 2007.
In its transparency declartion of 28 August 2006, Roosland Beheer BV declared to own 0 shares in the company.  

(*)     Non-diluted participation: calculated on the basis of the transparency denominator as mentioned in Section 14, the percentage of the current voting rights 
associated with the shares representing capital.

(**)    Diluted participation: calculated on the basis of the transparency denominator as mentioned in Section 14, the percentage of the potential future voting rights 
associated with the shares representing capital.

(***) Updated diluted participation – The potential future voting rights of the Warrants 2001 were still included in the denominator used for the transparency 
declaration of 3 January 2007 (see**), although these Warrants 2001 have expired on December 21, 2006.  The expiration of Warrants 2001 and hence change 
of denominator necessitates an update of the diluted participation.

1)

2)
3)

10
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2. VOTING RIGHTS 

All (current or future, through conversion of existing bonds or exercise of existing warrants) shares of the company 
have the same rights and privileges.  Specifically, each shareholder in Real Software is entitled to one vote per share, 
without prejudice to specific restrictions of shareholders’ voting rights set forth in the company’s articles of association 
and the Belgian Company Code.  The voting right may be suspended under certain circumstances, as further discussed 
in Section 14.  

3. CONTROL 

With reference to the overview of shareholders set forth above in Section 10, the company is presently, indirectly, 
owned and controlled by Gores Technology Group, LLC through its affiliated company Real Holdings, LLC.  Gores 
Technology Group, LLC became the company’s (indirect) majority shareholder following a capital increase on April 6, 
2004. In the event a company has one or more controlling shareholders(s), the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance 
provides that the board of directors should endeavour to have the controlling shareholders make a considered use of 
their position and respect the rights and interests of minority shareholders.

Furthermore, the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance also provides that, in summary, there should be a rigorous 
and transparent procedure for an efficient appointment and re-election of directors and that nomination and selection 
criteria should exist.  Moreover, the skills, knowledge and experience present and needed on a board of directors 
should be evaluated in the event of a new appointment of a member of the board of directors.  Any proposal for 
the appointment of a director by the shareholders’ meeting should be accompanied by a recommendation from the 
board, based on the advice of a nomination committee.  At least three members of the board of directors should be 
independent directors.  Finally, the board of directors should set up special committees which advise the board of 
directors on specific issues, including an audit committee, a nomination committee and a remuneration committee. 

The company has largely complied with the principles and guidelines of the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance.  
For more information, reference is made to Section 8. Apart from, or co-existing with the principles and guidelines 
set forth in the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance, Belgian corporate law also provides for specific rules to be 
followed in order to ensure that the existence of a controlling position of a shareholder cannot be abused.

For instance, the board of directors is under the legal obligation to comply with the rules and procedures set forth in 
article 52� of the Belgian Company Code relating to the situation whereby a director would have a direct or indirect 
interest of a financial nature that conflicts with a decision or transaction which falls within the authorities of the board 
of directors.  Specifically, the director concerned must inform the other members of the company’s board of directors 
of a (potential) conflict of interest before the board of directors resolves.  He should also inform the statutory auditor of 
the (potential) conflict of interest.  The director concerned may not participate in the board of directors’ deliberations 
or vote.  The minutes of the meeting of the board of directors must describe the statement of the director having a 
potential conflict of interest, the justification thereof, the nature of the decision or the transaction and a justification 
thereof.  Such minutes must also be included in the board of directors’ annual report.  Finally, the annual report and 
the statutory auditor’s report must describe the financial implications of this decision or transaction.

Furthermore, article 524 of the Belgian Company Code also provides for rules and procedures to be complied with 
in the event decisions are to be made or actions to be taken with regard to affiliated companies.  Specifically, such 
decisions or transactions must first be submitted for evaluation by a committee of three (3) independent directors.  
This committee is supported by one or more independent experts appointed by the committee.  The committee must 
submit written advice to the board of directors, stating its grounds, concerning a number of points prescribed by 
law.  After it has examined the report, the board of directors must deliberate and vote about the proposed decision 
or transaction.  If the board of directors rejects the committee’s advice, it must provide reasons for doing so in its 
minutes.  The statutory auditor will assess the accuracy of the data set forth in the committee’s advice and the board 
minutes.  The conclusion of the committee, an extract from the board minutes and the statutory auditor’s opinion must 
be included in the company’s annual report.  

For more information with regard to situations in which the procedures set forth in article 52� and / or 524 of the 
Belgian Company Code have been followed, reference is made to Section 6 and 11.
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PARTY RELATED TRANSACTIONS

Real Software has adopted the International Financial Reporting Standards set out in Regulation (EC) n° 1606/2002 
(also refered to as “IFRS”) for its financial reporting.  The IFRS reporting is included in Section 12.  Since “related party 
transactions” are included in the IFRS-reporting, reference is made here to that Section. 

The Articles 52� and 524 of the Belgian Company Law provide for a special procedure that applies to intra-group 
or related party transactions with affiliates.  The procedure applies to decisions and transactions between Real 
Software and affiliates of Real Software that are not a subsidiary of Real Software.  It also applies to decisions or 
transactions between any of Real Software’s subsidiaries and such subsidiaries’ affiliates that are not a subsidiary of 
Real Software.

Prior to any such decision or transaction, the board of directors of Real Software must appoint a special committee 
consisting of three (3) independent directors, assisted by one (1) or more independent experts.  This committee 
must assess the business advantages and disadvantages of the decision or transaction for Real Software.  It must 
quantify the financial consequences thereof and must determine whether or not the decision or transaction causes 
a disadvantage to the company that is manifestly illegitimate in view of the company’s policy.  If the committee 
determines that the decisions or transaction is not manifestly illegitimate, but is of the opinion that it will prejudice 
the company, it must clarify which advantages are taken into account in the decision or transaction to compensate 
the disadvantages.  All these elements must be set forth in the committee’s advice.  The board of directors must 
then take a decision, taking into account the opinion of the committee.  Any deviation from the committee’s advice 
must be motivated.  Directors who have a conflict of interest are not entitled to participate in the deliberation (see 
also Section 8).  The committee’s advice and the decision of the board of directors must be notified to the company’s 
statutory auditor, who must render a separate opinion.  The conclusion of the committee and excerpt of the minutes 
of the board of directors and the opinion of the statutory auditor must be include in the (statutory) annual report of 
the board of directors.

The procedure does not apply to decisions or transactions in the ordinary course of business at customary market 
conditions, and transactions or decisions with a valued less than 1% of the consolidated net assets of the company.

Apart from the foregoing procedure, the company must also report in its annual report substantial restrictions or 
burdens imposed or maintained by the controlling parent company during the previous financial year.

In 2004, the board of directors constituted a committee of three (3) independent directors in order to give advice on 
issues that are to be considered as party related transactions or as potential conflicts of interest. 

The committee consists of the following directors:

Viscount Etienne Davignon;
JPD Consult BVBA, represented by Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere; and
DR Associates BVBA, represented by Filip Roodhooft, 

who are independent directors, since they meet the criteria set forth in article 524, §4, 1-4 of the Belgian Company 
Code (see also Section 6).  Viscount Etienne Davignon accepted the chairmanship of the committee.  The committee 
appointed the company’s Secretary General, as its secretary.

The “524 committee” was initially sollicitated regarding the settlement between the company on the one hand and 
Rudy Hageman and Indi NV (“Hageman and associates”) on the other hand. Details of the settlement of the disputes 
between Rudy Hageman and the company were provided in the company’s 2004 annual report.

In the course of 2006, the Board of Directors and subsequently the external auditors received the following reports 
of possible conflicts of interest:





11
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1. ART. 523 - RESIGNATION AND SETTLEMENT CEO

On January 8, 2006, Real Software and its former Managing Director-CEO, Peter Op de Beeck BVBA, mutually decided 
to separate.  A potential conflict in terms of Article 523 Belgian Company Law, with respect to the resignation of Peter 
Op de Beeck BVBA and its settlement agreement, has been notified accordingly to the Auditor.  

Decision of the Board of Directors of 8 January 2006  (extract)

The Chairman informs the meeting that the first item on the agenda potentially involves a substantial change in 
the authority matrix of the Company, which may have an impact on the Management Services Agreement of 23 
September 2004 (“the Management Services Agreement”) that is presently in place between Peter Op de Beeck 
BVBA and the Company.  Peter Op de Beeck BVBA withdraws from the discussions in application of article 523 of 
the Belgian Company Code (on conflicts of interests) and the Auditor will be informed of the potential conflict. 

After deliberation, the Board of Directors, upon motion duly made and seconded resolved as follows to: 

Accept the resignation of Peter Op de Beeck BVBA as director and as managing director of the Company 
with immediate effect.

Accept the Termination and Settlement Agreement between the Company and Peter Op de Beeck BVBA 
and Peter Op de Beeck and mandates two directors, Ashley W. Abdo and JPD Consult BVBA, to sign the 
agreement on behalf of the Company.

2. ART. 523 - CEO COMPENSATION

On 8 January 2006, Gores Technology Ltd. Küsnacht Branch was appointed new CEO-Managing Director of the 
Company.  The CEO compensation and the drafting of the Management Agreement were discussed by the board of 
Directors and by the Appointment & Remuneration Committee.  The Company’s Auditor has been duly notified. 

Minutes of the Appointment & Remuneration Committee of 25 January 2006 (extract)

Upon the appointment of the new Managing Director, the Board of Directors decided that an agreement is required 
to effectively deal with the CEO’s compensation package. The Committee has prepared a draft agreement.

Before the Committee discusses the agreement, the Managing Director-CEO informs the Committee of a potential 
conflict of interest regarding the financial impact of the management agreement. Having informed the committee, 
he will also inform the company’s Auditor. He is then excused from the meeting.

The Committee reviews the agreement, in particular its terms and conditions, guarantees and risks, the goal 
setting and the additional fee targets. On the topic of the CEO’s objectives, the Chairman distributes a concept of 
management and personal responsibility objectives (see Attachment 1). 

After discussion, the Committee resolves to recommend to the Board of Directors accepting the agreement in 
concept and mandating the Bureau of the Board to finalize and execute the agreement.

The Managing Director-CEO is invited to join the meeting again.

Decision of the Board of Directors of 25 January 2006  (extract)

The Board of Directors takes duly note of the fact that Ashley W. Abdo tendered today his resignation as member 
of the Appointment & Remuneration Committee. Furthermore, Ashley W. Abdo tenders his resignation as a board 
member, taking into account the appointment of Gores Technology Limited, Küsnacht Branch, with himself as 
permanent representative, as Managing Director-CEO.

The Appointment & Remuneration Committee reports on the draft agreement that it reviewed today.  

The Managing Director-CEO informs the Board of a potential conflict of interest further to Article 523 Company 
Law and, consequently, will inform the statutory auditor.

1.

2.
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The Chairman explains the recommendation of MBO’s. The Chairman proposes to approve the draft management 
agreement in concept based on the MBO plan presented and approved today.  The Board Bureau, with the 
assistance of JPD Consult BVBA (the Managing Director-CEO being excused given his potential conflict of interest) 
will finalize the agreement in the coming weeks with the input of the other directors. 

The Board of Directors resolves to approve the agreement and mandates the Board Bureau to finalize the 
document and mandates two directors to execute the final agreement.

3. ART. 524 - CONVERSION OF THE G1-CONVERTIBLE BOND AND DEBT TO 
EQUITY CONVERSION OF SENIOR SECURED NOTE

In its meeting of July 18, 2006, the Board decided tot assemble the committee of independent directors in order to 
give advice in accordance with article 524 Belgian Company Code with respect to the potential conflict of interest 
of its reference shareholder, Real Holdings LLC, with regard to a conversion to equity of the outstanding debt of the 
Company vis-à-vis the reference shareholder (i.e. € 44.8 million credit facility and € 15 million convertible bond).

Given the relationship between the reference shareholder and Real Software, article 524 of the Belgian Company 
Code was applicable and the board of directors has submitted the following matters to the committee of independent 
directors consisting of three independent directors (Viscount Etienne Davignon; JPD Consult BVBA and DR Associates 
BVBA) and one independent expert (Degroof Corporate Finance NV):

whether the decision to agree repaying in cash the accrued but unpaid interest on the convertible bond, as 
soon as the financial situation of Real Software reasonably allows such payment as will be determined at the 
sole discretion of the board of directors of Real Software, is to be considered detrimental to the Company 
and/or unjust in the framework of the Company’s policy; 

whether the decision (i) to waive the extension of the remission date and (ii) to accept conversion of the senior 
credit facility in the amount of € 44.8 million (interest excluded), valued at 100% of its nominal value, is to be 
considered as detrimental to the Company and/or unjust in the framework of the Company’s policy. 

The Committee of independent directors met with the expert on 27 and 28 July 2006.  The expert submitted its opinion 
on July 31, 2006.  The statutory extracts from these opinions and from the board’s decision are set out below. 

Committee’s decision of 31 July 2006 (extract)

Together with the independent expert, the committee reviewed all relevant facts. In particular the conditions 
of the proposed debt conversions described in the independent expert’s advice were examined and balanced 
against the company’s interest. 

The committee reviewed (i) the proposal of conversion by contribution by the reference shareholder in the 
company’s share capital of the G-1 Convertible Bond and of the €44.8 million Senior Secured Note and (ii) the 
proposed subscription of a €14 million loan with Credit Suisse. 

The committee is of the opinion that the proposed decisions of the board of directors in the framework of said 
global debt restructuring that were submitted to this committee are not detrimental to the company or unjust 
in the light of its policy.  

Therefore, the committee advises that the company should proceed with full conversion by contribution of the 
outstanding debts vis-à-vis the reference shareholder including the waiver of the 50% remission as defined 
in article 6 of the Senior Secured Note and that the company should pay in cash the G-1 Convertible Bond 
interest as soon as the financial situation of Real Software NV reasonably allows such payment, as will be 
determined unanimously at the discretion of the board of directors. 

Decision of the Board of Directors of 31 July 2006  (extract)

The Board of Directors refers to the comments by the chairman of the committee of independent directors as 
discussed above and notes that the committee of independent directors advices positively on the issue of the 
conditions for debt to equity conversion of the Senior Secured Note.

a)

b)

1.

2.

3.

4.
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After a discussion regarding the terms and conditions of the conversion of the principal amount of the Senior 
Secured Note, the members of the board decide that it is in the Company’s interest to proceed with the 
conversion as described in the term sheet that is submitted to the board, including leaving the accrued interest 
outstanding as ordinary debt vis-à-vis The Gores Group, Ltd.

The Board of Directors resolves to approve the term sheet for debt to equity conversion of the principal amount 
of the Senior Secured Note and mandates the Managing Director to execute said term sheet.

Full report in accordance with article 524 B.C.C. dated 26 February 2007 from the auditor

As auditors of Real Software NV, we are in accordance with article 524 Companies Code requested to give our opinion upon the 
fairness of the financial information included in the joint report of the Committee of Independent Directors and the minutes of the 
Board of Directors meeting. Our opinion is attached to the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting and published in the annual 
report.

Given the relationship between the reference shareholder and Real Software, article 524 of the Belgian Company Code was 
applicable and the board of directors has submitted the following matters to the committee of independent directors:

Whether the decision to agree repaying in cash the accrued but unpaid interest on the convertible bond, as soon as the 
financial situation of Real Software reasonably allows such payment as will be determined at the sole discretion of the 
board of directors of Real Software, is to be considered detrimental to the Company and/or unjust in the framework of the 
Company’s policy;
Whether the decision (i) to waive the extension of the remission date and (ii) to accept conversion of the senior credit facility 
in the amount of 44.8 M EUR (interest excluded), valued at 100% of its nominal value, is to be considered as detrimental to 
the Company and/or unjust in the framework of the Company’s policy.

We have analysed the following documents :

the report of the independent expert appointed by the Committee (Degroof Corporate Finance)
the joint report of the Committee of Independent Directors of 31 July 2006.
the minutes of Board of Directors meetings held 31 July 2006.

Committee’s decision of 31 July 2006 (extract)

The committee of independent directors, relying on the advice of the independent expert and the advice of company’s 
management (summarized in the advice) comes in its advice to the decision that:
The committee is of the opinion that the proposed decisions of the board of directors in the framework of said global debt 
restructuring that were submitted to this committee are not detrimental to the company or unjust in the light of its policy.
Therefore, the committee advises that the company should proceed with full conversion by contribution of the outstanding debts 
vis-à-vis the reference shareholder including the waiver of the 50% remission as defined in article 6 of the Senior Secured Note 
and that the company should pay in cash the G-1 Convertible Bond interest as soon as the financial situation of Real Software 
NV reasonably allows such payment, as will be determined unanimously at the discretion of the board of directors.

Based on this advice, the Board of Directors decided during the meeting of 31 July 2006 to accept the proposal.

Decision of the Board of Directors of 31 July 2006 (extract)

The Board of Directors refers to the comments by the chairman of the committee of independent directors as discussed above 
and notes that the committee of independent directors advises positively on the issue of the conditions for debt to equity 
conversion of the Senior Secured Note.
After a discussion regarding the terms and conditions of the conversion of the principal amount of the Senior Secured Note, 
the members of the board decide that it is in the Company’s interest to proceed with the conversion as described in the term 
sheet that is submitted to the board, including leaving the accrued interest outstanding as ordinary debt vis-à-vis The Gores 
Group, Ltd.

The Board of Directors resolves to approve the term sheet for debt to equity conversion of the principal amount of the Senior 
Secured Note and mandates the Managing Director to execute said term sheet.

1.

2.

a)
b)
c)
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Article 524 Companies Code requires the auditor to give his opinion regarding the fairness of the financial information stated in 
the joint report of the Independent Directors’ Committee and the Independent Expert and in the minutes of the Board of Directors. 
The purpose of the auditor’s involvement is to ensure that the joint report of the Independent Directors’ Committee and the 
Independent Expert and the minutes of the Board of Directors are based upon reliable information, and, if necessary, to caution 
the shareholders if the reliability cannot be guaranteed (ERNST, Ph., en YOUNES, N., “Groepsinterne belangenconflicten in de 
Wet Corporate Governance - een eerste commentaar op het nieuwe artikel 524 W.Venn.”, in BYTTEBIER, K.; FRANCOIS, A., en 
DELVOIE, J. (ed.), De Wet Corporate Governance ont(k)leed, Mechelen, Uitgeverij Kluwer, 2004, p. 223.). 

The legislator did not lay down that the Independent Auditor submits an opinion on the expediency of the transaction, which would 
be tantamount to interference in governance. Nor is he asked to assess the general observance of the procedures since the Board 
of Directors should explicate this matter in its minutes at its own responsibility (Article 524, § 3 Companies Code). 

The Independent Auditor’s mission is limited to the certification of the “reliability of the data” comprised in the opinion on the 
basis of which the Board of Directors makes a decision. (Source: Belgian Institute of Company Auditor’s Guide 2005, Part I, 
Doctrine p. 594: Limited role of the Independent Auditor in procedures concerning conflicts of interests)

The procedures performed are summarized as follows:

We obtained the report of the committee of the three independent directors and compared the information with the report of 
the independent expert

We obtained the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting and compared the conclusion with the conclusion included in the 
report of the committee of the three independent directors.

On the basis of the above procedures, we report the following:

the information included in the report of the Committee of the three independent directors corresponds with the information 
included in the report of the independent expert

the conclusion included in the minutes of the Board of directors meeting corresponds with the conclusion in the report of the 
Committee of three independent directors

that as thus  the data stated in the committee’s opinion and in the Board of Directors’ minutes are reliable; this does not, 
however, imply that we evaluated the expendiency of the committee’s opinion and the Board of Directors’ decision, nor that 
we express an opinion on the report of the independent expert.

Our report is solely for the purpose set forth in the first paragraph of this report and for your information and is not to be used 
for any other purpose. This report relates only to the reports and items specified above and does not extend to any other reports 
or information.

26 February 2007

The Statutory Auditor

DELOITTE Bedrijfsrevisoren
BV o.v.v.e. CVBA
Represented by William Blomme

  

Except the foregoing there are no other related party transactions or cases of conflict of interest.

a)

b)

a)

b)

c)
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - IFRS

Key financial information

1 Consolidated Income Statement for the year ended �1 December 2006

2 Consolidated Balance Sheet for the year ended �1 December 2006

� Consolidated  Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended �1 December 2006

4 Consolidated cash flow statement for the year ended 31 December 2006

Notes to the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2006

1 General information

2 Statement of compliance

� Summary of accounting policies

4 Critical accounting judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty

5 Business segment information (primary)

6 Geographical segment information (secondary)

7 Other operating revenues and expenses

8 Operating charges recurring

9 Non recurring operating results

10 Financial result

11 Income taxes

12 Earnings per share

1� Goodwill

14 Property plant & equipment

15 Intangible assets

16 Subsidiaries

17 Investment in associates

18 Joint ventures

19 Inventories

20 Deferred taxes

21 Trade and other receivables

22 Cash and cash equivalents

2� Share capital

24 Retained Earnings

25 Bank Overdrafts and Loans

26 Convertible Loan notes

27 Derivative Financial Instruments

28 Obligations under Finance Lease

29 Provisions

�0 Contingent Liabilities

�1 Commitments

�2 Operating lease arrangements

�� Share based payments

�4 Retirement Benefit plans

�5 Events after the Balance Sheet Date

�6 Related Party Transactions

�7 Disposal of business

�8 Discontinued Operations

�9 Audit Opinion
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2006
The consolidated financial statements have been authorized for issue by the Board of Directors on 26 February 2007.

31/12/2006 31/12/2005 (1)

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

CONTINUING OPERATIONS

Operating Revenue 91,448 103,804

Turnover Note 5/6 90,741 102,672

Other operating income Note 7 707 1,132

Operating Charges -87,495 -102,554

Purchases of goods for resale, new materials and consumables Note 8 -6,920 -8,394

Services and other goods Note 8 -25,657 -31,280

Employee benefits expense Note 8 -54,506 -61,448

Depreciation and amortization expense Note 8 -594 -928

Provisions and allowances Note 8 51� 6�9

Other operating expenses Note 7 -��1 -1,142

OPERATING RESULT before NON-RECURRING (2) 3,952 1,250

Non-recurring revenues Note 9 2,461 1,184

Restructuring charges Note 9 251 -4,744

Impairment loss Note 9 0 -1

Other non-recurring charges Note 9 -19 �11

OPERATING RESULT (EBIT) 6,645 -1,999

Share of profit of associates 0 -21

Investments revenues 0 0

Financial income Note 10 94 84

Financial charges Note 10 -5,707 -5,510

Profit (Loss) before income taxes 1,032 -7,445

Income taxes Note 11 -1,023 -681

Profit (Loss) for the year from continuing operations 9 -8,126

Discontinued Operations

Profit for the year from discontinued operations Note �8 2,302 -1,992

Profit (Loss) for the year 2,311 -10,118

Attributable to:

Equity holders of the parent 2,311 -10,180

Minority interest 0 62

EPS (in Euro) Note 12
31/12/2006

0.01
31/12/2005

-0.06

(1) restated for discontinued Retail operations under IFRS 5

(2) non recurring income or charges are related to sale/aquisitions of businesses or participations and one time adjustments related to prior 
periods.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2006

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Non Current Assets 32,603 35,284

Goodwill Note 1� 28,357 28,355

Intangible assets Note 15 26� 107

Property, plant and equipment Note 14 3,637 6,399

Investments in associates Note 16+17 50 65

Deferred tax assets Note 20 296 �57

Current Assets 41,062 42,026

Inventories Note 19 0 608

Trade and other receivables Note 21 32,751 37,555

Cash and cash equivalents Note 22 8,311 3,863

Non Current Assets as held for sale Note �8 5,740 0

Total Current Assets 46,802 42,026

TOTAL ASSETS 79,405 77,310

Shareholder’s Equity 10,461 -53,266

Share capital Note 2� 17,574 11,527

Share premium Note 2� 475,325 419,957

Retained earnings Note 24 -482,438 -484,750

Equity attributable to equity holders of the parent 10,461 -53,266

Minority interest 0 �17

TOTAL EQUITY 10,461 -52,949

Non-Current Liabilities 17,715 60,697

Convertible loan notes Note 26 0 15,000

Obligations under finance lease Note 28 2,794 3,039

Bank loans and Other Borrowings Note 25 13,240 39,461

Other non-current liabilities 0 0

Retirement benefit obligations Note �4 �26 475

Provisions Note 29 1,355 2,721

Deferred tax liabilities Note 20 0 0

Current Liabilities 47,871 69,562

Convertible loan notes Note 26 0 0

Obligations under finance lease Note 28 224 211

Bank overdrafts and loans Note 25 5,474 15,922

Trade and other payables 40,101 47,030

Current income tax liabilities Note 11 117 2��

Provisions Note 29 1,955 6,017

Derivative financial instruments Note 27 0 150

Liabilities directly associated with non-current assets classified as held for sale Note �8 3,358 0

Total Current Liabilities 51,229 69,562

TOTAL LIABILITIES 68,944 130,259

TOTAL EQUITY and LIABILITIES 79,405 77,310
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CONSOLIDATED  STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2006

Share 
Capital

Share 
Premium

Equity 
Reserves

Retained 
earnings

Minority 
Interest

Total

Balance at 1 January 2005 11,399 403,672 0 -474,348 255 -59,022

Effect of changes in accounting policy 15,613 -222

As restated 11,399 403,672 15,613 -474,570 255 -43,631

Net profit/(loss) -10,180 62 -10,118

Gains (losses) not recognised in income statement 0

   ‘(specific by nature)

Transfer to income statement 0

Deferred taxes 0

Dividends 0

Change in scope of consolidation 0

Transfer within equity -15,613 -15,613

Capital Increase 128 16,285 16,413

Other 0

Balance at 1 January 2006 11,527 419,957 0 -484,750 317 -52,949

Effect of changes in accounting policy

As restated 11,527 419,957 0 -484,750 317 -52,949

Net profit/(loss) 2,311 0 2,311

Gains (losses) not recognised in income statement 0

Transfer to income statement 0

Deferred taxes 0

Dividends 0

Change in scope of consolidation (1) �17 -�17 0

Transfer within equity (1) -1,030 -1,030

Capital Increase 6,047 56,264 62,311

Other (2) -182 0 0 -182

Balance at 31 December 2006 17,574 475,326 0 -482,439 0 10,461

(1) In June 2006 the group has come to an agreement in principle with the minority shareholders to purchase the remaining 50% stake in it’s subsidiary Oriam SA 
before the end of the year. 

(2) cost of capital increase 
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CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOw STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2006

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

OPERATING RESULT  (1) 8,947 -3,991 

Depreciation and amortisation 1,070 1,059 

Impairment losses on assets 0 1 

Write-offs on assets 0 0 

Value adjustments of financial investments 0 0 

Changes in provisions -5,133 -248 

(Gains) / Losses on disposals of assets -2,161 0 

Income from associates 0 0 

Gross Operating Cash Flow 2,723 -3,179 

Changes in working capital -5,171 4,661 

Net Operating Cash Flow -2,448 1,482 

Income taxes paid -1,077 -150 

Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities -3,525 1,331 

Interest received 94 84 

Dividend received 0 0 

Capital Increase 61,099 16,413 

Increase / Decrease of loans -51,880 -16,385 

Increase / Decrease of receivables 0 0 

Investments in intangible assets -275 -107 

Investments in property, plant and equipment -605 -72� 

Acquisitions of investment property -2 0 

New investments in associates 15 -0 

Disposals of intangible assets 0 0 

Disposals of property, plant and equipment 45 8 

Disposals of investment property 2,116 0 

Disposals of investments available for sale 0 0 

Net Cash Flow from Investment Activities 10,607 -709 

Capital Increase 61,099 16,413

Increase/decrease of loans -51,880 -16,385

Interest paid -2,634 -1,992 

Dividend paid 0 0 

Increase / Decrease financial liabilities proceeds 0 0 

Increase / Decrease financial liabilities repayments 0 0 

Cash Flow from Financing Activities -2,634 -1,992 

Effect of exchange rate changes

Effect of change in scope of consolidation

Changes in Cash and Cash Equivalents 4,448 -1,370 

Net cash position opening balance 3,863 5,233 

Net cash position closing balance 8,311 3,863 

Total Cash movement 4,448 -1,370 

(1) variance with operating result on Income Statement is impact of IFRS 5 Discontinued operations
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NOTE 1 - GENERAL INFORMATION

Real Software NV (the Company) is a limited company incorporated in Belgium, with company number 0429.037.235 . The addresses of its 
registered office and principal place of business is in Belgium, Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich. The principal activities of the Company and 
its subsidiaries (the Group) are described in note 16.The consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2006 include Real 
Software NV and its subsidiaries (together referred to as ‘Real Software’ or ‘the Group’). Comparative figures are for the financial year 2005.

NOTE 2 - STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE

The consolidated financial statements of Real Software for the period ended 31 December 2006 have been prepared in accordance with 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union at 31 December 2006.

Below is an overview of Standards and Interpretations that became effective in 2006 and others that were issued at the reporting date but which 
were not effective yet.

Became applicable for 2006
IFRS 6 Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 January 2006)
IAS 19 Employee Benefits - Amendment - Actuarial Gains and Losses, Group Plans and Disclosures (applicable for accounting years 
beginning on or after 1 January 2006)
IAS 21 The Effect of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates – Net Investment in a Foreign Operation (applicable for accounting years beginning 
on or after 1 January 2006)
IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement - Amendment – The Fair Value Option (applicable for accounting years 
beginning on or after 1 January 2006)
IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement - Amendment – Financial Guarantee Contracts (applicable for accounting years 
beginning on or after 1 January 2006)
IFRIC 4 Determining whether an Arrangement contains a Lease (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 January 2006)
IFRIC 5 Rights to Interests arising from Decommissioning, Restoration and Environmental Rehabilitations Funds (applicable for accounting 
years beginning on or after 1 January 2006)
IFRIC 6 Liabilities arising from Participating in a Specific Market – Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (applicable for accounting years 
beginning on or after 1 December 2005)

Issued but not yet effective
IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 January 2007)
IFRS 8  Operating Segments (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 January 2009)
IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements - Amendment - Capital Disclosures (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 
January 2007)
IFRIC 7 Applying the Restatement Approach under IAS 29 Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies (applicable for accounting 
years beginning on or after 1 March 2006)
IFRIC 8 Scope of IFRS 2 (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 May, 2006)
IFRIC 9 Reassessement of Embedded Derivatives (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 June 2006)
IFRIC 10  Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 November 2006)
IFRIC 11  IFRS 2 Group and Treasury share Transactions (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 March 2007)
IFRIC 12 Service Concession Arrangements (applicable for accounting years beginning on or after 1 January 2008)



























NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of consolidation

The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of the Company and entities controlled by the Company (its 
subsidiaries). Control is achieved where the Company has the power to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain 
benefits from its activities.

The results of subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during the year are included in the consolidated income statement from the effective date 
of acquisition or up to the effective date of disposal, as appropriate. Where necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of 
subsidiaries to bring their accounting policies into line with those used by other members of the Group. All intra-group transactions, balances, 
income and expenses are eliminated on consolidation.

Minority interests in the net assets of consolidated subsidiaries are identified separately from the Group’s equity therein. Minority interests consist 
of the amount of those interests at the date of the original business combination and the minority’s share of changes in equity since the date of 
the combination. Losses applicable to the minority in excess of the minority’s interest in the subsidiary’s equity are allocated against the interests 
of the Group except to the extent that the minority has a binding obligation and is able to make an additional investment to cover the losses.
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Business combinations and goodwill

Business Combinations
The acquisition of subsidiaries is accounted for using the purchase method. The cost of the acquisition is measured at the aggregate of the 
fair values, at the date of exchange, of assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments issued by the Group in exchange 
for control of the acquiree, plus any costs directly attributable to the business combination. The acquiree’s identifiable assets, liabilities and 
contingent liabilities that meet the conditions for recognition under IFRS 3 are recognised at their fair values at the acquisition date, except 
for non-current assets (or disposal groups) that are classified as held for sale in accordance with IFRS 5 Non-Current Assets Held for Sale and 
Discontinued Operations, which are recognised and measured at fair value less costs to sell.

Goodwill arising on acquisition is recognised as an asset and initially measured at cost, being the excess of the cost of the business combination 
over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities recognised. If, after reassessment, 
the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the acquiree’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities exceeds the cost of the business 
combination, the excess is recognised immediately in profit or loss.

The interest of minority shareholders in the acquiree is initially measured at the minority’s proportion of the net fair value of the assets, liabilities 
and contingent liabilities recognised.

Goodwill
Goodwill arising on the acquisition of a subsidiary or a jointly controlled entity represents the excess of the cost of acquisition over the Group’s 
interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the subsidiary or jointly controlled entity recognised at 
the date of acquisition. Goodwill is initially recognised as an asset at cost and is subsequently measured at cost less any accumulated impairment 
losses.

For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill is allocated to each of the Group’s cash-generating units expected to benefit from the synergies 
of the combination. Cash-generating units to which goodwill has been allocated are tested for impairment annually, or more frequently when 
there is an indication that the unit may be impaired. If the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit is less than the carrying amount of 
the unit, the impairment loss is allocated first to reduce the carrying amount of any goodwill allocated to the unit and then to the other assets 
of the unit pro-rata on the basis of the carrying amount of each asset in the unit. An impairment loss recognised for goodwill is not reversed in 
a subsequent period.

On disposal of a subsidiary or a jointly controlled entity, the attributable amount of goodwill is included in the determination of the profit or loss 
on disposal

Investments in associates

An associate is an entity over which the Group has significant influence and that is neither a subsidiary nor an interest in a joint venture. 
Significant influence is the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of the investee but is not control or joint control 
over those policies.

The results and assets and liabilities of associates are incorporated in these financial statements using the equity method of accounting, 
except when the investment is classified as held for sale, in which case it is accounted for under IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and 
Discontinued Operations. Under the equity method, investments in associates are carried in the consolidated balance sheet at cost as adjusted 
for post-acquisition changes in the Group’s share of the net assets of the associate, less any impairment in the value of individual investments. 
Losses of an associate in excess of the Group’s interest in that associate (which includes any long-term interests that, in substance, form part of 
the Group’s net investment in the associate) are not recognised.

Any excess of the cost of acquisition over the Group’s share of the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of 
the associate recognised at the date of acquisition is recognised as goodwill. Such goodwill on investments in associates is included within the 
carrying amount of the investment and is assessed for impairment as part of the investment. Any excess of the Group’s share of the net fair 
value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities over the cost of acquisition, after reassessment, is recognised immediately in 
profit or loss.

Where a group entity transacts with an associate of the Group, profits and losses are eliminated to the extent of the Group’s interest in the 
relevant associate.

Interests in joint ventures

A joint venture is a contractual arrangement whereby the Group and other parties undertake an economic activity that is subject to joint control, 
that is when the strategic financial and operating policy decisions relating to the activities require the unanimous consent of the parties sharing 
control.
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Where a group entity undertakes its activities under joint venture arrangements directly, the Group’s share of jointly controlled assets and any 
liabilities incurred jointly with other venturers are recognised in the financial statements of the relevant entity and classified according to their 
nature. Liabilities and expenses incurred directly in respect of interests in jointly controlled assets are accounted for on an accrual basis. Income 
from the sale or use of the Group’s share of the output of jointly controlled assets, and its share of joint venture expenses, are recognised when it 
is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transactions will flow to/from the Group and their amount can be measured reliably.

Joint venture arrangements that involve the establishment of a separate entity in which each venturer has an interest are referred to as jointly 
controlled entities. The Group reports its interests in jointly controlled entities using proportionate consolidation, except when the investment 
is classified as held for sale, in which case it is accounted for under IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations. 
The Group’s share of the assets, liabilities, income and expenses of jointly controlled entities are combined with the equivalent items in the 
consolidated financial statements on a line-by-line basis.

Any goodwill arising on the acquisition of the Group’s interest in a jointly controlled entity is accounted for in accordance with the Group’s 
accounting policy for goodwill arising on the acquisition of a subsidiary (see below). 

Where the Group transacts with its jointly controlled entities, unrealised profits and losses are eliminated to the extent of the Group’s interest in 
the joint venture.

Revenue recognition 

Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable and represents amounts receivable for goods and services 
provided in the normal course of business, net of discounts and sales related taxes.

Real Software’s revenue-earning activities involve, but are not limited to, the selling of Product Licences, the rendering of Software Services, 
delivering of Software/Technical Support and selling of Infrastructure.  Infrastructure sales commonly go with the sales of Licence Products but 
can also occasionally involve straight-forward goods sales.

These activities constitute the Company’s ongoing major operations, and revenues are considered to have been earned when the Company has 
substantially accomplished what it must do to be entitled to the benefits represented by the revenues.

1. Infrastructure
Revenue from the sale of hardware (so called ‘infrastructure revenue’) is recognized in the income statement when the significant risks and 
rewards of ownership have been transferred to the buyer. 

2. Licenses
Licenses are agreements by which the Company grants the customer the right to use, but not own,  the Company’s products, usually with 
limitations on the number of employees or users for which the software use is granted and the license period.

Fees from licenses are recognized as revenue, if no significant production, modification or customisation of software is required and when all of 
the following four conditions are met : 

1. signature by the company and the customer of a non-cancellable contract; 

2. delivery has occurred ;

3. the license fees are fixed and determinable;

4. collection of the fee is almost certain. 

 

If significant production, modification or customisation of software is required revenue can only be recognised in conformity with the contract 
accounting method used for ‘Fixed price contracts’. 

�. Maintenance
Revenue from maintenance contracts and other contracts for which a specific service is delivered during a contractually agreed period of time, is 
recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the contract, except for maintenance contracts in which the Group acts as a commissioner, 
in which case the commission is directly recognised in the income statement.

4. Project revenues : fixed price contracts and time & material 

Fixed price contracts
Where the outcome of a construction contract can be estimated reliably, revenue and costs are recognised by reference to the stage of 
completion of the contract activity at the balance sheet date. Real Software determines the stage of completion of the contract by the proportion 
that contract costs incurred for work performed to date bear to the estimated total contract costs, except where this would not be representative 
of the stage of completion. Variations in contract work, claims and incentive payments are included to the extent that they have been agreed 
with the customer.
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Where the outcome of a construction contract cannot be estimated reliably, contract revenue is recognised to the extent of contract costs incurred 
that it is probable will be recoverable. Contract costs are recognised as expenses in the period in which they are incurred.

When it is probable that total contract costs will exceed total contract revenue, the expected loss is recognised as an expense immediately.

Time and material 
Time based service contracts are agreements for services such as installation, development, consulting, training and other services, based on 
the time-and-material concept.  

The basis for these agreements is only an agreed day/hour unit price, without neither explicit nor implicit delivery requirements nor any 
commitments to results to be achieved. The revenue can be recognised as the services are delivered and invoiced

Leasing

Leases are classified as finance leases whenever the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to the lessee. 
All other leases are classified as operating leases.

Finance Lease : Real Software as lessee
Real Software does not act as a lessor in any agreements with its clients.

The Group entered into several leasing agreements, mainly related to office buildings and office equipment. Assets held under finance leases are 
recognised as assets of the Group at their fair value at the inception of the lease or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments. 
The corresponding liability to the lessor is included in the balance sheet as a finance lease obligation. Lease payments are apportioned between 
finance charges and reduction of the lease obligation so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Finance 
charges are charged to profit or loss.

Operating lease : Real Software as lessee
Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease. Benefits received 
and receivable as an incentive to enter into an operating lease are also spread on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

Foreign currencies

All entities in the scope of consolidation have EUR as a functional currency, which is also the functional and presentation currency of Real 
Software.

In preparing the financial statements of the individual entities, transactions in currencies other than the entity’s functional currency (foreign 
currencies) are recorded at the rates of exchange prevailing on the dates of the transactions. At each balance sheet date, monetary items 
denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates prevailing on the balance sheet date. Non-monetary items carried at fair value 
that are denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates prevailing on the date when the fair value was determined. Non-monetary 
items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are not retranslated. Exchange differences arising on the settlement of 
monetary items, and on the retranslation of monetary items, are included in profit or loss for the period in operating expense. 

Borrowing costs

All borrowing costs are recognised in profit or loss in the period in which they are incurred.

Government grants

Government grants towards staff re-training costs are recognised in profit or loss over the periods necessary to match them with the related costs 
and are deducted in reporting the related expense.

Retirement benefit costs

Retirement benefit schemes
In accordance with the laws and practices applicable in each country, the companies of the group provide retirement and/or death benefits to 
their employees.

Defined contribution plan
Under “defined contribution plans”, the obligation of the company is limited to the amount that it agrees to contribute to a fund. All actuarial and 
investment risks fall on the employee. Payments to defined contribution plans are charged as expenses as they fall due.
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Defined benefit plans
Defined benefit plans are post-employment benefit plans other than defined contribution plans. Under “defined benefit plans” benefits are 
typically calculated based on years of service and on the level of remuneration.

The amount recognised in the balance sheet is the present value of the “defined benefit obligation”, adjusted for the unrecognised actuarial 
gains/(losses) and any past service cost not yet recognized less the fair value of any plan assets.

Any asset resulting from this calculation is limited to unrecognized actuarial losses and past service costs plus the present value of available 
refunds and reductions in future contributions to the plan.

The present value of the “defined benefit obligations” and the related current and past service costs are calculated using the “projected unit 
credit method”. This implies that benefits are normally attributed to periods of service under the plan’s benefit formula. The discounted value 
of benefits attributed to prior periods of service equals the present value of the defined benefit obligation, and the discounted value of benefits 
attributed to the current period of service equals the service cost. The discount rate is determined based on the market yields at the balance 
sheet date of high quality corporate bonds.

The actuarial gains and losses, resulting mainly from changes in actuarial assumptions, are determined separately for each defined benefit plan 
and not immediately recognised but deferred according the following principle. The actuarial gains and losses exceeding a corridor of 10% of the 
higher of the fair value of plan assets and the present value of the defined benefit obligations are recognised in the income statement over the 
average remaining working lives of the plan participants involved.

Past service costs, which arise when a plan is introduced or modified, are recognized as an expense over the average period until the benefits 
become vested.

In the income statement, current and past service costs, actuarial gains /(losses) are charged in “employee benefit expense”, while interest cost 
and expected return on plan assets are booked in “other financial income & expenses”.

Taxation

Income tax expense represents the sum of the tax currently payable and deferred tax.

The tax currently payable is based on taxable profit for the year. Taxable profit differs from profit as reported in the income statement because 
it excludes items of income or expense that are taxable or deductible in other years and it further excludes items that are never taxable or 
deductible. The Group’s liability for current tax is calculated using tax rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance 
sheet date.

Deferred tax is recognised on differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities in the financial statements and the corresponding 
tax bases used in the computation of taxable profit, and is accounted for using the balance sheet liability method. Deferred tax liabilities are 
generally recognised for all taxable temporary differences and deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is probable that taxable 
profits will be available against which deductible temporary differences can be utilised. Such assets and liabilities are not recognised if the 
temporary difference arises from goodwill or from the initial recognition (other than in a business combination) of other assets and liabilities in a 
transaction that affects neither the taxable profit nor the accounting profit.

Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for taxable temporary differences arising on investments in subsidiaries and associates, and interests in 
joint ventures, except where the Group is able to control the reversal of the temporary difference and it is probable that the temporary difference 
will not reverse in the foreseeable future. The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date and reduced to the 
extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profits will be available to allow all or part of the asset to be recovered. Deferred tax 
is calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the period when the liability is settled or the asset realised. Deferred tax is charged or 
credited to profit or loss, except when it relates to items charged or credited directly to equity, in which case the deferred tax is also dealt with 
in equity.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets against current tax liabilities 
and when they relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation authority and the Group intends to settle its current tax assets and liabilities 
on a net basis.

Property, plant and equipment

The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset if, and only if, it is probable that future economic benefits 
associated with the item will flow to the Group and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. After initial recognition, all items of property, 
plant and equipment are stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses. The cost of an item of property, plant and 
equipment comprises its purchase price, any cost directly attributable to bringing the asset to the location and condition  for it to be capable of 
operating in the manner intended by management. 
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Depreciation is calculated over the estimated useful lives of property, plant and equipment using the straight-line method. Depreciation starts 
when the assets are ready for their intended use.

The estimated useful lives of the most significant categories of property, plant and equipment are:
(land is not depreciated)
Buildings 5% 
Machinery & Fixtures 10-25% 
Computer & Office equipment 10-33% 
Vehicles 25%

Assets held under finance leases are depreciated over their expected useful lives on the same basis as owned assets or, where shorter, the term 
of the relevant lease.

Internally-generated intangible assets – research and development expenditure

Expenditure on research activities is recognised as an expense in the period in which it is incurred.

An internally-generated intangible asset arising from the Group’s business development is recognised only if all of the following conditions are met:

an asset is created that can be identified (such as software and new processes);
it is probable that the asset created will generate future economic benefits; and
the development cost of the asset can be measured reliably.





Internally-generated intangible assets are amortised on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives. Where no internally-generated 
intangible asset can be recognised, development expenditure is charged to profit or loss in the period in which it is incurred.

Patents and trademarks

Patents and trademarks are measured initially at purchase cost and are amortised on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives, being 
5 years. 

Impairment of tangible and intangible assets

At each balance sheet date, the Group reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible and intangible assets to determine whether there is any 
indication that those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in 
order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any). Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, 
the Group estimates the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.

Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are 
discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the 
risks specific to the asset. If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the 
carrying amount of the asset (cash-generating unit) is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit 
or loss, unless the relevant asset is carried at a revalued amount, in which case the impairment loss is treated as a revaluation decrease. Where 
an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (cash-generating unit) is increased to the revised estimate of its 
recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no 
impairment loss been recognised for the asset (cash-generating unit) in prior years. A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised immediately 
in profit or loss, unless the relevant asset is carried at a revalued amount, in which case the reversal of the impairment loss is treated as a 
revaluation increase.

Inventories

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost comprises direct materials and, where applicable, direct labour costs and 
those overheads that have been incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location and condition. Cost is calculated using the weighted 
average method. Net realisable value represents the estimated selling price less all estimated costs of completion and costs to be incurred in 
marketing, selling and distribution.

Financial instruments

Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the Group’s balance sheet when the Group becomes a party to the contractual 
provisions of the instrument. Financial assets are derecognised from the balance sheet when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the 
financial asset expire or when the asset is transferred and the transfer qualifies for derecognition based on the extent to which the risks and 
rewards of ownership are retained or transferred. Financial liabilities are removed from the balance sheet when they are extinguished, i.e. when 
the obligation specified in the contract is discharged or cancelled or expires.
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Trade receivables

Trade receivables are measured at initial recognition at fair value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest 
rate method where the impact is material. Appropriate allowances for estimated irrecoverable amounts are recognised in profit or loss when there 
is objective evidence that the asset is impaired. The allowance recognised is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and 
the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective interest rate computed at initial recognition.

Investments

Available-for-sale investments are initially measured at fair value, increased with any direct acquisition costs associated with the investment. After 
initial recognition, available-for-sale investments are measured at fair value. Gains or losses on available-for-sale investments from changes in fair 
value are recognized directly in equity, except for impairment losses and foreign exchange gains and losses, which are recognised in the income 
statement. Upon disposal of the investment, the cumulative gain or loss previously recognized in equity is transferred to the income statement. 
For investments that are actively traded in organized financial markets, fair value is determined by reference to quoted market prices at the close 
of business on the balance sheet date. For investments where there is no quoted market price, fair value is calculated based on the expected 
cash flows of the underlying net asset base of the investment. 

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and demand deposits, and other short-term highly liquid investments that are readily 
convertible to a known amount of cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.

Financial liabilities and equity

Financial liabilities and equity instruments issued by the Group are classified according to the substance of the contractual arrangements entered 
into and the definitions of a financial liability and an equity instrument. An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in 
the assets of the Group after deducting all of its liabilities. The accounting policies adopted for specific financial liabilities and equity instruments 
are set out below.

Bank borrowings

Interest-bearing bank loans and overdrafts are initially measured at fair value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the 
effective interest rate method. Any difference between the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and the settlement or redemption of borrowings 
is recognised over the term of the borrowings in accordance with the Group’s accounting policy for borrowing costs (see above).

Convertible loan notes

Convertible loan notes are regarded as compound instruments, consisting of a liability component and an equity component. At the date of issue, 
the fair value of the liability component is estimated using the prevailing market interest rate for similar non-convertible debt. The difference 
between the proceeds of issue of the convertible loan notes and the fair value assigned to the liability component, representing the embedded 
option for the holder to convert the loan note into equity of the Group, is included in equity (capital reserves).

Issue costs are apportioned between the liability and equity components of the convertible loan notes based on their relative carrying amounts 
at the date of issue. The portion relating to the equity component is charged directly to equity.

The interest expense on the liability component is calculated by applying the prevailing market interest rate for similar non-convertible debt 
to the liability component of the instrument. The difference between this amount and the interest paid is added to the carrying amount of the 
convertible loan note.

Trade payables

Trade payables are initially measured at fair value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method 
where the impact is material.

Equity instruments

Equity instruments issued by the Company are recorded at the proceeds received, net of direct issue costs.

Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting

Derivatives embedded in other financial instruments or other non-financial host contracts are treated as separate derivatives when their risks 
and characteristics are not closely related to those of the host contract and the host contract is not carried at fair value with unrealised gains or 
losses reported in profit or loss.
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Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present obligation as a result of a past event, and it is probable that the Group will be required 
to settle that obligation. Provisions are measured at the directors’ best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation at the balance 
sheet date, and are discounted to present value where the effect is material.

Restructuring provisions 
A constructive obligation to restructure arises, and hence a provision for restructuring is recognised, only when the Group has a detailed formal 
plan for the restructuring identifying at least the business or part of a business concerned, the principal locations affected, the location, function, 
and approximate number of employees who will be compensated for terminating their services, the expenditures that will be undertaken, and 
when the plan will be implemented and has  raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will carry out the restructuring by starting to 
implement that plan or announcing its main features to those affected by it

A management or board decision to restructure taken before the balance sheet date does not give rise to a constructive obligation at the balance 
sheet date and hence no provision is recognised unless the entity has, before the balance sheet date started to implement the restructuring plan; 
or announced the main features of the restructuring plan to those affected by it in a sufficiently specific manner to raise a valid expectation in 
them that the entity will carry out the restructuring.
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NOTE 4 - CRITICAL ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS AND kEY SOURCES OF ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY

Impairment of Goodwill

In accordance with IFRS 3 , goodwill arising on consolidation is tested annually for impairment or more frequently if there are indications that the goodwill might 
be impaired, in accordance with IAS 36, Impairment of Assets. This standard also requires that the goodwill should, from the acquisition date, be allocated to 
each of the cash-generating units (CGU’s) or groups of cash-generating units, that are expected to benefit from the synergies of the business combination.  
The CGUs to which goodwill has been allocated were tested for impairment at the balance sheet date by comparing the carrying amount of the 
unit with the recoverable amount (higher of its fair value less cost to sell and its value in use). 

Real Software Group management prepared cash flow forecasts for the CGU’s as reported under the secondary segment reporting format (by 
geographical locations). The key assumptions included in the value in use calculation comprise the discount factor, the projected future net 
cash flows on products and the forecasted growth in revenue from services. The discount rate applied to cash flow projections is the weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC), ranging from 9,6% to 13,1%. The components for the determination of the WACC are based on sector-specific 
parameters received from various investment banks and analysts and taking into account the financial position of Real Software. 

Impairment parameters per CGU

WACC Growth Margin # years protected

Real Solutions 9.6�% 1.00% 2,501 9

Airial 9.6�% 1.00% 1,540 9

ASQ 10.05% 0.00% 1,027 9

For 2006 this impairment test did not result in an impairment loss on goodwill.

Going Concern

In 2006 a significant turnaround has taken place both in terms of improving the balance sheet and profitability. As a result of the debt conversion 
in September 2006, equity has improved by €63.9m to a positive €10.5m equity position and debt was reduced by €51.9m to €21.7m at year end. 
A new credit facility has been put in place bringing €13.5m new working capital to the company allowing the company to significantly improve 
its liquidity and improve its cash position to €8.3m at year end. The company reports a net profit of €2.3m and a recurring operating result of 
€4.0m on continued operations confirming also the positive turnaround in operational results. The board of directors have therefore decided to 
present the accounts as of �1 December 2006 under going concern and have examined and approved net book value of positive consolidation 
differences.

IFRS 5 Discontinued Operations

The Board of Directors announced a plan to dispose it’s Retail business.   The company applied  IFRS 5 ‘Assets held for sale and discontinued 
operations’ in order to show the impact of this discision.  IFRS 5 reclasses are detailed in Note �8.
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NOTE 5 - BUSINESS SEGMENT INFORMATION (PRIMARY)

REVENUE

An analysis of the Groups’ revenue for the year, for both continuing and discontinued operations, is as follows :

31/12/2006 31/12/2006

Continuing operations

Revenue Products 24,550 25,622

Revenue Services 66,191 77,050

90,741 102,672

Discontinued operations

Revenue Products 13,158 13,272

Revenue Services 0 0

13,158 13,272

Total revenue 103,899 115,944

BUSINESS SEGMENTS

For management purposes, the Group is currently organised into two operating divisions, Products & Services. These divisions are the basis on 
which the Group reports its primary segment information.  Principal activities are as follows: 
Products: Development , implementation and support of products that are part of the company’s product portfolio of which typically IP usage 
rights are sold to the customer based on licenses and support based on maintenance contracts 
 
Services: ICT services ranging from Design- Build- Implement to Run business systems which  are sold based on fixed price or T&M basis. 
Added value to customer are competencies in technical ( Project Services, Java, Microsoft, iSeries, Oracle and Infrastructur), functional ( 
industry knowledge)  and process oriented area ( IT project and applications management ).

Segment information about the Group’s continuing operations is presented below.

YEAR END 2006

Products Services Corporate
Total Group for 

continuing operations

Continued Operations EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR 000

Revenue

External sales 24,550 66,191 0 90,741

Inter segment sales 0 0 0 0

Other operating income -� 710 0 707

Revenue from continuing operations 24,547 66,901 0 91,448

Operating result before Non recurring 2,813 3,808 -2,669 3,952

Segment result from continuing operations 3,043 5,544 -1,942 6,645

Unallocated corporate expenses

Operating profit/’(loss) from continuing operations EBIT 6,645

Share of profit of associates 0

Finance costs -5,613

Profit/(loss) before tax 1,032

Income tax expense -1,023

Profit of the year from Continuing Operations 9

Discontinued Operations

Revenue
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External sales 13,158 0 0 13,158

Inter segment sales 0 0 0 0

Other operating income 116 0 0 116

Revenue from discontinued operations 13,274 0 0 13,274

Operating result before Non recurring 1,362 0 0 1,362

Segment result from discontinuing operations 2,302 0 0 2,302

Operating profit/’(loss) from Discontinuing operations EBIT 2,302

Share of profit of associates 0

Finance costs 0

Profit/(loss) before tax 2,302

Income tax expense 0

Profit of the year from Discontinuing Operations 2,302

Profit for the Year 2,311

Other information Continuing Operations Products Services Corporate
Total Group for 

continuing operations

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

CAPEX 2�5 402 294 9�1

Depreciation and amortisation 1�6 �92 66 594

Other non cash expenses -76 -690 0 -766

Impairment losses recognised in profit or loss 0 0 0 0

Non recurrent revenues 155 2,174 1�2 2,461

Restructuring charges 94 -4�8 595 251

Other non recurrent charges -19 0 0 -19

Balance sheet 31/12/2006
Products Services Corporate Total for  

continuing operations

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Assets

Segment assets 11,782 25,290 36,594 73,665

Interests in associates

Unallocated assets

Consolidated total assets

Liabilities

Segment liabilities 5,513 17,989 42,084 65,586

Unallocated liabilities

Consolidated total liabilities

Other information Discontinued Operations Products Services Corporate
Total Group for 

continuing operations

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

CAPEX 0 0 0 0

Depreciation and amortisation 476 0 0 476

Other non cash expenses 0 0 0 0

Impairment losses recognised in profit or loss 0 0 0 0

Non recurrent revenues 0 0 0 0

Restructuring charges 1,172 0 0 1,172

Other non recurrent charges -2�2 0 0 -2�2
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Balance sheet 31/12/2006
Products Services Corporate

Total for continuing 
operations

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Assets

Segment assets 5,740 0 0 5,740

Interests in associates

Unallocated assets

Consolidated total assets

Liabilities

Segment liabilities 3,358 0 0 3,358

Unallocated liabilities

Consolidated total liabilities
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NOTE 5 - BUSINESS SEGMENT INFORMATION (PRIMARY)

YEAR END 2005

Products Services Corporate Total Group for 
continuing operations

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR 000

Revenue

External sales 25,622 77,050 0 102,672

Inter segment sales 0 0 0 0

Other operating income -105 1,237 0 1,132

Revenue from continuing operations 25,517 78,287 0 103,804

Operating result before Non recurring -1,170 6,066 -3,646 1,250

Segment result from continuing operations -3,057 5,926 -4,868 -1,999

Unallocated corporate expenses

Operating profit/’(loss) from continuing operations EBIT -1,999

Share of profit of associates -21

Finance costs -5,425

Profit/(loss) before tax -7,445

Income tax expense -681

Profit of the year from Continuing Operations -8,126

Discontinued Operations

Revenue

External sales 13,272 0 0 13,272

Inter segment sales 0 0 0 0

Other operating income 210 0 0 210

Revenue from discontinued operations 13,482 0 0 13,482

Operating result before Non recurring -5 0 0 -5

Segment result from discontinuing operations -1,992 0 0 -1,992

Operating profit/’(loss) from Discontinuing operations EBIT -1,992

Share of profit of associates 0

Finance costs 0

Profit/(loss) before tax -1,992

Income tax expense 0

Profit of the year from Discontinuing Operations -1,992

Profit for the Year -10,118
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Other information Continued Operations Products Services Corporate
Total Group for 

continuing operations

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

CAPEX ��7 ��4 52 72�

Depreciation and amortisation �56 478 94 928

Other non cash expenses -189 -622 -167 -978

Impairment losses recognised in profit or loss 0 0 0 0

Non recurrent revenues 5�9 645 0 1,184

Restructuring charges 2,864 658 1,222 4,744

Other non recurrent charges 159 152 0 �11

Other information Discontinued Operations Products Services Corporate
Total Group for 

continuing operations

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

CAPEX 0 0 0 0

Depreciation and amortisation 1�1 0 0 1�1

Other non cash expenses 0 0 0 0

Impairment losses recognised in profit or loss 0 0 0 0

Non recurrent revenues 0 0 0 0

Restructuring charges 1,987 0 0 1,987

Other non recurrent charges 0 0 0 0

Balance sheet 31/12/2005 Products Services Unallocated
Total for  

continuing operations

EUR’000 EUR’000 EUR’000 EUR’000

Assets

Segment assets 24,875 33,438 18,997 77,310

Interests in associates

Unallocated assets

Consolidated total assets

Liabilities

Segment liabilities 20,194 21,277 35,839 77,310

Unallocated liabilities

Consolidated total liabilities
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NOTE 6 - GEOGRAPHICAL SEGMENT INFORMATION (SECONDARY)

The Group’s operations are located in Belgium, France and Luxemburg. The following table provides an analysis of the Group’s sales and fixed 
assets by Geographical market

Sales revenue by geographical market 31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Continuing operations

Belgium 45,337 55,084

France 31,044 30,517

Luxemburg 14,360 14,224

Other 0 2,848

Total continuing operations 90,741 102,673

Discontinued operations

Belgium 9,332 9,545

France 504 5��

Luxemburg 0 0

Other 3,322 3,194

Total discontinued operations 13,158 13,272

The following is an analysis of the carrying amount of segment assets, and additions to property, plant and equipment and intangible assets, 
analysed by the geographical area in which the assets are located.

Carrying amount of segment 
assets

Additions to PP&E and 
intangibles

31/12/2006 31/12/2005 31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Belgium 53,462 41,438 665 717

France 19,878 21,424 187 48

Luxembourg 6,065 14,448 79 65

Total 79,405 77,310 931 830
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NOTE 7 - OTHER OPERATING REVENUES AND ExPENSES

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Realized gain disposal fixed assets 45 10�

Exchange and payment differences 244 26

Government grants 80 8�8

Received commissions 224 1��

Other 115 �2

Other Operating Income 707 1,132

 

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Operational taxes 180 827

Exchange and payment differences 50 71

Indemnities and Fines 1� 57

Loss on disposal of fixed assets 0 19

Other 88 168

Other Operating Expenses 331 1,142
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NOTE 8 - OPERATING CHARGES RECURRING

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Goods for resale, raw materials and consumables

Purchases 6,312 7,646

Increase (-); Decrease (+) in inventories 608 748

Total Goods for resale, new materials and consumables 6,920 8,394

Purchases of goods for resale contain mainly hardware and related equipment.

1. Services and other goods

Purchases from services and non-trade goods includes expenditure from subcontractors and consultants, operating leases of cars and other 
material for an amount of KEUR 25.657 (2005 : KEUR 31.280).

Rent and maintenance 3,111 1,822

Subcontractors and consultants 12,523 16,799

Carcost 5,791 6,226

Travel expenses 1,812 96�

Other expenses 2,420 5,471

Total services and other goods 25,657 31,280

2. Employee benefits expense

Salaries & wages 45,695 47,391

Social security charges 7,902 13,578

Personel insurance 551 4�6

Pension cost -46 -59

Other 40� 102

Total Employee benefit expense 54,506 61,448

At year-end, the Group employed 968 people (2005: 1.155).

3. Depreciation and amortisation expense

Amortization of intangible assets 0 0

Depreciation of property, plant & equipment 594 928

Total Depreciation and amortisation expense 594 928

See note 15 on intangible assets and to note 14 on property, plant & equipment for additional information.

4. Provisions and allowances

Provisions -604 -540

Impairment losses doubtful debtors 91 -99

Impairment losses obsolete inventories 0 0

Total Provisions and allowances -513 -639
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NOTE 9 - NON RECURRING OPERATING RESULTS 

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Non recurring revenu

Debt waivers 0 1,077

Received earn-out transfer of business 0 107

Divestiture of participation in Stork Real 2,313 0

Reimbursement real estate taxes (Oostkamp) 155 0

Other non-recurring revenue -7 0

2,461 1,184

Comments: 

In January 2006 the company sold the 50% participation in Stork Real BV and Stork Real NV to Stork.

 

Restructuring charges

Provision for restructuring (addition) 0 5,914

Reversal for paid restructuring charges -2,973 5,145

Reversal of Provision for restructuring -1,377 -4,328

Paid restructuring charges 2,927 (1)

Reclassed to liabilities held for sale 1,172 -1,987

-251 4,744

Impairment loss

Goodwill Impairment 0 0

Impairment Intangible Assets 0 0

Impairment Tangible Assets (see note 16) 0 1

0 1

Other non recurring charges

Cancellation of Oriam’s Summit participation 1� 0

Cost related to debt restructuring 2004 45

Deconsolidation Real Project SA 6

Miscellaneous non-recurring charges 6 -�62 (2)

19 -311

Comments

(1) Paid restructuring charges is mainly employee cost, facility cost and settlement cost

(2) The company settled a number of disputes for which a provision had been set up in the previous years. These settlement allowed a reversal of the provisions, 
explaining the negative amount for the miscellaneous non-recurring charges in 2005.
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NOTE 10 - FINANCIAL RESULT

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

FINANCIAL INCOME

Interest income from bank deposits 92 48

Interest income from financial receivables 2 �6

Total interest income from financial receivables and cash 94 84

TOTAL FINANCIAL INCOME 94 84

FINANCIAL CHARGES

Interest on subordinated notes -1,469 -1,998

Interest on financial leases -185 -196

Interest on bank debts -1,047 (1) -129

Refinancing charges -986 (2) 0

Other financial interest expenses -1,841 (3) -2,867

Amortisation of premiums & issue expenses

Total borrowing cost -5,528 -5,190

Total other interest -179 (4) -315

Fair value adjustments on financial instruments 0 -5

TOTAL FINANCIAL CHARGES -5,707 -5,510

FINANCIAL RESULT -5,613 -5,426

(1) Mainly related to third party loan

(2) Charges for refinancing project are amortised over duration of new loanagreement.  Financial charges do include an adjustment of this amortisation for the early 
repayment of 6M in January 2007.

(2) Mainly related to non subordinated loans of the parent company

(3) Interest late payments operating amounts payable.
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NOTE 11 - INCOME TAx

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Recognized in the income statement

Current tax -962 -�8�

Deferred tax -62 -298

-1,023 -681

31/12/2006 31/12/2006 31/12/2005 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 % EUR ‘000 %

Reconciliation of effective tax rate

Net profit 2,311 -10,180

Minority interests 0 -62

Result from companies accounted for using the equity method 0 0

Tax charge -1,023 -681

Profit before tax 3,334 -9,437

Tax at the domestic income tax rate of  33,99% -1,133 ��.99% 3,208 ��.99%

Tax effect of non-deductible expenses -�60 10.81% -454 -4.81%

   Non-deductible amortization of goodwill and intangibles 0.00% 0.00%

Fiscal losses of the year -466 1�.97% -3,624 -�8.40%

Tax effect of tax exempt-revenues 0.00% 0.00%

   Non-taxable dividends from investments in non-group companies 0.00% 0 0.00%

   Non-taxable financial and other income 950 -28.49% 144 1.52%

   Other 0.00% 12 0.1�%

Deferred tax effect resulting from a change in tax rates 0.00% -29 -0.�1%

Tax effect of current and deferred tax adjustments related to prior years 0 -0.01% 57 0.60%

Effect of different tax rates of subsidiaries operating in other juridictions 0.00% 6 0.07%

Tax effect of utilisation of tax losses not previously recognised 0.00% 0.00%

Valuation allowance on deferred tax assets -1� 0.40% 0.00%

Tax expense and effective tax rate for the year -1,023 �0.67% -681 -7.21%

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

Balance Sheet EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Current income tax liabilities 117 2��
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NOTE 12 - EARNINGS PER SHARE

Basic earnings per share are calculated by dividing the net result attributable to the Group by the weighted average number of shares outstanding 
during the year (i.e. shares in issue excluding treasury shares). Diluted earnings per share are calculated by dividing the net result attributable 
to the Group by the weighted average number of shares outstanding during the year, both adjusted for any effect of dilutive potential ordinary 
shares.

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Net profit/(loss) for calculating basic earnings per share (EUR’000) 2,311 -10,180

Effect of dilutive potential ordinary shares (EUR’000) 0 0

Adjusted net profit/(loss) for calculating diluted earnings per share (EUR’000) 2,311 -10,180

weighted average number of shares for calculating basic earnings per share 212,367,501 182,698,458

Effect of dilutive potential ordinary shares 0 0

Adjusted weighted average number of shares for calculating diluted earnings per share 212,367,501 182,698,458

Basic earnings per share (EUR) 0.01 -0.06

From continuing operations 0.00 -0.04

From discontinued operations 0.01 -0.01

Diluted earnings per share (EUR) 0.01 -0.06

All shares are ordinary shares; therefore there is no effect on net profit/(loss) in the calculation of earnings per share that would arise from 
preference shares. The Company has potential shares from the granting of the Warrants 2005 plan (see note 33 on equity compensation 
benefits).
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NOTE 13 - GOODwILL

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

At the end of the preceding year:

Gross book value 72,471 72,471

Accumulated impairment -44,116 -44,116

Net book value 28,355 28,355

Movements during the year:

Additions

Impairments 

Eliminated on disposal

Exchange differences

At year-end 28,355 28,355

Gross book value 70,952 70,952

Accumulated impairment -42,597 -42,597

Net book value 28,355 28,355

Impairment testing of goodwill
In accordance with IFRS 3 – Business Combinations, goodwill is no longer amortized but tested for impairment. Goodwill acquired in a business 
combination is allocated, at acquisition, to the cash generating units (CGUs) that are expected to benefit from that business combination.  
 
The value-in-use method discounts projected cash flows based on a yearly financial budget approved by management. Cash flows 
beyond the year plan are extrapolated using the most appropriate estimated growth which cannot exceed the long-term average growth 
rate for the business in which the CGU operates. Management determines these assumptions (prices, volumes, performance yields) based 
on past performance and its expectations for the market development. The weighted average growth rates used are consistent with the 
forecasts included in the industry reports.  The discount rate applied to cash flow projections is determined on the weighted average 
cost of capital (WACC), ranging from 9,63% to 13,05%. The components for the determination of the WACC are based on sector-specific 
parameters received from various investment banks and analysts and taking into account the current financial position of Real Software. 
 
The impairment test performed in 2006 did not demonstrate any additional impairment losses.

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Goodwill allocated to geographical segments:

Luxembourg 14,930 14,930

France 8,455 8,455

Belgium 4,970 4,970

Total carrying amount goodwill 28,355 28,355
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NOTE 14 - PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Land & Building
Computers & office 

equipment Furniture & other Total

Gross Carrying amount

At 1 January 2005 7,347 11,576 4,152 23,075 

Additions �6 544 14� 72� 

Acquire on acquisition of a subsidiary 0 0 0 0 

Exchange differences 0 0 0 0 

Disposal of a subsidiary 0 -40 -19 -59 

Disposals 0 -� -260 -26� 

Reclassified 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 

At 1 January 2006 7,383 12,077 4,016 23,476 

Additions 20 487 211 718 

Acquire on acquisition of a subsidiary 0 0 0 0 

Exchange differences 0 0 0 0 

Reclassified as held for sale -3,354 -2,909 -48� -6,746 

Disposals 0 0 -461 -461 

Reclassified 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 

At �1 december 2006 4,049 9,655 3,284 16,988

Comprising: 0 0 0 0 

At cost 4,049 9,655 3,284 16,988

At valuation 2006 0 0 0 0 

Accumulated deprecation and impairment

At 1 January 2005 2,123 10,788 3,419 16,330 

Depreciation charge for the year 2�1 554 274 1,059 

Impairment loss recognised in profit 0 0 1 1 

Exchange differences 0 0 0 0 

Eliminated on disposal of a subsidiary 0 -40 -19 -59 

Eliminated on disposal 0 -� -252 -255 

Reclassified 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 

At 1 January 2006 2,354 11,300 3,423 17,077 

Depreciation charge for the year 258 605 161 1,025 

Impairment loss recognised in profit or loss 0 0 0 0 

Exchange differences 0 0 0 0 

Reclassified as held for sale -1,174 -2,775 -�91 -4,340 

Eliminated on disposals 0 0 -411 -411 

Reclassfied 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 

At �1 december 2006 1,438 9,130 2,783 13,351 

Net carrying amount  

At 31 december 2006 2,611 525 501 3,637 

At 31 december 2005 5,029 777 593 6,399 
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Land and buildings consist of property mainly held in Belgium. 
The following rates are used for the depreciation of property, plant and equipment: 
Buildings 5% 
Machinery & Fixtures 10-25% 
Computer & Office equipment 10-33% 
Vehicles 25% 
 
The carrying amount of the Group’s fixtures and equipment includes an amount of KEUR 1.656 (2005 : KEUR 1.890) in respect of assets held 
under finance leases. The leased assets includes mainly buildings (KEUR 1.524) & office equipment (KEUR 132).

The Group has pledged land and buildings having a carrying amount of approximately  KEUR 3,240 (2005 : KEUR 3.317) to secure banking 
facilities granted to the Group.

NOTE 15 - INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Research and 
Development 

Costs

Concesssions, 
patents, 

licences etc, Total

Cost

At 1 January 2005 0 0 0

Additions 107

At 1 January 2006 107 0 107

Expenditure 212 212

Disposals or classified as held for sale -19 -19

Transfer to / (from) 0

At �1 December 2006 300 0 300

Amortisation

At 1 January 2005 0

Charge for the year 46 46

Impairment losses 0

Disposals or classified as held for sale -9 -9

Transfer to / (from) 0

At �1 December 2006 37 0 37

Carrying amount

At �1 December 2006 263 0 263

At �1 December 2005 107 0 107

Research and development costs were recorded as expense in the income statement as they are incurred. The creation and development of 
software involves closely linked research and development phases. As a result, expenses incurred for research phase cannot be clearly distinguished 
from those incurred in the development phase. As a result, the criteria for the capitalization of development expenses were therefore not met. 
In 2005 a well distinguished project was identified in the area of ERP-reporting. The activities of the development related to this project 
amounting up to KEUR 212 in 2006 (2005 KEUR 107) were capitalized as per 31/12/2006.
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NOTE 16 - SUBSIDIARIES

31/12/2006

Name of subsidiary Adress Country Proportion of 
voting power 
held

Proportion 
of ownership 
interest

Principal activity

Airial Conseil SA 3, rue Bellini 
F-92806 Puteaux Cedex

France 100% 100% Software consultancy&supply

Real Services NV Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 
550 Kontich

Belgium 100% 100% Software consultancy&supply

Real Solutions SA Rue d’Eich �� 
1461 Luxembourg

Luxembourg 100% 100% Software consultancy&supply

Real Software France SA Rue Péreire 103 
F78100 Sain Germain en Laye

France 100% 100% Software consultancy&supply

Real Software Nederland BV Plotterweg 8 
�821 BB Amersfoort

The 
Netherlands

100% 100% Software consultancy&supply

Xenia NV Prins Boudewijnlaan 26 
2550 Kontich

Belgium 100% 100% Software consultancy&supply

Oriam SA (1) 8, Parvis de Saint-Maur 
94106 Saint-Maur Cedex

France 100% 100% Software consultancy&supply

Oriam Corporation Corp. One International Place, 
Boston, MA 02210 USA

US 100% 100% Software consultancy&supply

(1) the participation increased from 50% to 100%

JOINT VENTURES 31/12/2006

Country Proportion of 
voting power 
held

Proportion 
of ownership 
interest

Principal activity

Supply Chain Software NV Prins Boudewijnlaan 26 
2550 Kontich

Belgium 60% 60% Software consultancy&supply

ASSOCIATES 31/12/2006

Name Adress Country Proportion of 
voting power 
held

Proportion 
of ownership 
interest

Principal activity

Tradcom NV Steenweg op Gierle 271 
2300 Turnhout, België

Belgium 25% 25% Internet sales

Eco2B Molenhuizen 25 
3980 Tessenderlo, België

Belgium 50% 50% Dormant company
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NOTE 17 - INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Cost of investment in associates 621 621

Share of post-acquisition profit, net of dividend received -571 -571

Total investments in associates 50 50

Details of the Group’s associates at 31 December 2006 are as follows : 

Name Adress Country Proportion of 
voting power 

held

Proportion 
of ownership 

interest

Principal activity

Tradcom NV Steenweg op Gierle 271, 2300 Turnhout Belgium 25% 25% Internet sales

Eco2B Molenhuizen 25, 3980 Tessenderlo Belgium 50% 50% Dormant company

Summarised financial information in respect of the Group’s associates is set out below :

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Total assets �08 �00

Total liabilites 108 100

Net Assets 200 200

Group’s share of associates’ net assets 50 50

Revenue 210 210

Profit for the period 0 -84

Group’s share of asssociates’ profit for the period 0 -21
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NOTE 18 - JOINT VENTURES

The Group has a direct 60% share in Supply Chain Software NV, located in Kontich. The Group is entitled to a proportionate share of the income 
received and bears a proportionate share of the costs. 

The following amounts are included in the Group’s financial statements as a result of the proportionate consolidation :

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Current Assets 1,130 2,386

Non-current Assets 76 1,201

Current Liabilities 462 1,425

Non-current Liabilities 246 260

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Income 3,331 6,865

Expense -3,187 -6,440
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NOTE 19 - INVENTORIES

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Raw materials and consumables 0 0

Work in progress 0 0

Finished goods 0 17�

Goods purchased for resale 667 4�5

667 608

Classified as part of a disposal group held for sale -667 0

Inventories 0 608

Finished goods and goods purchase for resale consist of hardware for the points of sale produced by the business-unit retail of the products 
division.

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Inventories at cost 667 608

Impairment losses 0 0

Total inventories at lower of cost or net realisable value 0 0

667 608

Classified as part of a disposal group held for sale -667 0

Inventories 0 608
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NOTE 20 - DEFERRED TAxES

Recognized deferred tax assets and liabilities

31/12/2006 31/12/2006 31/12/2005 31/12/2005

Deferred tax assets Deferred tax liabilities Deferred tax assets Deferred tax liabilities

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Intangible assets 0 0 0 0

Property, plant and equipment 0 0 0 0

Investments 0 0 0 0

Inventories 0 0 0 0

Receivables 0 0 0 0

Other assets 0 0 0 0

Other provisions 296 0 �57 0

Other liabilities 0 0 0 0

Total (as shown in the balance sheet) 296 0 357 0

Tax losses carryforwards by expiration date

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

One year 0 0

Two years 0 0

Three years 0 0

Four years 0 0

Five years and thereafter 0 0

Without time limit 270,547 271,082

Deferred tax assets not recognised by the Group apply to the following elements as at December 31, 2006

Gross amount
Total deferred 

tax assets
Recognised 

deferred tax assets
Unrecognised deferred 

tax assets

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Tax losses brought forward 270,547 91,959 2 91,957

Property, plants and equipment 0 0 0 0

Employee benefits �26 111 111 0

Other provisions 2,344 797 18� 614

Other temporary differences 0 0 0 0

Total 273,217 92,866 296 92,570

As of 31/12/06, deferred tax assets of EUR 2 thousand (2005: EUR 2 thousand) are recognised out of EUR 270,547 thousand  
(2005: EUR 271,082 thousand) tax loss carry forward.

These deferred tax assets represent income likely to be realised in a foreseeable future.

Deferred tax liabilities not recognised by the Group apply to the following elements as at 31 December 2006:

No liability has been recognised in respect of the temporary differences associated with undistributed earnings of subsidiaries and joint ventures 
because the Group is in position to control the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences and it is probable that such differences will not 
reverse in the foreseeble future.
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NOTE 21 - TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR’000 EUR’000

Amounts receivable from the sale of goods & services 29,647 35,127

Amounts due from fixed price contract customers 0

Other Receivables 2,024 1,478

Deferred charges and accrued income 1,080 950

Trade and other receivables 32,751 37,555

Other receivables are mainly related to prepaid taxes. 
 
Deferred charges are mainly related to prepaid expenses on rented cars and insurance premiums. 
 
Credit risk 
The Group’s principal current financial assets are cash & cash equivalents, trade and other receivables, and investments, which represent the 
Group’s maximum exposure to credit risk in relation to financial assets. The Group’s credit risk is primarily attributable to its trade receivables. 
The amounts presented in the balance sheet are net of allowances for doubtful receivables, estimated by the Group’s management based on 
prior experience and their assessment of the current economic environment. 

Since 2005 the Trade Receivables of two entities of the group in Belgium and France are prefinanced through factoring. The factoring at the 
belgian entity stopped because of the refinancing programm with Credit Swiss.  In accordance with IAS �2 and �9 the invoices transfered to the 
factoring companies are still included in the Trade Receivables. As per �1 December 2006 the receivables transfered to the factoring companies 
amount up to KEUR 4,666 . 

The credit risk on liquid funds and derivative financial instruments is limited, as the counterparts are banks with high credit ratings assigned by 
international credit-rating agencies as well as GTG Inc. Real Software groups major shareholder.

NOTE 22 -  CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Short-term bank deposits - equal or max. � months 1,818 2,137

Cash at bank & in hand 6,493 1,726

Cash and cash equivalents 8,311 3,863

Cash and cash equivalents includes cash held by the Group and short-term bank deposits with an original maturity of three months maximum. The 
carrying amount of these assets approximates to their fair value.

The interest rate on the bank deposits in 2006 was between 2,50% and 3,00% (2005 : 2,01% - 2,20%)
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NOTE 23 - SHARE CAPITAL

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Share capital issued 17,574 11,527

Uncalled share capital 0 0

Share capital issued and fully paid 17,574 11,527

Authorized capital

The board of directors may, within the limits of its powers and within the authorized capital, issue shares, with or without voting rights or with the 
same or different rights, either preferential or otherwise, as those linked to the existing shares in the company, warrants or convertible bonds.

The authority of the board of directors within the authorized capital is applicable not only for increases in capital by contribution in cash by the 
existing shareholders in accordance with their preferential right, but also for increases in capital by contribution in kind and increases in capital by 
contribution in cash with limitation or withdrawal of the preferential right of the shareholders, even in favour of persons who are not employees of 
Real Software or its subsidiaries.

At the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting held on April 6, 2004, the board of directors has been authorized to increase the Company’s 
share capital with a maximum amount of €11,398,141.42 within the framework of the authorized capital (‘toegestaan kapitaal / capital autorisé’).  
This authorization has been inserted as article 6 of Real Software’s articles of association.  The authorization is valid for a term of five (5) years as 
of the publication thereof in the annexes to the Belgian Official Gazette.  The authorization has been published in the annexes to the Belgian Official 
Gazette on May 7, 2004.  

The same extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting also authorized the board of directors to increase the company’s share capital through 
contributions in kind or through contributions in cash with cancellation of the preferential subscription right of the shareholders, even for the benefit 
of the persons who are not members of Real Software’s personnel, in the event the board of directors is notified by the Belgian Banking, Finance 
and Insurance Commission of a public take-over bid on the company’s securities.  This authorization is valid for a term of three (3) years as of April 
6, 2004.

Evolution of authorized capital Authorized capital (€)

Authorized decided by shareholders’ meeting on 6 April 2004 11,398,141

April 25, 2005 Contribution in kind of a receivable of €800,000.00 -100,512

July 28, 2005 Capital increase under the condition precedent of exercise of the Warrants 2005 -180,478

May 18, 2006 Capital increase through contribution in kind of a receivable of 2,516,243.22 -479,001

Status authorized capital as per 31 December 2006 10,638,150

As at the date of this annual report, the board of directors has still the authority to increase the company’s share capital with a maximum amount of 
€10,638,149.96, excluding issuance premiums, if any.  This enables the board of directors to issue a maximum of 169,343,361 shares (at a fraction 
value of €0.06282 per share to be allocated to the company’s share capital, and excluding issuance premiums, if any).

Reconciliation of the number of shares 31/12/2006  31/12/2005

Shares outstanding at 1 January 183,487,816 181,448,916

Increase in capital by contribution in kind 68,988,100 1,600,000

Conversion of G1- convertible bonds 27,273,000 0

Conversion of ACO’s 438,900

Shares outstanding at 31 December 279,748,916 183,487,816

SHARE PREMIUM ACCOUNT EUR ‘000

Balance at �1/12/2005 419,957

Premium arising on issue of equity shares during 2006 55,368

Expense of issue of equity shares during 2005

Balance at �1/12/2006 475.325
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NOTE 24 - RETAINED EARNINGS

EUR ‘000

Balance at 1 January 2005 -474,570

Dividends paid 

Profit/(loss) for the year attributable to equity holders of the parent -10,180

Balance at 1 January 2006 -484,750

Balance at 1 January 2006 -484,750

Dividends paid

Profit/(loss) for the year attributable to equity holders of the parent 2,311

Balance at �1 December 2006 -482,439

NOTE 25 - BANK OVERDRAFTS & LOANS

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Bank overdrafts 4,666 7,070

Other loans 745 47,781

Credit Institutions 13,303 5�2

The borrowings are repayable as follows:

18,714 55,383

On demand or within one year 5,474 15,922

In the second year 74 6,064

In the third year 71 6,064

In the fourth year 64 6,064

In the fifth year 12,888 6,064

After five years 14� 15,207

18,714 55,383

Less: Amount due for settlement within 12 months (shown under current liabilities) 5,474 15,922

Amount due for settlement after 12 months 13,240 39,461

Bank overdrafts relates to the factoring facilities that the company currently has in France.  In 2005 factoring was done in Belgium and France.

Due to the reference shareholders’ debt conversion Other loans as per 31 december 2006 only have the 721K Gores bridgeloan.  

Debt from Credit Institutions is mainly the loan with Credit Swiss and LT building lease.

The average interest rates on the bank overdrafts and loans were as follows:

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

Bank Overdrafts 4.00% 4.00%

Other Loans 11.62% 5.�6%

Credit Institutions 16.46% 5.49%
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Current bank and other loans are agreed at a fixed rate. The LT debt at credit institutions is arranged at floating rates, thus exposing the Group 
to Cash flow interest rate risk.

The directors estimate the fair value of the Group’s borrowings, by discounting their future cash flows (only for non-current liabilities) at the 
market rate, to be as follows:

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

Bank Overdrafts 4,666 7,070

Other Loans 7,543 42,192

Debt Covenants Credit Suisse credit facility    
The credit facility that has been put in place by CS is dependant on financial covenants that need to be met during the period of the five year facility.  
Not meeting the financial covenants is considered as an event of default under which the lender may decide to demand repayment of all or part of 
the loans. The financial covenants are tested every quarterly on a last twelve trailing months basis and can be reset in case of accepted divestitures. 
Following covenants are in place    

Interest cover calculated as the ratio of EBITDA before non recurring revenues and expenses  ( and before consulting fees to related parties 
and impact of divestitures) to total cash interest cost    
Leverage calculated as the ratio of total net debt to EBITDA before non recurring revenues and expenses ( and before consulting fees to 
related  parties and impact of divestitures)    
Cash flow calculated as the ratio of Net cash flow from operating activities to total cash funding costs ( including cash interest costs and 
cash repayments of financial indebtedness)    
Minimum consolidated Turnover    
Maximum capital expenditure    
Employee attrition calculated as maximum % of billable employees and consultants that leave employment in each period of six months 
  

At December 2006 we have met the covenants test and our projections for 2007 indicate no default with the current financial covenants. 











NOTE 26 - CONVERTIBLE LOAN NOTES

At the extraordinary general meeting on 29 September 2006, the shareholders approved the conversion of the Convertible Bond from the 
reference shareholder to capital.

NOTE 27 - DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities

Interest rate swap (current) 0 150

In 2006 the company has ended the intrest rate swap.  The contractual expiring date was April 2007.
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NOTE 28 - OBLIGATIONS UNDER FINANCE LEASE

Minimum lease 
payments

Present Value of 
minimum lease 

payments

31/12/2006 31/12/2005 31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Amounts payable under finance leases:

Within one year �94 �94 225 211

Later than one year and not later than five 
years

1,542 1,588 1,011 995

Later than five years 1,998 2,371 1,782 2,044

3,935 4,353 3,018 3,250

Less: future finance charges -916 -1,104

Present value of lease obligations 3,018 3,250 3,018 3,250

Less: Amount due for settlement within

12 months (shown under current liabilities) 225 211

Amount due for settlement after 12 months 2,793 3,039

It is the Group’s policy to lease its building at Kontich and certain furniture and equipment under finance leases. The lease term is 15 years for 
the building, and 10 years for the furniture . For the year ended 31 December 2006, the average effective borrowing rate was ranging from 5,7 
to 6,0 per cent (2005: 5,7 - 6 per cent).

The fair value of the Group’s lease obligations approximates their carrying amount. 

The Group’s obligations under finance leases are secured by the lessors’ title to the leased assets. 
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NOTE 29 - PROVISIONS

Customer 
Litigation

Other litigations 
& charges

Restructuring Total

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

At 1 january 2006 657 1,285 6,795 8,738

Additions of provisions 1�0 470 17 617

Reversals of provisions -56 -550 -1,377 -1,929

Utilisation of provision -268 -205 -2,973 -3,501

Reclass to liabilities held for sale 0 0 -615 -615

At 31 December 2006 463 1,000 1,847 3,310

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Analysed as:

Current liabilities  1,955    6,017   

Non-current liablilities  1,355    2,721   

 3,310    8,738   

The customer litigation provision relates to the estimated cost of work agreed to be carried out for the rectification of services delivered. The other 
litigation provision represents management’s best estimate of the Groups’s liability to former employees / subcontractors / management buy-outs. 
These amounts have not been discounted for the purpose of measuring the provision for litigations, because the effect is not material. 

The € 1,8 m restructuring provision at year end covers both outstanding disbursements of the restructuring efforts that tookplace and an additional 
restructuring effort of which implementation already started in 2006. The provision covers severance payments.  This accrual is net of KEUR 615 
adjustment under IFRS 5 Discontinued operations.

NOTE 30 - CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

The group is exposed to contigent liabilities accounting to KEUR 839 representing various pending litigation and potential legal claims.

NOTE 31 - COMMITMENTS

31/12/2006  31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Guarantees

Guarantees given to Credit Swiss in respect of facilities utilised by Real Software NV

   First ranking mortgage on Oostkamp facility 3,240 1,312

   First ranking floating charge over the business 31,850 100,000

Pledge on patents and trademarks RLS

Pledge on shares Real Software, held by Real Holdings

Pledge on shares held by RLS in its affiliates (Airial, RLS France, RLS Nederland, Real Solutions)

Pledge on receivables
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NOTE 32 - OPERATING LEASE ARRANGEMENTS

31/12/2006  31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Minimum lease payments under operating leases recognised as an expense in the year 3,924 4,242

At the balance sheet date, the Group has outstanding commitments under non-cancellable operating leases, which fall due as follows:

31/12/2006  31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Within one year 3,197 3,394

In the second to fifth years inclusive 4,353 3,723

Operating lease payments represent rentals payable by the Group for certain of its office properties. Leases are negotiated for an average term of 
�-4 years and rentals are fixed for an average of �-4 years.

NOTE 33 - SHARE BASED PAYMENTS

wARRANTS 2005

On July 28, 2005, Real Software created 2,872,943 warrants, named “Warrants 2005” within the framework of a stock option plan for employees 
of Real Software within the authorized capital.  The warrants have been subscribed to by Real Software and can be granted by the company’s 
appointment and remuneration committee to the relevant beneficiaries.  The relevant features of these warrants have been summarized below.  The 
appointment and remuneration committee can provide for other conditions to be set forth in a “stock option agreement” when granting the warrants 
to the relevant beneficiaries, provided, however, that such other conditions are allowed or permitted under the issuance and exercise conditions of 
the warrants as determined by the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting.

Issue date: July 28, 2005. 
Creation of warrants: the Warrants 2005 have been created by the board of directors.  
Stock option plan: The stock options are issued in the framework of a stock option plan for employees of the company.  The stock options 
are issued in the form of (naked) warrants.
Number of shares to be issued upon exercise of the warrants: one (1) share per warrant.
Term of the warrants: maximum five (5) years as of July 28, 2005. 
Shares: the new shares will have the same rights and benefits as the existing shares of the company.  The shares will participate in the 
result of the company as of and for the full fiscal year in which they will be issued.  Dividends paid on the shares will benefit from the right 
to reduced withholding tax rate, i.e. the so-called “VVPR” right.  The VVPR right will be represented by a separate strip.  The company will 
request the admission to listing of the new shares and the VVPR-strips to the Eurolist by Euronext Brussels.
Cancellation of preferential subscription right of the shareholders: The board of directors proposes to cancel the preferential subscription 
right of the existing shareholders in accordance with article 596 of the Belgian Company Code.
Allocation of the stock options: The employees of the company who are beneficiary of the stock option plan will be selected by the 
company’s appointment and remuneration committee.
Stock option price: the stock options will be offered for free or at such a price as will be provided in the stock option agreement of the 
selected employee.
Exercise period: unless the stock option agreement determines a shorter duration, the Warrants 2005 have a term of five (5) years as from 
the date on which the stock options are issued by the board of directors of the company.
Exercise price: the exercise price of the Warrants 2005 will be determined by the company’s appointment and remuneration committee and 
will at least be equal to (i) the average of the closing prices of the share of the company as quoted on the Eurolist by Euronext Brussels or 
any other regulated or public market on which the shares of the company will then be quoted or traded during the thirty (30) day period, 
or any other relevant period which is determined by the company’s appointment and remuneration committee, preceding the grant to the 
selected employee or (ii) the closing price of the share of the company as quoted on Eurolist by Euronext Brussels or any other regulated 
or public market on which the shares of the company will then be quoted or traded, on the day preceding the day of the grant to the 
selected employee.
Increase of the share capital of the company: upon exercise of the Warrants 2005, the share capital of the Company shall be increased with 
an amount equal to the product of the number of exercised Warrants 2005 and the fractional value of the existing shares.  The amount 
of the exercise price of each Warrant 2005 that exceeds the fractional value of the existing shares, if applicable, must be booked as an 
issuance premium.  





















No warrants were accepted upon granting; no potential voting rights are therefor taken into account for the calculation of the transparency 
denominator.
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The table below provides an overview of the warrants at the date of this annual account:

Warrants created 2,872,943

Warrants exercised 0

Warrants cancelled 0

Warrants at the date hereof 2,872,943

CS warrants

The CS Warrants 2006 (3 naked warrants) were created by the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting held on September 29, 2006. The 
warrants have been allocated to Credit Suisse International. In the light of this issuance, the share capital of the Company was increased under the 
condition precedent and to the extent of the exercise of the warrants by Credit Suisse International.  

The relevant features of these warrants have been summarized below.  

All CS Warrants 2006 together (whether divided or not) shall give the beneficiary the right to subscribe to a number of newly issued shares of the 
company equal to 5% of the actual share capital of the company immediately prior to the exercise of the CS Warrants 2006, but, for the purpose 
of the calculation of such number of shares, it is assumed that all of the CS Warrants 2006 have been fully exercised.  Consequently, the calculation 
base (i.e. the actual share capital) should be increased with maximum 5% in order to calculate the total number of new shares upon exercise of the 
CS Warrants 2006.  Arithmetically this will enable the acquisition of 5.25% of the share capital upon exercise of all 3 CS Warrants 2006, or 1.75% 
of the share capital upon exercise of each CS Warrant 2006 individually.   

Issue Date: 29 September 2006
Creation of the CS Warrants – The CS Warrants have been created by the company’s extraordinary shareholders’ meeting.
Term of the CS Warrants - The warrants have a term of (five) 5 years as of their issuance by the Company.
Division of the CS Warrants - If it is necessary for the application of the tag-along provisions (as explained in Annex A of the special Report 
of the Board of Directors in accordance with
Article 583 and Articles 596-598 of the Belgian Company Code) and to the extent that the tag-along right of the beneficiary of the CS 
Warrants is exercised with respect to a portion of a warrant, the warrant with respect to which such tag-along right is so exercised will 
be divided into a greater number of warrants, which shall then each replace the former warrant and constitute each a new warrant in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the CS Warrants.
Warrants on shares of the Company - All CS Warrants together (whether or not divided) shall entitle the beneficiaries thereof to subscribe 
to an aggregate number of newly issued shares of the Company, equal to 5% of the actual share capital of the Company immediately prior 
to the exercise of the warrant (but, for the purpose of the calculation of such number of shares, assuming that all warrants have been fully 
exercised).
Shares of the Company – The new shares issued upon the exercise of the warrants shall have the same rights and benefits as the 
existing ordinary shares of the Company and shall be entitled to a full dividend for the financial year during which the relevant warrants 
are exercised.  Dividends paid for the shares will not benefit from the reduced withholding tax rate of 15 %, the so-called “VVPR” status 
(verminderde voorheffing / précompte réduit).
Cancellation of the preferential subscription price of the shareholders – The board of directors proposes to cancel the preferential subscription 
right of the existing shareholders in accordance with articles 596 and 598 of the Belgian Company Code.  
Allocation of the CS Warrants – The warrants will be allocated to Credit Suisse International
Issuance price of the CS Warrants – The warrants will be granted free of charge.
Transferability of the CS Warrants – Each of the warrants is freely transferable.  
Exercise of the CS Warrants – Each of the warrants may be exercised separately at any time between the date of its issuance and the date 
falling five (5) years thereafter, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the warrants.    
Exercise price of the CS Warrants – The exercise price for each warrant per share to be issued upon exercise of the warrants shall be equal 
to the average closing price of the share of the Company listed on the Eurolist by Euronext of Euronext Brussels during a period of thirty 
calendar days prior to the issuance date by the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 
warrants (for information, the exercise price was fixed at €0.73).
Increase of the share capital of the Company – upon exercise of a warrant, and the issue of new shares in the Company, the exercise price 
of the warrants will be allocated to the share capital of the Company.  To the extent that the amount of the exercise price of the warrant 
per share to be issued upon exercise of the warrants exceeds the par value (fractiewaarde / valeur fractionelle) of the then existing shares 
of the Company existing immediately preceding the exercise of the warrants concerned, a part of the exercise price per share to be issued 
upon exercise of the warrant, equal to such par value shall be booked as share capital, whereby the balance shall be booked as issuance 
premium.  The issuance premium, if any, shall serve as guarantee for third parties in the same manner as the Company’s share capital and 
shall be booked on an unavailable account that can only be decreased or booked away pursuant to a resolution of a general shareholders’ 
meeting passed in the manner required for an amendment to the Company’s articles of association (statuten / statuts).























Expired warrants 2001

The Warrants 2001 were created by the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting held on December 21, 2001 within the framework of a share 
option plan for employees, directors and consultants of the company and its affiliated companies.  The warrants had in principle a term of 5 years, 
starting as of December 21, 2006 and therefore expired all on that date. 
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Other expired warrants 

Z Warrants: On August 17, 2000, the company created 63,000 new warrants, called ‘Z Warrants’.  Each warrant entitled the holder thereof to 
subscribe to one (1) new share in the company at an exercise price of €60.15 per share.  The warrants had a duration of one (1) year.  None of the 
warrants were exercised.  All warrants expired on September 28, 2001.

Employees’ Stock Option Plan: On April 30, 1997, the company created 73,440 warrants with a view to allocating them to personnel.  These warrants 
were linked with 24,480 new shares which were issued at the same general meeting of shareholders as part of an increase in the company’s capital.  
Each warrant entitled the holder thereof to subscribe to ten (10) new shares (taking account of the share split on 27 August 1998 at a rate of 10 
new shares per existing share) at a fixed exercise price of €17.2162 per warrant.  The warrants could be exercised at any time between 1 January 
2002 and 30 April 2002.  71,557 warrants were exercised (as a result of which 715,570 new shares were subscribed to). 1,883 warrants were not 
exercised, and therefore expired irrevocably on 1 May 2002.

Bank Warrants: On December 21, 2001, the company created 4,000,000 new warrants, called ‘Bank Warrants’.  These warrants were issued under 
the terms of the agreement that Real Software reached at the end of 2001 with its bank syndicate relating to the restructuring of the company’s 
bank debt. . All warrants were allocated to the company’s bank syndicate.  On April 6, 2004, the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting 
decided – in connection with the purchase of the bank debt by Gores Technology Group, LLC. – to cancel and destroy the 4,000,000 bank warrants, 
with the consent of their holders.
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NOTE 34 - RETIREMENT BENEFIT PLANS

Retirement benefit schemes

Real Software provides retirement benefits to certain employees in Belgium, France and the Netherlands. 

The Belgian pension plans mainly include defined contribution plans which are subject to a minimum guaranteed return. Since those pension 
plans are funded through insurance contracts which provide a guaranteed return, they have been accounted for as defined contribution plans.

2006 2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

The contributions paid in respect of defined contribution plans amount to: 54 45

Defined benefit plans

The net liability recognized in the balance sheet amount to:

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

Defined benefit obligation - funded plans 846 817

Fair value of plan assets -494 -41�

Deficit/(surplus) for funded plans �52 405

Defined benefit obligation - unfunded plans 148 165

Total deficit/(surplus) 500 570

Unrecognized past service cost 0 0

Unrecognized net actuarial gains/(losses) -55 -104

Net liability/(asset) recognized (1) 445 466

The benefit expense recognized in profit or loss amounts to:

 2006 2005 

Current service cost 45 42

Interest cost on benefit obligations 42 �8

Expected return on plan assets -20 -17

Past service cost recognized 0 0

Net actuarial (gains)/losses recognized -�6 0

Benefit expense �0 64

The actual return on plan assets equals: 2006 2005 

-18 -14

The benefit expense is recognized in the income statement under Employee benefit expenses.

The benefit obligations reconcile as follows:

2006 2005 

Opening defined benefit obligation 982 862

Service cost 45 42

Contributions paid by employees 12 12

Interest cost 42 �8

Benefits paid 0 0

Actuarial (gains)/losses -87 27

Closing defined benefit obligation 994 982
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The plan assets reconcile as follows:

2006 2005 

Opening fair value of plan assets 41� ��9

Expected return on plan assets 20 17

Contributions paid by employer 52 47

Contributions paid by employees 12 12

Benefits paid 0 0

Actuarial gains (losses) -2 -2

Closing fair value of plan assets 494 41�

The major categories of plan assets as a percentage of total plan assets are:

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

Insurance contracts 100% 100%

The principal actuarial assumptions at the balance sheet date (weighted averages) are:

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

Discount rate 4.46% 4.25%

Expected rate of return on assets 4.25% 4.50%

Expected rates of future salary increases 4.28% 4.08%

The experience adjustments for the last 2 years are as follows:

2006 2005

Defined benefit obligation 994 982

Fair value of plan assets -494 -41�

Surplus/(deficit) 500 570

Experience adjustments on benefit obligations n.a. n.a.

Experience adjustments on plan assets -2 -2

The expected company contributions for 2007 amount to 55,000 EUR. 

(1) Variance with retirement benefit obligation on balance sheet is adjustment for proportional consolidation of joint ventures

Net liability/(asset) recognized 445

SCS portion of 296,893 at 40% -119

326

NOTE 35 - EVENTS AFTER BALANCE SHEET DATE

Real announced on 16 January 2007 the sale of the Retail point-of-sale division to Centric. The decision of Real to divest the Retail point-of-sale 
business is motivated by the continuing consolidation in the Retail IT market, and the need for scale at a European level to remain profitable and to 
provide state of the art solutions. In addition, Real Software’s core business is providing software related IT solutions comprised of vertical software 
applications, enterprise solutions and development services in BeNeLux and France. Real’s Retail division is built upon the hardware POS (cash 
register) and its related software and services. Although there is software related to the POS business, its hardware POS does not fit well with Real’s 
IT solutions strategy. As a result of the divestiture, Real will focus all of its energy and efforts on growing its remaining core software IT solutions 
businesses both organically and through acquisitions or mergers.

Sales price of the transaction was 8,7Mio generating a profit of 2,7Mio before any sales cost or liabilities that did not transfer. The main portion of 
the proceeds (€ 8,7m) were used to reduce Real’s outstanding debt with Credit Suisse from €13.5m to €7.5m.  The sale includes all employees, 
customer contracts, business assets and facilities related to this activity
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NOTE 36 - RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

The immediate parent and ultimate controlling party respectively of the Group are Real Holdings LLC and Gores Technology Group LLC incorporated 
in the United States.

Transactions between the Company and its subsidiaries, which are related parties of the Company, have been eliminated on consolidation and are 
not disclosed in this note. Details of transactions between the Group and other related parties are disclosed below and concern primarily commercial 
transactions done at prevailing market conditions.

Trading Transactions Sale of goods  
and Services

Purchasef of goods  
and Services

31/12/2006 31/12/2005 31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Real Holdings LLC 470 1,112

Subsidiaries of Gores Technology Group

Associates 0 10 0 9

Joint Ventures - non-consolidated part 202 662 74 ��1

Services rendered by related parties were available under the conditions and with the guarantees that are customary on the market for similar 
transactions..

Outstanding balances Amounts owed by  
related parties

Amounts owed to  
related parties

31/12/2006 31/12/2005 31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Real Holdings LLC 2,481 20,738

Subsidiaries of Gores Technology Group 76 48,469

Associates 0 11 0 0

Joint Ventures - non-consolidated part 8 470 9 207

DIRECTORS

Direct remuneration

A director’s mandate may be terminated ad nutum (at any time), without any form of compensation. The remuneration package of the non-
executive directors is subject to approval by the general shareholders’ meeting.

According to the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance, the remuneration of non-executive directors should take into account their responsibilities 
and time commitment, and non-executive directors should not be entitled to performance related remuneration, such as bonusses, stock related 
long-term incentive schemes, fringe benefits or pension benefits.  

During the fiscal year 2006 no remuneration was paid to any director for additional services rendered.  As a general rule, the company does not 
grant benefits of a performance-related nature (such as bonuses, options or pension schemes) to the non-executive directors, whether independent 
directors or other directors.  This principle corresponds with the recommendation in that respect in the Corporate Governance Code.

However, contrary to the Code, the board of directors believes that its non-executive directors should not be remunerated for their mandate, except 
to the extent that they are an independent director.  Accordingly, and as per the recommendation of the appointment & remuneration committee, 
the compensation consists of the following elements:

a fixed annual payment per (non-executive) director amounting to €11,800;
a double compensation for the chairman of the board of directors, provided that he is an independent director, i.e. €23,600 (this was not 
applicable in 2006);
a fixed remuneration of €1,200 per meeting of the board of directors and/or sub-committee in which the director concerned participates 
(reduced to €600 in case of a meeting by teleconference); 
for additional meetings required by the needs of the company, the same variable compensation will be paid. 
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The non-executive directors’ remuneration is calculated per calendar year and paid every half-year.  The basis for the calculation of directors’ 
remuneration is the directors’ liability, for which a minimum fixed level of remuneration is established.  Additionally, active efforts on the part 
of directors are acknowlegded by allocating a fixed remuneration per meeting attended.  The calculation is based on an average of eleven (11) 
meetings of the board of directors and its sub-committees (six (6) board meetings, i.e. one (1) per quarter, one (1) strategic meeting and one (1) 
budget meeting) and an average of four (4) committee meetings (either audit committee or appointment and remuneration committee), plus one 
(1) potential additional meeting to deal with additional issues.

The general shareholders’ meeting of March 28, 2006 resolved to provide €174,600 for independent directors’ remuneration for the fiscal year 
ending December 31, 2006.  The actual cost during the fiscal year 2006 amounted to €139,200 (see table below). 

The board proposes to provide €174,600 for independent directors’ remuneration for the fiscal year ending 31 December 2007, which is to be 
approved by the general shareholders’ meeting that will take place on 27 March 2007. 

The board of directors believes that the remuneration package is justified, as it corresponds to market practice and expectations.  In addition, 
it allows the company to offer an appropriate remuneration to attract and retain experienced independent directors from different economic 
sectors.  

In 2006, the company paid the remaining fees relating to the fiscal year 2005, for a total amount of €225,633.33, to its non-executive directors. 

The overall gross remuneration relating to the fiscal year 2006 for the executive and non-executive directors, including fixed, variable and exceptional 
remuneration, amounted to €886,756.15 of which €753,789.49 was paid in 2006 and the remainder will be paid in 2007.  The payments can be 
allocated as follows:

Non-Executive Directors

JPD Consult BVBA 61,000

DR Associates BVBA 43,000

Viscount Etienne Davignon 35,200

Other Directors: not applicable

Executive Directors

Managing Director Peter Op de Beeck BVBA, represented by Peter Op Be Beeck 356,158.33

The management agreement with Peter Op de Beeck BVBA was terminated on 8 January 2006. The company paid the fee indicated above in 
execution of the termination and settlement agreement with Peter Op de Beeck BVBA. 

Managing Director Gores Technology Küsnacht Branch, represented by Ashley W. Abdo 391,397.82

Gores Technology Ltd, Küsnacht Branch succeeded on January 8th, 2006, Peter Op de Beeck BVBA in its capacity of managing director and CEO. 
The management service agreement between Gores Technology, Ltd, Küsnacht Branch and the company, contains a fixed annual remuneration 
of €400,000, payable in 12 equal instalments, and an additional fee payment of €275,000 upon achievement of specific targets, determined by 
the board of directors. The fixed remuneration includes all expenses, except for costs pertaining to telephone, restaurant, lodging, business travel 
expenses, which will be reimbursed subject to supporting documentation. 

Expenses

In addition to the above remuneration, which applies only to independent directors or executive directors, all directors are entitled to a reimbursement 
of out-of-pocket expenses actually incurred (e.g. travel or accommodation expenses in connection with airfare, special communication costs, etc.) 
subject to provision of supporting documentation.

During the fiscal year 2006, a total of €118,290.11 expense notes were reimbursed to directors. The company additionally provides lodging to the 
CEO-Managing Director in the vicinity of the company headquarters, which entailed a total cost in 2006 of €24,000. 

Loans

Real Software has not made any loans to the members of its board of directors.  
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ExECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

The remuneration of the executive management is determined by the board of directors upon recommendation by the appointment & remuneration 
committee, upon recommendation by the CEO.

The remuneration of the executive management is designed to attract, retain and motivate executive managers.  The level and structure of the 
remuneration are subject to an annual review by the appointment and remuneration committee to take into account market practice.  The annual 
review does not provide for mechanisms for automatic adjustments, except as legally required.  

The remuneration of the members of the executive management consists of the following elements:

- Each member of the executive management is entitled to a basic fixed remuneration designed to fit responsibilities, relevant experience and 
competences in line with market rates for equivalent positions and a variable remuneration which is determined by the board of directors and is in 
function of company targets and personal management objectives.

- Each member of the executive management may be offered the possibility to participate in a stock-based incentive scheme, in accordance with 
the recommendations set by the appointment and remuneration committee, after recommendation by the CEO to such committee. 

In 2006, the company paid the remainder of bonuses over 2005, for a total amount of €325,750. 

The total remuneration relating to the fiscal year 2006 of the executive management team, apart from the CEO (see above), and consisting of the 
CFO, Operations Manager Retail, Vice President Sales & Marketing, Vice President Advanced Technology Solutions, Vice President International 
Operations and Secretary General amounted to €1.456.765,22.  From this amount, €411.280,02 was variable and is payable as result related 
bonuses for 2006, of which 89.948,02 was paid in 2006 and the remainder will be paid in 2007. 

These amounts are gross amounts exclusive social security contribution for Real Software and all affiliated companies.

Shareholding Share option scheme 

As of the date of this annual report, no shares of the company were held by the members of the board of directors or executive management of 
Real Software, either independent directors or other directors.

None of the directors, whether independent directors or other directors, nor any member of the executive management currently has share options 
or warrants in the company.   

Loans 

Real Software has not made any loans to the members of its executive management.
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NOTE 37 - DISPOSAL OF BUSINESS

In February 2006, the Group disposed its participation in Stork Real BV and Stork Real Belgium

Details of the disposal are as follows :

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Book value of net assets sold

Current Assets

Cash and cash equivalents - �2

Trade receivables - 1,251

Inventories - 0

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment - 2�

Goodwill on consolidation - 0

Current liabilities

Payables - -757

Income tax payable -106

Non-current liabilities

Borrowings -

Deferred tax liabilities -

Net assets disposed of 0 443

Gain on disposal 2,313

Cash and cash equivalents 2,375
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NOTE 38 - DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

Real announced on 16 January 2007 the sale of the Retail point-of-sale division to Centric. The decision of Real to divest the Retail point-of-sale 
business is motivated by the continuing consolidation in the Retail IT market, and the need for scale at a European level to remain profitable and 
to provide state of the art solutions. In addition, Real Software’s core business is providing software related IT solutions comprised of vertical 
software applications, enterprise solutions and development services in BeNeLux and France. Real’s Retail division is built upon the hardware POS 
(cash register) and its related software and services. Although there is software related to the POS business, its hardware POS does not fit well 
with Real’s IT solutions strategy. As a result of the divestiture, Real will focus all of its energy and efforts on growing its remaining core software 
IT solutions businesses both organically and through acquisitions or mergers.

The Retail business has been classified and accounted for at �1 December 2006 as a disposal group held for sale.  The result of the discontinued 
operations included in the income statement are set out below.  The comparative profit and cash flows from discontinued operations have been 
re-presented to include those operations classified as discontinued in the current period.

31/12/2006 31/12/2005

EUR ‘000 EUR ‘000

Profit for the year from discontinued operations

Operating Revenue 13,274 13,482

Turnover 13,158 13,272

Other operating income 116 210

Operating Charges -11,912 -13,487

Purchases of goods for resale, new materials and consumables -2,178 -3,261

Services and other goods -2,271 -2,712

Employee benefits expense -7,244 -7,657

Depreciation and amortization expense -476 -1�1

Provisions and allowances 25� ��9

Other operating expenses 4 -65

OPERATING RESULT before NON-RECURRING 1,362 -5

Non-recurring revenues 0 0

Restructuring charges 1,172 -1,987

Impairment loss 0 0

Other non-recurring charges -2�2 0

OPERATING RESULT (EBIT) 2,302 -1,992

Share of profit of associates 0 0

Investments revenues 0 0

Financial income 0 0

Financial charges 0 0

Profit (Loss) before income taxes 2,302 -1,992

Income taxes (1)

Profit (Loss) for the year from discontinuing operations 2,302 -1,992

(1) No tax charge on discontinued business as discontinue business is mainly part of Real Software NV which is in a tax loss carry forward situation
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Cash flows from discontinued operations

Gross cash flow for discontinued operations in 2006 amounts to €192K. The operational profit amounting to €1362K for the year is reduced 
with payment of 1170K restructuring cost. Because Retail business was integrated in the the BENE operations we can not determine the change 
in working capital for 2006. With the divestiture we will sell in January 2007 €5.6mio of Retail Assets (mainly AR and Inventory) and reduce 
liabilities with €2.2mio (mainly renumerations related) resulting in a reduction of NWC by €3.3mio in January 2007.  The main portion of the 
proceeds (€ 8,7m) were used to reduce Real’s outstanding debt with Credit Suisse from €13.5m to €7.5m.

The major classes of assets and liabilities comprising the operations classified as held for sale at the balance sheet date are as follows :

31/12/2006

EUR ‘000

ASSETS

Non Current Assets 2,416

Goodwill 0

Intangible assets 10

Property, plant and equipment 2,406

Investments in associates

Deferred tax assets

Current Assets 3,324

Inventories 667

Trade and other receivables 2,657

Cash and cash equivalents 0

Assets classified as held for sale 5,740

Non-Current Liabilities -15

Convertible loan notes 0

Obligations under finance lease -15

Bank loans and Other Borrowings 0

Other non-current liabilities 0

Retirement benefit obligations 0

Provisions 0

Deferred tax liabilities 0

Current Liabilities -3,343

Convertible loan notes 0

Obligations under finance lease -6

Bank overdrafts and loans 0

Trade and other payables -2,722

Current income tax liabilities 0

Provisions -615

Derivative financial instruments 0

Liabilities directly associated with non-current assets classified as held for sale 3,358
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NOTE 39 - AUDIT OPINION
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2. NON-CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

- the management report

C 1.

NAME:

ANNUAL ACCOUNT IN EURO (2 decimals)

Legal form:

Address:

Postal Code: Municipality:

Nr.: Box:

Company number:

DATE of the deposition of the partnership deed OR of the most recent document mentioning the date of

publication of the partnership deed and the act changing the articles of association.

ANNUAL ACCOUNT approved by the General Meeting of

concerning the financial year covering the period from till

Previous period from till

The amounts of the preceding financial year are identical to those which have been previously published :

COMPLETE LIST WITH name, first name, profession, residence-address (address, number, postal code, municipality) and
position with the enterprise, OF DIRECTORS, MANAGERS AND AUDITORS

(continued on following pages)

Enclosed to these annual accounts:
- the report of the commissioners

Total number of pages deposited: Number of the pages of the standard form not deposited for not being
of service:

Signature Signature
(name and position) (name and position)

Optional statement.

No. Date of the deposition No. PP. B. D.

1 EUR40

REAL SOFTWARE

Public limited company

Prins Boudewijnlaan

2550 Kontich

26

Antwerpen

0429.037.235

18/10/2006

27/03/2007

01/01/2006

01/01/2005

31/12/2006

31/12/2005

xxx

Abdo Ashley Warren
Alte Landstrasse 39  A, 8700 Kusnacht, Switzerland
Title : Director
Mandate : 06/04/2004 - 08/01/2006

Honour Scott Michael
Wilshire Boulevard 10877, 90024 Los Angeles, California, United States of America
Title : Director
Mandate : 11/05/2005 - 28/03/2011

Davignon Etienne
Bloemenlaan 12, 1150 Brussel 15, Belgium
Title : Director
Mandate : 01/10/2004 - 01/10/2010

47

yes / no

11

*

**

**
**

Internet address (*) :

Delete where appropriate.**

Register of Legal Persons (RLP) - Office of the commercial court at: 
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No. C 1.

Continuation of the list of DIRECTORS, MANAGERS and AUDITORS (C 1.)

2/3

JPD Consult BVBA
Le Corbusièrlaan 23, 2050 Antwerpen 5, Belgium
Title : Director
Mandate : 01/10/2004 - 01/10/2010
Represented by :
     Depaemelaere  Jean-Pierre
     Zeedijk 450, box 401, 8670 Koksijde, Belgium

DR Associates BVBA
Stijn Streuvelslaan 13, 3190 Boortmeerbeek, Belgium
Title : Director
Mandate : 01/10/2004 - 01/10/2010
Represented by :
     Roodhooft  Filip
     Stijn Streuvelslaan 13, 3190 Boortmeerbeek, Belgium

Peter Op de Beeck BVBA
Gentsesteenweg 1154, 1082 Sint-Agatha-Berchem, Belgium
Title : Delegated director
Mandate : 01/10/2004 - 08/01/2006
Represented by :
     Op de Beeck  Peter
     Raapstraat 60, 9031 Drongen, Belgium

Patton William B. Jr.
Loma Rosada 4217,  El Paso, Texas, United States of America
Title : Director
Mandate : 01/10/2004 - 01/10/2010

Page Joseph
Wilshire Boulvard 10877, 90024 Los Angeles, California, United States of America
Title : Director
Mandate : 01/10/2004 - 01/10/2010

0429.037.235
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No. C 1.

Continuation of the list of DIRECTORS, MANAGERS and AUDITORS (C 1.)

3/3

Gores Technology Ltd London
Alte Landstrasse 39, box  A, 8700 Kusnacht, Switzerland
Title : Director
Mandate : 08/01/2006 - 08/01/2012
Represented by :
     Abdo  Ashley Warren
     Alte Landstrasse 39, box A, 8700 Kusnacht, Switzerland

Stone Mark
 , 1000 Brussel 1, Belgium
Title : Director
Mandate : 01/10/2005 - 28/03/2011

DELOITTE Bedrijfsrevisoren BV ovve CVBA (nr IBR025)     0429.053.863
Louisalaan 240, 1050 Brussel 5, Belgium
Title : Auditor
Mandate : 29/03/2005 - 29/03/2008
Represented by :
     BLOMME  William - vennoot (1167)
     Berkenlaan 8, box B, 1831 Diegem, Belgium

0429.037.235
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No. C 1bis.

-

0429.037.235

-
1YES / NOXXX

-

Have the annual accounts been audited or adjusted by an external accountant or auditor who is not an statutory auditor?

If YES, mention here after: name, first names, profession, residence-address of each external accountant or auditor, the number of
membership with the professional Institute ad hoc and the nature of this engagement (A. Bookkeeping of the undertaking  ;
B. Preparing the annual accounts  ; C. Auditing the annual accounts; D. Adjusting the annual accounts).

If the assignment mentioned either under A (Bookkeeping of the undertaking) or B (Preparing the annual accounts) is performed by
authorised accountants or authorised accountants-tax consultants, information will be given on: name, first names, profession and
residence-address of each authorised accountant or accountant-tax consultant, his number of membership with the Professional
Institute of Accountants and Tax consultants and the nature of this engagement (A. Bookkeeping of the undertaking; B. Preparing
the annual accounts).

The managing board declares that the assignment neither regarding auditing nor adjusting has been given to a person who was not
authorised by law pursuant to art. 34 and 37 of the Law of 22nd April 1999 concerning the auditing and tax professions.

Name, first name, profession, residence-address Number of
membership

Nature of the
engagement

(A, B, C and/or D)

Delete where appropriate.
Optional disclosure.

1
2

2
2

1 delete where appropriate
2 optional disclosure
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No. C 2.

1.

ASSETS

FIXED ASSETS

I.  Formation expenses

II.  Intangible assets

III.  Tangible assets
A.  Land and buildings
B.  Plant, machinery and equipment
C.  Furniture and vehicles
D.  Leasing and other similar rights
E.  Other tangible assets
F.  Assets under construction and advance payments made

IV.  Financial assets
A.  Affiliated enterprises

1.   Participating interests
2.   Amounts receivable

B.  Other enterprises linked by participating interests
1.   Participating interests
2.   Amounts receivable

C.  Other financial assets
1.   Shares
2.   Amounts receivable and cash guarantees

CURRENT ASSETS

V.  Amounts receivable after more than one year
A.  Trade debtors
B.  Other amounts receivable

VI.  Stocks and contracts in progress
A.  Stocks

1.   Raw materials and consumables
2.   Work in progress
3.   Finished goods
4.   Goods purchased for resale
5.   Immovable property acquired or constructed for resale
6.   Advance payments

B.  Contracts in progress

VII.  Amounts receivable within one year
A.  Trade debtors
B.  Other amounts receivable

VIII.  Investments
A.  Own shares
B.  Other investments and deposits

IX.  Cash at bank and in hand

X.  Deferred charges and accrued income

....................................................

.........................................................

..........................................................
..................................................................

..........................................
............................................................

.........................................
.............................................................

.

..............................................
................................................................

......................................................
............................................................

...........
.....................................................

............................................................
.............................................................

...................................................................................
...................

.......................
............................................................................

......................................................

............................................
.........................................................................................

....................................
................................................................

...................................................................
.........................................

.............................................................

.............................................................

........................................
............................................................................

......................................................

..................................................
...............................................................................

...........................................

.........................................................

.............

20/28

20

21

22/27
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
280/1
280
281
282/3
282
283
284/8
284
285/8

29/58

29
290
291

3
30/36
30/31
32
33
34
35
36
37

40/41
40
41

50/53
50
51/53

54/58

490/1

TOTAL ASSETS 20/58

Period Previous periodCodes

169.527,30

4.917.879,55

33.568.463,34

5.109.617,09
1.883.544,39

497.314,06
132.319,17

2.545.605,81
50.833,66

23.371.439,40
23.005.485,61

23.005.485,61

50.000,00
50.000,00

315.953,79

315.953,79

20.476.238,37

597.313,78
597.313,78

597.313,78

15.982.502,45
15.904.124,98

78.377,47

81.974,99

81.974,99

2.153.719,91

1.660.727,24

54.044.701,71

37.345.000,17

5.441.958,20

5.463.031,03
1.933.919,17

496.551,95
161.140,57

2.779.978,25
91.441,09

26.440.010,94
26.198.949,18

26.198.949,18

50.000,00
50.000,00

191.061,76

191.061,76

17.388.699,85

436.970,48
436.970,48

434.794,94

2.175,54

16.033.867,73
15.872.426,77

161.440,96

72.938,69

72.938,69

112.541,37

732.381,58

54.733.700,02

0429.037.235

BALANCE SHEET

(note I)

(note II)

(note III)

(notes IV and V)

(notes V and VI)

(note VII)
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B. Trade debts

No. C 3.

LIABILITIES

EQUITY

Capital (note VIII)
A. Issued capital

......................................................................
..........................................................................

TOTAL LIABILITIES 10/49

Period Previous periodCodes

10/15

B. Uncalled capital ..................................................................(-) 101

I.

Share premium account ...........................................................II.

100
10

11

Revaluation surplus ..............................................................III. 12

Reserves ......................................................................................IV. 13
A. Legal reserve .......................................................................... 130
B. Unavailable reserves .......................................................... 131

1. In respect of own shares held ........................................ 1310
2. Other .................................................................................... 1311

C. Untaxed reserves ................................................................... 132
D. Available reserves ................................................................ 133

Accumulated profits ..................................................................V. 140
Accumulated losses ................................................................. 141

Investment grants ......................................................................VI. 15

PROVISIONS AND DEFERRED TAXES

A.  Provisions for liabilities and chargesVII. 160/5..............................

16

1. Pensions and similar obligations ................................
2. Taxation ...............................................................................

160
161

3. Major repairs and maintenance .....................................
4. Other liabilities and charges (note IX) ........................

162
163/5

B.  Deferred taxes 168...................................................................

AMOUNTS PAYABLE 17/49

Amounts payable after more than one yearVIII. 17......(note X)
A. Financial debts ........................................................................ 170/4

1. Subordinated loans ...........................................................
2. Unsubordinated debentures ...........................................

170
171

3. Leasing and other similar obligations .........................
4. Credit institutions ...............................................................

172
173

5. Other loans .......................................................................... 174

1. Suppliers ...........................................................................
2. Bills of exchange payable ................................................

1750
1751

.............................................................................. 175

C. Advances received on contracts in progress .................... 176
D. Other amounts payable ......................................................... 178/9

Amounts payable within one yearIX. 42/48(note X)
A. Current portion of amounts payable after more than one

42

...............................................................
.........................................................................

430/8
439

43
.........................................

........................

1. Credit institutions

..............................................................................
2. Bills of exchange payable .................................................

440/4
441

44.............................................................................C. Trade debts
1. Suppliers

46..............................D. Advances received on orders in hand

2. Other loans

E. Taxes, remuneration and social security 45...........................
....................................................................................

..................................
450/3
454/9

1. Taxes
2. Remuneration and social security

47/48.........................................................F. Other amounts payable
Accrued charges and deferred incomeX. 492/3(note XI) ..............

3.031.437,27

17.573.865,69
17.573.865,69

(                       )
476.221.031,47

2.944.491,26
226.526,09

75.679,76

75.679,76
2.715,15

2.639.570,26

( 493.707.951,15 )

2.823.881,01

2.823.881,01
42.926,03

2.780.954,98

48.189.383,43

17.092.613,61
17.092.613,61

2.808.810,03
14.283.803,58

17.337.729,59

294.049,55
744.796,56

744.796,56
8.042.369,10

8.042.369,10

7.253.328,68
2.139.805,44
5.113.523,24

1.003.185,70
13.759.040,23

( 62.245.810,60 )

11.526.743,39
11.526.743,39

(                       )
419.956.831,73

2.944.491,26
226.526,09

75.679,76

75.679,76
2.715,15

2.639.570,26

( 496.673.876,98 )

6.941.679,02

6.941.679,02
61.098,19

6.880.580,83

110.037.831,60

59.327.279,82
59.327.279,82

15.000.000,00

3.039.229,27
461.262,89

40.826.787,66

39.570.551,62

9.038.751,67
3.431.885,45

3.408.088,89
23.796,56
9.157.610,53

9.157.610,53

14.136.273,98
2.398.657,59

11.737.616,39
3.806.029,99

11.140.000,16

54.044.701,71 54.733.700,02

0429.037.235

year falling due within one year
........................................................................B. Financial debts
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No. C 4.

2.

Operating income
A. Turnover (note XII, A)

.........................................................................

...............................................................

Period Previous periodCodes

B. Increase (+); Decrease (-) in stocks of

I.
70
70/74

71

Operating charges ....................................................................(-)II. 60/64

finished goods, work and contracts in progress...................
C. Produced fixed assets ............................................................. 72
D. Other operating income (note XII, B) 74....................................

A. Raw materials, consumables 60..................................................
600/81. Purchases ..............................................................................

2. Increase (-); Decrease (+) in stocks 609..................................

................................... 640/8
635/7.................................................

630expenses, intangible and tangible fixed assets ...................
E. Increase (+); Decrease (-) in amounts written off stocks,

631/4contracts in progress and trade debtors (note XII, D) .......

649

.........................................................................(+)III. 70/64
Operating loss ............................................................................(-) 64/70

B. Services and other goods ......................................................... 61
C. Remuneration, social security costs and pensions

62...........................................................................

Financial income ............................................................................IV. 75
A. Income from financial fixed assets ......................................... 750
B. Income from current assets 751.....................................................
C. Other financial income (note XIII, A) 752/9.....................................

Financial charges ......................................................................(-)V. 65
A. Debt charges (notes XIII, B and C) .......................................... 650
B. Increase (+); Decrease (-) in amounts written off

C. Other financial charges (notes XIII, E) 652/9....................................
651

current assets other than mentioned under II.E.

Current profit before taxesVI. ....................................................(+) 70/65

Current loss before taxes .......................................................(-) 65/70

57.270.176,01
51.471.637,78

93.809,00
5.704.729,23

( 54.807.105,62 )
3.062.233,79

3.224.752,63
( 162.518,84 )
13.675.947,79

37.191.347,16

1.489.646,42

( 73.542,36 )

( 824.163,34 )
285.636,16

(                       )

2.463.070,39

(                       )

4.341.683,80
4.090.765,26

8.909,23
242.009,31

( 6.746.046,96 )
6.318.556,22

427.490,74

58.707,23

(                       )

64.648.104,71
61.743.386,81

( 76.981,23 )
107.000,00

2.874.699,13

( 69.887.866,26 )
5.589.279,00

4.870.038,71
719.240,29
18.034.120,53

43.229.243,81

3.573.998,59

83.941,65

( 913.597,11 )
290.879,79

(                       )

( 5.239.761,55 )

998.966,41
935.410,72

38.419,12
25.136,57

( 6.153.856,96 )
6.269.234,20

( 274.702,42 )
159.325,18

( 10.394.652,10 )

0429.037.235

(note XII, C2)

(notes XIII, D) ............................................................................

INCOME STATEMENT
(presentation in vertical form)

D. Depreciation of and amounts written off formation

F. Increase (+); Decrease (-) in provisions for liabilities and
charges (notes XII, C3 and E)

G. Other operating charges (note XII, F)

costs ........................................................................................(-)

Operating profit

H. Operation charges carried to assets as restructuring
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C. Adjustments to provisions for extraordinary liabilities

No. C 5.

INCOME STATEMENT

Period Previous periodCodes

Extraordinary income ...............................................................VII. 76
A. Adjustments to depreciation of and to other amounts

760written off intangible and tangible fixed assets

A. Extraordinary depreciation of and extraordinary amounts

660
written off formation expenses, intangible and tangible
fixed assets ..............................................................................

(continued)

Current profit before taxesVI. ..................................................(+) (70/65)

Current loss before taxes ....................................................(-) (65/70)

B. Adjustments to amounts written off financial fixed assets 761

762and charges .............................................................................
D. Gain on disposal of fixed assets ......................................... 763
E. Other extraordinary income (note XIV, a) ........................... 764/9
Extraordinary charges ............................................................(-)VIII. 66

B. Amounts written off financial fixed assets .......................... 661
C. Provisions for extraordinary liabilities and charges 662..........
D. Loss on disposal of fixed assets ........................................

664/8E. Other extraordinary charges (note XIV, B)
669..................(-)

663

F. Reorganization costs carried on the assets
.........................

Profit for the period before taxes ........................................(IX. 70/66

Loss for the period before taxes .........................................(- 66/70

B. Transfer to postponed taxes ...........................................(-) 680

A. Transfer from postponed taxes .....................................(+)IXbis. 780

Income taxes .....................................................................(-) (+)X. 67/77
A. Income taxes (note XV) ....................................................(-) 670/3

77provisions .................................................................................
B. Adjustment of income taxes and write-back of tax

Profit for the period ................................................................(+)XI. 70/67

Loss for the period .................................................................(-) 67/70

Transfer to untaxed reserve ..............................................(-) 689

Transfer from untaxed reserve ........................................(+)XII. 789

Profit to be appropriated

.......................................................(-)

XIII. (70/68)

Loss to be appropriated

.....................................................(+)

(68/70)

58.707,23

(                       )

1.980.759,91

39.846,76
1.569.574,02

371.339,13
926.450,30

301.022,00
( 3.316.257,07 )

2.069.973,27
(                       )

2.965.917,44

(                       )

(                       )

8,39
( 311,66 )

320,05

2.965.925,83

(                       )

(                       )

2.965.925,83

(                       )

( 10.394.652,10 )

2.234.806,13

55.078,93

970.488,52
102.268,68

1.106.970,00
( 24.388.702,77 )

17.649.871,11
1.589.029,93
1.289.025,41

3.860.776,32
(                       )

( 32.548.548,74 )

(                       )

( 1.833,05 )
( 2.221,47 )

388,42

( 32.550.381,79 )

(                       )

( 32.550.381,79 )

18.811,50

0429.037.235

................

(presentation in vertical form)
2.
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No. C 6.

APPROPRIATIONS AND WITHDRAWINGS

Period Previous periodCodes

1. Profit for the period available for appropriation
68/70Loss for the period available for appropriation

2. Profit to be carried forward
690Loss to be carried forward ..................................................(-)

Profit to be appropriatedA. .............................................................

Loss to be appropriated ..........................................................(-)
70/69
69/70

................(-)

....................

......................................................

70/68

790

Transfers from capital and reservesB. ....................................... 791/2

1. from capital and share premium account ............................ 791
2. from reserves ............................................................................ 792

Transfers to capital and reservesC. .........................................(-) 691/2
1. to capital and share premium account ................................. 691
2. to legal reserve ........................................................................ 6920
3. to other reserves ....................................................................... 6921

Result to be carried forwardD.
1. Profit to be carried forward ...................................................(-) 693
2. Loss to be carried forward ....................................................... 793

Profit to be distributedF. ...........................................................(-) 694/6
1. Dividends ..................................................................................... 694
2. Directors or managers' entitlements ...................................... 695
3. Other allocations ........................................................................ 696

Owner's contribution in the lossE. .............................................. 794

3.

AmountsCodes

8001

STATEMENT OF FORMATION EXPENSES1.

Net book value at the end of the preceding period

Movements of the period:

.......................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................. 8002- New expenses incurred
8003- Depreciation ....................................................................................................................................................(-)
8004- Other ............................................................................................................................................................(+)(-)

(heading 20 of assets)

Net book value at the end of the period ........................................................................................................... 8005

Detailing:
...................................................................................................................... 200/2

- Expenses of formation or capital increase, loan issue expenses and other
formation expenses

- Restructuring costs 204.......................................................................................................................

( 493.707.951,15 )
2.965.925,83
(                       )

( 496.673.876,98 )

(                       )

(                       )
493.707.951,15

(                       )

( 496.673.876,98 )

( 32.550.381,79 )

( 464.123.495,19 )

(                       )

(                       )
496.673.876,98

(                       )

181.671,95
( 12.144,65 )

169.527,30

169.527,30

0429.037.235

EXPLANATORY DISCLOSURES
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II. STATEMENT OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS

No. C 7.

(heading 21 of assets)

.......................................................................

.....................................................................................(-)

At the end of the previous period

. Acquisitions, including produced fixed assets

801

Codes

a)

802

1. Research and
development expenses

2. Concessions,
patents, licences, a.o.

Movements during the period:

. Sales and disposals 803

. Transfers from one heading to another 804
805

....................................................(+)(-)

At the end of the period ..........................................................................................

c)
At the end of the previous period 806
Movements during the period:
. Recorded 807

......................................................................

...............................................................................................................
. Written back because surplus 808.....................................................................(-)
. Acquired from third parties 809............................................................................
. Cancelled owing to sales and disposals 810..................................................(-)
. Transfers from one heading to another 811.................................................(+)(-)

At the end of the period .......................................................................................... 812

813d)

.......................................................................

.....................................................................................(-)

At the end of the previous period

. Acquisitions, including produced fixed assets

801

Codes

a)

802
Movements during the period:

. Sales and disposals 803

. Transfers from one heading to another 804
805

...................................................(+)(-)

At the end of the period ..........................................................................................

c)
At the end of the previous period 806
Movements during the period:
. Recorded 807

.......................................................................

................................................................................................................
. Written back because surplus 808......................................................................(-)
. Acquired from third parties 809...............................................................................
. Cancelled owing to sales and disposals 810..................................................(-)
. Transfers from one heading to another 811....................................................(+)(-)

At the end of the period .......................................................................................... 812

813d)

(a)-(c)

3.   Goodwill 4.   Advance payments

..............................................

..........................

(a)-(c).........................

..............................................

568.698,27

(                       )

568.698,27

568.698,27

(                       )

(                       )

568.698,27

975.090,80

140.404,76
(                       )

200.809,00
1.316.304,56

838.132,60

108.542,41
(                       )

(                       )

946.675,01

369.629,55

95.338.983,32

(                       )

95.338.983,32

90.140.983,32

649.750,00
(                       )

(                       )

90.790.733,32

4.548.250,00

1.301.114,00

93.809,00
(                       )
( 200.809,00 )
1.194.114,00

1.194.114,00

(                       )

(                       )

1.194.114,00

0429.037.235

ACQUISITION VALUE

DEPRECIATION AND AMOUNTS WRITTEN DOWN

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

ACQUISITION VALUE

DEPRECIATION AND AMOUNTS WRITTEN DOWN

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE PERIOD
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No. C 8.

III.  STATEMENT OF TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
(heading 22/27 of assets)

a)
At the end of the previous period
Movements during the period:
. Acquisitions, including produced fixed assets
. Sales and disposals
. Transfers from one heading to another
At the end of the period

b)
At the end of the previous period
Movements during the period:
. Recorded
. Acquired from third parties
. Cancelled
. Transfers from one heading to another
At the end of the period

c)
At the end of the previous period

. Recorded
Movements during the period:

. Written back because surplus

. Acquired from third parties

. Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

. Transfers from one heading to another
At the end of the period

d)

At the end of the previous period
Movements during the period:
. Acquisitions, including produced fixed assets

. Transfers from one heading to another
At the end of the period

a)

. Sales and disposals

b)
At the end of the previous period
Movements during the period:
. Recorded
. Acquired from third parties
. Cancelled
. Transfers from one heading to another 
At the end of the period

c)
At the end of the previous period

. Recorded
Mouvements during the period:

. Written back because surplus

. Acquired from third parties

. Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

. Transfers from one heading to another
At the end of the period

d)

Whereof:
. Plant, machinery and equipment
. Furniture and vehicles

Codes
1.   Land and 2.  Plant, machinery

buildings

(heading 22) (heading 24)

and equipment 
3.  Furniture

and vehicles

815

816
817
818
819

820

821
822
823
824
825

826

830

827
828
829

831
832
833

Codes
4.   Leasing and other

similar rights
5.   Other

tangible assets

(heading 26)

6.   Assets under
construction and

...........................................

815

816
817
818
819

820

821
822
823
824
825

826

827
828
829
830
831
832
833

250
251
252

....................
............................................................(-)

...............................................................

............................................

....................................................................................
......................................................

................................................................................(-)
........................(+)(-)

...............................................................

............................................

....................................................................................
............................................(-)

......................................................
.........................(-)

.......................(+)(-)
...............................................................

(a)+(b)-(c)

...............................................

........................(+)(-)

....................
...........................................................(-)

..................................................................

..............................................

.......................................................................................
.......................................................

...............................................................................(-)

.................................................................

.............................................

.......................................................................................
...........................................(-)

.....................................................

......................(+)(-)

...........................(-)

................................................................

(a)+(b)-(c)

.................................................

.............................................
..........................

. Land and buildings

3.169.735,77

20.118,56
(                       )

3.189.854,33

(                       )

1.235.816,60

70.493,34
(                       )

(                       )

1.306.309,94
1.883.544,39

8.917.519,56

343.398,03
(                       )

9.260.917,59

(                       )

8.420.967,61

342.635,92
(                       )

(                       )

8.763.603,53
497.314,06

1.458.677,04

52.393,92
( 280.187,07 )

1.230.883,89

(                       )

1.297.536,47

31.100,23
(                       )

( 230.071,98 )

1.098.564,72
132.319,17

4.284.849,95

(                       )

4.284.849,95

(                       )

1.504.871,70

234.372,44
(                       )

(                       )

1.739.244,14
2.545.605,81

441.374,09

(                       )

441.374,09

(                       )

349.933,00

40.607,43
(                       )

(                       )

390.540,43
50.833,66

(                       )

(                       )

(                       )

(                       )

2.413.912,11

131.693,70

0429.037.235

........................(+)(-)

........................(+)(-)

(heading 23)

(heading 25)
advanced payments

(heading 27)

ACQUISITION VALUE

REVALUATION SURPLUSES

DEPRECIATIONS AND AMOUNTS WRITTEN DOWN

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

ACQUISITION VALUE

REVALUATION SURPLUSES

DEPRECIATIONS AND AMOUNTS WRITTEN DOWN

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE PERIOD
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No. C 9.

IV.  STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS (heading 28 of assets)

At the end of the previous period
Movements during the period:
. Acquisitions

b)

Codes
1. Af f iliated

enterprises

(heading 280)

..................................................

2. Other enterprises
linked by

3. Other
enterprises

(heading 284)1.  Participating interests and shares

a)

. Sales and disposals

. Transfers from one heading to another

At the end of the period

At the end of the previous period
Movements during the period:
. Recorded
. Acquired from third parties
. Reversals
. Transfers from one heading to another

At the end of the period

839

c)
At the end of the previous period
Movements during the period:
. Recorded
. Written back because surplus
. Acquired from third parties
. Cancelled owing to sales and disposals
. Transfers from one heading to another

At the end of the period

d)
At the end of the previous period
Movements during the period

At the end of the period

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

2.  Amounts receivable

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE PRECEDING

Movements during the period:
. Additions
. Repayments
. Amounts written down
. Amounts written back
. Exchange differences
. Other

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

ACCUMULATED AMOUNTS WRITTEN OFF ON AMOUNTS
RECEIVABLE AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

835

836
837
838

840

841
842
843
844

845

846

847
848
849
850
851

852

853
854

855

856

857

858
859
860
861
862
863

864

865

.......................................................................................
..................................................................(-)

...............................(+)(-)

......................................................................

..................................................

...........................................................................................
.............................................................

.......................................................................................(-)
..............................(+)(-)

.....................................................................

..................................................

...........................................................................................
.................................................(-)

............................................................
..............................(-)

.............................(+)(-)

......................................................................

.................................................
.................................................(+)(-)

.....................................................................

(a)+(b)-(c)-(d)

....................................................................................................

................................................................................................
.....................................................................................(-)

....................................................................(-)
.........................................................................
................................................................(+)(-)

..............................................................................................(+)(-)

.......................

.................................

(heading 281) (heading 283) (heading 285/8)

90.019.335,92

1.032.626,00
( 3.925.142,62 )

87.126.819,30

(                       )

63.820.386,69

301.022,00
(                       )

( 75,00 )

64.121.333,69

23.005.485,61

(                       )
(                       )

682.973,37

(                       )

682.973,37

(                       )

632.973,37

(                       )

(                       )

632.973,37

50.000,00

(                       )
(                       )

2.400,01

(                       )

2.400,01

(                       )

2.400,01

(                       )

(                       )

2.400,01

191.061,76

124.892,03
(                       )
(                       )

315.953,79

0429.037.235

PERIOD

participating interests

(heading 282)

ACQUISITION VALUE

REVALUATION SURPLUSES

DEPRECIATION AND AMOUNTS WRITTEN DOWN

UNCALLED AMOUNTS
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No. C 10.

V.

List of both enterprises in which the enterprise holds a participating interest (recorded in the heading 280 and 282 of the assets),
and other enterprises in which the enterprise holds rights (recorded in the headings 284 and 51/53 of the assets) in the amount 
of at least 10% of the capital issued.

NAME, full adress of the REGISTERED
OFFICE and for the enterprise governed by

Belgian law, the COMPANY NUMBER

Shares held by Information f rom the most recent period for

the enterprise

(directly)

Primary

f inancial

Mone-
Capital and resreves Net result

(+) or (-)

(in thousands of

Number % %

subsi-

diaries

(continued on following pages)

0429.037.235

unit

monetary units)

which annual accounts are available

Supply Chain Software
PLC
Prins Boudewijnlaan 26
2550 Kontich
Belgium
0437.627.475

Xenia
PLC
Prins Boudewijnlaan 26
2550 Kontich
Belgium
0460.066.446

Oriam SA

Parvis de Saint Maur 8
94100 Saint Maur des Fosses
France

Airial Conseil SA
Rue Bellini 3
92806 Puteaux Cedex
France

Real Solutions
Rue d'Eich 33
1461 Luxemburg
Luxembourg

900

2500

9993

48918

2170

60,00

100,00

99,93

99,98

99,95

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

31/12/2005

31/12/2005

31/12/2005

31/12/2005

31/12/2005

EUR

EUR

EUR

EUR

EUR

788.097

326.766

630.022

6.156.031

3.710.483

379.050

-16.386

163.779

592.816

86.324

A. SHARE IN THE CAPITAL AND OTHER RIGHTS IN OTHER COMPANIES

tary

statement
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No.

Continuation of the list of SHARE IN THE CAPITAL AND OTHER RIGTS IN OTHER COMPANIES (C 10.)

NAME, full address of the REGISTERED
OFFICE and for the enterprise governed by

Belgian law, the COMPANY NUMBER

Shares held by Information f rom the most recent period for which

the enterprise

(directly)

Primary
f inancial

Mone-

Capital and reserves Net result

(+) or (-)

(in thousands of monetary units)

Number % %

subsi-

diaries

C 10. 2/30429.037.235

annual accounts are available

unit

Real Services
PLC
Prins Boudewijnlaan 26
2550 Kontich
Belgium
0472.031.001

ECO2BE.com
PLC
Molenhuizen 25
3980 Tessenderlo
Belgium
0472.154.527

Tradcom
PLC
Steenweg op Gierle 271
2300 Turnhout
Belgium
0473.873.704

Real Software SA
Rue Pereire 106
78100 Saint Germain en Laye
France

Real Software BV
Spacelab 37
3824 NS Amesfoort
Holland

650

620

1250

499994

40

100,00

50,00

25,00

99,99

100,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

31/12/2005

31/12/2005

31/12/2005

31/12/2005

31/12/2005

EUR

EUR

EUR

EUR

EUR

55.189

-32.935

220.980

242.208

189.904

1.666

-100.013

-53.334

-925.313

-384.249

tary
statement
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No.

Continuation of the list of SHARE IN THE CAPITAL AND OTHER RIGTS IN OTHER COMPANIES (C 10.)

NAME, full address of the REGISTERED
OFFICE and for the enterprise governed by

Belgian law, the COMPANY NUMBER

Shares held by Information f rom the most recent period for which

the enterprise

(directly)

Primary
f inancial

Mone-

Capital and reserves Net result

(+) or (-)

(in thousands of monetary units)

Number % %

subsi-

diaries

C 10. 3/30429.037.235

annual accounts are available

unit
tary

statement
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INVESTMENTS: OTHER INVESTMENTS AND DEPOSITS 

No. C 12.

(heading 51/53 of assets)

......................................................................................................................

Book value increased with the uncalled amount

Shares

Period

Uncalled amount

Fixed income securities

issued by credit institutions

Fixed term deposit with credit institutions

falling due:
. less or up to one month
. between one month and one year
. over one year

Other investments not yet shown seperately

VI.

VII. DEFFERED CHARGES AND ACCRUED INCOME

Allocation of heading 490/1 of assets if the amount is significant.

VIII. STATEMENT OF CAPITAL

CAPITALA.
1.  Issued capital

- At the end of the preceding period
- Changes during the period:

- At the end of the period

2.  Structure of the capital
2.1. Different categories of shares

2.2. Registered shares or bearer shares
Registered
Bearer

51

8681
8682

52

8684

53

8686
8687
8688

8689

8700

8701

8702
8703

Period Previous periodCodes

Codes Amounts Number of shares

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

..............................................
.................................................................................................(-)

......................................................................................

..................................................................................

..................................................

.................................................................................
....................................................................

......................................................................................................

.............................................

.........................................................

.............................................................................

.............................................................................................
.....................................................................................................

Deferred expenses
Deferred intrest
Accrued income

1.637.970,21
22.245,57

511,46

Increase of capital
Conversion G1 bond
Increase of capital

3.854.831,26
1.713.289,86

479.001,18

61.363.121
27.273.000

7.624.979

No par share 17.573.865,69 279.748.916

(                       )

81.974,99

(                       )

72.938,69

11.526.743,39

17.573.865,69

216.087.593
63.661.323

0429.037.235

(heading 100 of liabilities)
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No. C 13.

.............................................................................................................

Period
IX. PROVISIONS FOR OTHER LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

Allocation of heading 163/5 of liabilities if the amount is considerable.

Provisions for related to completion of projects
Others

104.461,88
2.676.493,10

STATEMENT OF CAPITALVIII.

B. CAPITAL NOT PAID
Shareholders having yet to pay up in full

TOTAL

C. OWN SHARES held by:
- the company itself
- its subsidiaries

D. COMMITMENTS TO ISSUE SHARES
1. Following the exercising of CONVERSION RIGHTS

- Amount of outstanding convertible loans
- Amount of capital to be subscribed
- Corresponding maximum number of shares to be issued

2. Following the exercising of SUBSCRIPTION RIGHTS
- Number of outstanding subscription rights
- Amount of capital to be subscribed
- Corresponding maximum number of shares to be issued

E. AUTHORIZED CAPITAL, NOT ISSUED

F. SHARES ISSUED, NOT REPRESENTING CAPITAL
Whereof: - held by the company itself

- held by its subsidiaries

G. STRUCTURE OF SHAREHOLDINGS OF THE ENTERPRISE AS AT THE ANNUAL BALANCING OF THE BOOKS, as it
appears from the statement received by the enterprise:

Codes
1.  Uncalled

capital
2.  Capital called,

but not paid

1.  Amount of 2.  Number of

1.  Number of 2.  Number of voting rights
attached thereto

871

872
873

8740
8741
8742

8745
8746
8747
8751

876

877
878

.....................................................................................
.............................................................................................

..........................................
..................................................

..........

.....................................
...................................................

..........
......................................................

...................................

....................................................
.........................................................

10.721.377,14

10.638.149,96
14.686.818

3

0429.037.235

capitalcapital

capital held shares held

shares

(continued)

(heading 101)
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X.  STATEMENT OF AMOUNTS PAYABLE

No. C 14.

.....................................................

1. Subordinated loans

A. ANALYSIS BY CURRENT PORTIONS OF
AMOUNTS INITIALLY PAYABLE AFTER

Financial debts

2. Unsubordinated debentures
3. Leasing and other similar obligations
4. Credit institutions
5. Other loans

Trade debts
1. Suppliers
2. Bills of exchange payable
Advance payments received on contracts

Other amounts payable
TOTAL

AMOUNTS PAYABLE CURRENT POSITION
1. not more than 2. between one and 3. over five years

five years
(heading 42) (heading 17)

AMOUNTS PAYABLE (OR THE PORTION
THEREOF) GUARANTEED

1. Belgian public
authorities

2. Real guarantees
given or irrevo-
cably promised by
the enterprise on
its own assets

B. AMOUNTS PAYABLE
(headings 17 and 42/48 of liabilities)

Financial debts
1. Subordinated loans
2. Unsubordinated debentures
3. Leasing and other similar obligations
4. Credit institutions
5. Other loans

Trade debts
1. Suppliers
2. Bills of exchange payable

Advance payments received on contracts in progress
Taxes, remuneration and social security
1. Taxes
2. Remuneration and social security

Other amounts payable
TOTAL

C. AMOUNTS PAYABLE FOR TAXES, REMUNERATION AND SOCIAL SECURITY
1. Taxes

a)
b) Non expired taxes payable
c) Estimated taxes payable

a) Amount
b) Other amounts payable relating to remuneration and social security

880

881
882
883
884
885

886

887
888

889
890

891

892
893
894
895
896
897

898

899
900

901

902

903
904

905

906

9072
9073
450

9076
9077

Codes Period

Codes

Codes

..............................................
..............................

.................................................
............................................................

.............................................................

................................................................
...................................

........................................

.....................................................................

................................................................................................
.........................................................................................

..........................................................................
........................................................

............................................................................................
.......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................
..............................................................................

..........................

....................................................
..................................................................................................................

................................................................

..................................................................................

................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................

....................................................................
........................................

294.049,55

230.420,24
63.629,31

294.049,55

1.629.940,03

1.311.793,48
318.146,55

1.629.940,03

15.462.673,58

1.497.016,55
13.965.657,03

15.462.673,58

14.347.432,89

14.347.432,89

14.347.432,89

2.139.805,44

5.113.523,24

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

0429.037.235

MORE THAN ONE YEAR one year

in progress .............................................................

Expired taxes payable

due

(heading 450/3 of the liabilities)

2. Remuneration and social security (heading 454/9 of the liabilities)
to the National Office of Social Security

BY
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XI.

No. C 15.

..............................................

A.

Period

10.510.010,75
65.907,26

1.904.025,67
1.283.652,00

ACCRUED CHARGES AND DEFERRED INCOME

XII. OPERATING RESULTS

NET TURNOVER (heading 70):
the standard form
as, taking account of the manner in which the sale or product and the provision of services falling within the enterprises
ordinary activities are organized, these categories and markets differ substantially one from another.

Allocation of the heading 492/3 of liabilities if the amount is considerable

B. OTHER OPERATING INCOME
Whereof:

C1. EMPLOYEES RECORDED IN THE PERSONNEL REGISTER
a) Total number at the closing date
b) Average number of employees calculated in full-time equivalents
c) Number of actual worked hours

C2. PERSONNEL COSTS
a) Remuneration and direct social benefits
b) Employers' social security contributions
c) Employers' premiums for extra statutory insurance
d) Other personnel costs
e) Pensions

C3. PROVISIONS FOR PENSIONS
Increase (+); decrease (-)

D. AMOUNTS WRITTEN OFF
1. Stocks and contracts in progress

. recorded

. written back
2. Trade debtors

. recorded

. written back

E. PROVISIONS FOR RISKS AND CHARGES
Additions
Uses and write-back

F. OTHER OPERATING CHARGES
Taxes related to operation
Other charges

G. HIRED TEMPORY STAFF AND PERSONS PLACED AT THE
ENTERPRISE'S DISPOSAL
1. Total number at the closing date
2. Average number calculated as full-time equivalents (FTE)

Number of actual worked hours
Charges to the enterprise

740

9086
9087
9088

620
621
622
623
624

635

9110
9111

9112
9113

9115
9116

640
641/8

9096
9097
9098
617

..........................................................

....
.............................................................

.............................................

.............................................
...........................

.............................................................................
.....................................................................................................

..............................................................................

.....................................................................................................
...........................................................................................(-)

.....................................................................................................
............................................................................................(-)

...........................................................................................................
.................................................................................(-)

..........................................................................
..................................................................................................

..........................................................
................

..............................................................
......................................................................

Codes Period Previous period

63.820,64

557
574,9

962.450

26.895.772,80
8.107.833,33

333.617,41
1.854.123,62

( 18.172,16 )

(                       )

100.025,07
( 173.567,43 )

289.822,88
( 1.113.986,22 )

58.163,09
227.473,07

5
5,2

8.218
356.861,93

121.078,35

684
693,8

1.157.534

31.787.618,62
9.040.880,10

422.160,48
1.978.584,61

( 21.539,67 )

(                       )

95.692,65
( 11.751,00 )

241.834,17
( 1.155.431,28 )

53.008,59
237.871,20

3
4,6

9.014
161.929,57

Accrued intrest
Accrued expenses
Deferred income maintenance
Deferred income

(continued on following pages)

0429.037.235

Broken down by categories of activity and into geographical markets and
insofar as, taking account of the manner in which the sale or product and the provision of services falling

given as annexes to

(heading 74)
the total amount of subsidies and compensatory amounts
obtained from public authorities

(heading 62)

(included in heading 635/7)

(heading 631/4)

(heading 635/7)

(heading 640/8)
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No. C 15.

Period

Continuation of allocation of the heading 492/3 of liabilities (C 15.)

(4.555,45)Others

2/20429.037.235
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XIII.

No. C 16.

FINANCIAL RESULTS

.........................................................................................

Codes Period Previous period

Codes Period

OTHER FINANCIAL INCOME
Amount of subsidies granted by public authorities, credited to
income for the period:
. capital subsidies
. interest subsidies
Allocation of other financial income classified under this heading,
if considerable

AMOUNTS WRITTEN OFF LOAN ISSUE EXPENSES AND

INTERESTS RECORDED AS ASSETS

VALUE ADJUSTMENTS TO CURRENT ASSETS

A.

B.

C.

D.
Appropriations
Write-backs
OTHER FINANCIAL CHARGESE.
Amount of the discount borne by the enterprise, as a result of
negotiating amounts receivable
PROVISIONS OF A FINANCIAL NATURE:
Appropriations
Uses and write-backs
Allocation of other charges included under this heading, if

XIV. EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS
Allocation OTHER EXTRAORDINARY INCOMEA.

Allocation OTHER EXTRAORDINARY CHARGESB.

XV. INCOME TAXES
ANALYSIS OF HEADING 670/3A.
1. Income taxes of the current period

a. Taxes and withholding taxes due or paid
b. Excess of income tax prepayments and withholding taxes recorded under assets
c. Estimated additional taxes (included in heading 450/3 of liabilities)

2. Income taxes on previous periods
a. Taxes and withholding taxes due or paid
b. Estimated additional taxes (included in heading 450/3 of liabilities)

estimated or provided for (included in heading 161 of liabilities)

9125
9126

6501
6503

6510
6511

653

6560
6561

9134
9135
9136
9137

9138
9139

9140

........................................................................................

............................................................................
......................................................

.............................................................................................
..................................................................................................

.................................................................

.............................................................................................
.................................................................................

...................................................................................................
..................................................................................

......

...................................................................................................
.................................................................................

........................................

Exchange differences 237.276,19 17.210,46
Other financial income 2.972,81 5.305,07

Bank charges 23.213,42 19.006,07
Others 319.869,56 49.489,96

Registrationfee 155.229,36
Agreements 200.000,00

Depreciation 232.000,00
Agreements 402.000,00

(                       )

(                       )

311,66
311,66

(                       )

( 274.702,42 )

(                       )

(continued on following pages)

(continued on following pages)

(continued on following pages)

(continued on following pages)

0429.037.235

REPAYMENT PREMIUMS

considerable.

(heading 752/9)

(heading 651)

(heading 652/9)

if considerable.(heading 764/9)

if considerable.(heading 664/8)

..................................
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No. C 16.

Continuation of other financial incomes (heading 752/9) (C 16.)

Others

2/5

Period Previous period 

1.760,31 0,00

0429.037.235
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No. C 16.

Continuation of other financial charges (heading 652/9) (C 16.)

Exchange differences
Stock expenses

3/5

Period Previous period 

47.017,02
37.390,74

29.446,92
61.382,23

0429.037.235
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No. C 16.

Period

Continuation of other extraordinary incomes (heading 764/9) (C 16.)

16.109,77Others

4/50429.037.235
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No. C 16.

Period

Continuation of other extraordinary charges (heading 664/8) (C 16.)

40.546,83
1.395.426,44

Others
Interruption fee

5/50429.037.235
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XV.  INCOME TAXE

No. C 17.

B.  IN SO FAR AS INCOME TAXES OF THE CURRENT PERIOD ARE MATERIALLY AFFECTED BY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
PROFIT BEFORE TAXES , the main
sources for such differences with special mention of timing differences.

C.  AN INDICATION OF THE EFFECT OF EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS ON THE AMOUNT OF INCOME TAXES RELATING

D.  STATUS OF DEFERRED TAXES
(to the extent that t is important for the purpose of assessing the financial position of 

1.  Deferred taxes representing assets
- Accumulated tax losses deductible from future taxable profits

2.  Deferred taxes representing liabilities

XVI.  THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF VALUE ADDED TAX AND TAXES BORNE BY THIRD PARTIES

A.  The total amount of value added tax charged:

B.  Amounts retained on behalf of third parties for:

1.  to the enterprise (deductible)
2.  by the enterprise

1.  payroll withholding taxes
2.  withholding taxes on investment income

XVII.  RIGHTS AND COMMITMENTS NOT ACCRUED IN THE BALANCE SHEET

Personal guarantees provided or irrevocably promised by the enterprise, as security for
debts and commitments of third parties
Whereof:
. Bills of exchange in circulation endorsed by the enterprise
. Bills of exchange in circulation drawn or guaranteed by the enterprise
. Maximum amount for which other debts or commitments of third parties are guaranteed by the

enterprise

Codes

Codes

Codes Period

Period Previous period

Period

Period

9141
9142

9144

9145
9146

9147
9148

9149

9150
9151

9153

..............................................................
....................................................................................

......................................................................
..........................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................
..........................................

...................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................

..........................................................................................
..............................................

275.793.570,49
275.793.570,49

4.644.493,35
11.576.654,28

10.860.896,76
5.196,16

9.064.356,27

8.714.343,32
2.077.565,17

0429.037.235

TO THE CURRENT PERIOD

(continued)

, as stated in the annual accounts AND THE ESTIMATED TAXABLE PROFIT

the enterprise)
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XVII.

No. C 18.

RIGHTS AND COMMITMENTS NOT ACCRUED IN THE BALANCE SHEET

..................................................................................................

Codes Period

Real guarantees, given or irrevocably promised by the enterprise on
its own assets

. Mortgages:
.. book value of the immovable properties mortgaged
.. amount of registration

. Pledges on goodwill:
.. amount of the registration

. Pledges (including property reserce) of other assets:
.. book value of assets so pledged

. Guarantees on future assets:
.. amount of assets concerned

Goods and values, not disclosed in the balance sheet, held by third parties in their own
name but at risk to and for the benefit of the enterprise:

Substantial commitments to acquire fixed assets

Substantial commitments to dispose fixed assets

Forward transactions:
. Goods purchased (to be received)
. Goods sold (to be delivered)
. Currencies purchased (to be received)
. Currencies sold (to be delivered)

Information relating to technical guarantees, in respect of sales or services

Information concerning important litigation and other commitments not mentioned above

.............................
..................................................................................

.........................................................................

..............................................................

.....................................................................

............................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................

916
917

918

919

920

9213
9214
9215
9216

Codes Period
As a security of debts and commitments

1. From the enterprise 2.  From third parties

1.883.544,39
3.240.336,00

31.850.000,00

0429.037.235

(continued)
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XVII.

No. C 19.

RIGHTS AND COMMITMENTS NOT ACCRUED IN THE BALANCE SHEET

.....................................................................

Code Period

Codes Period

Codes Period

If there is a supplementary retirement or survivors' pension plan in favour of the personnel or the executives of the 
enterprise, a brief description of such plan and of the measures taken by the enterprise to cover the resulting charges.

Pensions funded by the enterprise:
. amount of its commitments resulting from past services

. methods of estimation

XVIII. RELATIONSHIPS WITH AFFILIATED ENTERPRISES AND ENTERPRISES LINKED BY PARTICIPATING INTERESTS:
see p. C 20.

XIX. FINANCIAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH

A. DIRECTORS AND MANAGERS
B. INDIVIDUALS OR BODIES CORPORATE WHO CONTROL THE ENTERPRISE WITHOUT BEING ASSOCIATED THEREWITH

C. OTHER ENTERPRISES CONTROLLED BY THE SUB B. MENTIONED PERSONS WITHOUT BEING ASSOCIATED
THEREWITH

1.  Conditions on amounts receivable from these persons

2.  Guarantees provided in their favour

3.  Other significant commitments undertaken in their favour

Main conditions concerning the headings 9500, 9501 and 9502.

4.  Amount of remuneration and pensions, included in the income statement, as long as
this disclosure does not concern exclusively or mainly, the situation of a single
of a single indentifiable person:

- to the directors and managers

- to the former directors and former managers

..........................................................

...............................................................................................

..........................................................

........................................................................................................

............................................................................

9220

9500

9501

9502

9503

9504

886.756,15

0429.037.235

OR OTHER ENTERPRISES CONTROLLED BY THESE PERSONS

XX. DERIVATES NOT MEASURED AT FAIR VALUE
In this case an estimate of the fair value of financial derivates not measured at fair value with indication about the nature 
and the volume of the instruments.

Amounts

(continued)
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XVIII.  RELATIONSHIPS WITH AFFILIATED ENTERPRISES AND ENTERPRISES LINKED BY PARTICIPATING INTERESTS

No. C 20.

1. FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS

Investments
Amounts receivable:

subordinated
others

2. AMOUNTS RECEIVABLE

After one year
Within one year

3. CURRENT INVESTMENTS

Shares
Amounts receivable

4. AMOUNTS PAYABLE

After one year
Within one year

5. - , provided or irrevocably promised by the 

- PERSONAL GUARANTEES
enterprises as security for debts or commitments of the enterprise

, provided or irrevocably promised by affiliated

6. OTHER SUBSTANTIAL FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS

7. FINANCIAL RESULTS
From financial fixed assets
From current assets
Other financial income
From interest and debts
Other financial charges

8. GAINS AND LOSSES ON DISPOSAL OF FIXED ASSETS

Obtained capital gains

Obtained capital losses

1. AFFILIATED ENTERPRISES 2. ENTERPRISES LINKED BY
PARTICIPATING INTERESTS

AFFILIATED ENTERPRISES
Period Previous period

Period Previous period Period Previous period

Codes

Codes

925

926

927
928

929

930
931

932

933
934

935

936
937

9381

9391

9401

9421
9431
9441
9461
9471

9481

9491

.............................

............

......

...........................
........................

....

......................................
................

.............

...........................
........................

......

..................

.........................................

........................................................................................
....................................................................................................

................................................................................................
..............................................................................................
.............................................................................................

..................................................................................................

................................................................................................

23.005.485,61

23.005.485,61

3.771.332,46

3.771.332,46

2.654.583,10

2.654.583,10

50.000,00

50.000,00

92.178,12

92.178,12

10.666,15

10.666,15

26.198.949,18

26.198.949,18

1.100.734,00

1.100.734,00

76.554.044,79

55.826.787,66
20.727.257,13

50.000,00

50.000,00

10.666,15

10.666,15

4.090.765,26

122.292,51

1.524.999,00

25,00

935.410,72

96.892,80

40.014,50

0429.037.235

tenterprise, as security for debts or commitments of affiliated enterprises
PERSONAL GUARANTEES
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noyes /

noyes /

noyes /

INFORMATION RELATING TO CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS

No. C 21.

annual accounts of entreprises

The enterprise

. has drawn up publiced a consolidated annual statement of accounts and a management report:

. has not published a consolidated annual statement of accounts and a management report, since it is exempt for this obligation
for the following reason:

a.  The enterprise and its subsidiaries on consolidated basis exceed not more than one of the limits mentioned in art. 16
of Company Law :

b.  The enterprise itself is a subsidiary of an enterprise which does prepare and publish consolidated accounts, in which
her yearly statement of accounts is included:
If yes:
. Justification of the compliance with all conditions for exemption set out in art. 113 par. 2 and 3 of Company Law:

. Name, full address of the registered office and, for an enterprise governed by Belgian Law, the company number of the
parent company preparing and publishing the consolidated accounts required:

B.

. Name, full address of the registered office and, for an enterprise governed by Belgian Law, the company number of the parent
company(ies) and the specification whether the parent company(ies) prepare(s) and publish(es) consolidated annual accounts
in which the annual accounts of the enterprise are included  :

.  If the parent company(ies) is (are) (an) enterprise(s) governed by foreign law disclose where the consolidated
accounts can be obtained  :

continued on next pages

xxx

continued on next pages

Delete where no appropriate.
Where the accounts of the enterprise are consolidated at different levels, the information should be given for the
consolidated aggregate at the highest level on the one hand and the lowest level on the other hand of which the enterprise
is a subsidiary and for which consolidated accounts are prepared and published.

1
2

0429.037.235

1

1

A. Information that must be provided by each company, that is subject to the provision of Company Law on the consolidated

1

2

2

Information to disclose by the reporting enterprise being a subsidiary or a joint subsidiary.

noyes /

noyes /

noyes /

INFORMATION RELATING TO CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS

No. C 21.

annual accounts of entreprises

The enterprise

. has drawn up publiced a consolidated annual statement of accounts and a management report:

. has not published a consolidated annual statement of accounts and a management report, since it is exempt for this obligation
for the following reason:

a.  The enterprise and its subsidiaries on consolidated basis exceed not more than one of the limits mentioned in art. 16
of Company Law :

b.  The enterprise itself is a subsidiary of an enterprise which does prepare and publish consolidated accounts, in which
her yearly statement of accounts is included:
If yes:
. Justification of the compliance with all conditions for exemption set out in art. 113 par. 2 and 3 of Company Law:

. Name, full address of the registered office and, for an enterprise governed by Belgian Law, the company number of the
parent company preparing and publishing the consolidated accounts required:

B.

. Name, full address of the registered office and, for an enterprise governed by Belgian Law, the company number of the parent
company(ies) and the specification whether the parent company(ies) prepare(s) and publish(es) consolidated annual accounts
in which the annual accounts of the enterprise are included  :

.  If the parent company(ies) is (are) (an) enterprise(s) governed by foreign law disclose where the consolidated
accounts can be obtained  :

continued on next pages

xxx

continued on next pages

Delete where no appropriate.
Where the accounts of the enterprise are consolidated at different levels, the information should be given for the
consolidated aggregate at the highest level on the one hand and the lowest level on the other hand of which the enterprise
is a subsidiary and for which consolidated accounts are prepared and published.

1
2

0429.037.235

1

1

A. Information that must be provided by each company, that is subject to the provision of Company Law on the consolidated

1

2

2

Information to disclose by the reporting enterprise being a subsidiary or a joint subsidiary.
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I.

No. C 22.

STATEMENT OF THE PERSONS EMPLOYED

Codes

.....................

Codes

A. EMPLOYEES RECORDED IN THE STAFF REGISTER

1. During the period and the previous

Average number of employees
Number of hours actually worked
Personnel costs
Advantages in addition to wages

2. At the closing date of the period

a. Number of employees recorded in the personnel register

b. By nature of the employment contract
Contract for an indefinite period
Contract for a definite period
Contract for the execution of a specifically assigned work
Replacement contract

c. According to gender
Male
Female

d. By professional category
Management staff
Employees
Workers
Other

B. HIRED TEMPORARY STAFF AND PERSONNEL PLACED AT THE ENTERPRISE'S DISPOSAL

During the period

Average number of employees
Number of hours actually worked
Charges of the enterprise

4.

Numbers of joint industrial committees which

1.  Full-time 2.  Part-time

3.  Total (T) or
total of
full-time
equivalents (FTE)
(period)

4.  Total (T) or
total of
full-time
equivalents (FTE)

(previous period)

1.  Full-timeCodes 2.  Part-time
3.  Total in 

full-time

1.  Temporary 2.  Persons placed
at the
disposal of
the enterprise

100
101
102
103

105

110
111
112
113

120
121

130
134
132
133

150
151
152

(FTE)
(T)
(T)
(T)

(FTE)
(T)
(T)
(T)

(period)(period)

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
............................................

...............

..

..................................................
........................................................

......
..................................................................

....................................................................................................
...............................................................................................

...........................................................................
........................................................................................

.............................................................................................
..................................................................................................

..........................................................................................
.......................................................................................

.......................................................................................................

519,7
877.352

33.902.958,92

70,8
85.098

3.288.388,24

574,9
962.450

37.191.347,16

693,8
1.157.534

43.229.243,81

485

485

428
57

485

72

72

14
58

72

541,2

541,2

438,6
102,6

541,2

5,2
8.218

356.861,93

149.04 218 100

0429.037.235

...............

period

are competent for the enterprise:

equivalents

personnel

SOCIAL REPORT
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II.

No. C 23.

TABLE OF PERSONNEL CHANGES DURING THE PERIOD

A. ENTRIES

a. Number of employees recorded on the personnel register
during the financial year

b. By nature of the employment contract
Contract for an indefinte period
Contract for a definite period
Contract for the execution of a specially assigned work
Replacement contract

c. According to the gender and by level of education
Male: primary education

secondary education
higher education (non-university)
university education

Female: elementary education
secondary education
higher education (non-university)
university education

B. DEPARTURES
a. The number of employees with a in the staff register lis-

ted date of termination of the contract during the period
b. By nature of the employment contract

Contract for an indefinite period
Contract for a definite period
Contract for the execution of a specially assigned work
Replacement contract

c. According to the gender and by level of education
Male: primary education

secondary education
higher education (non-university)
university education

Female: elementary education
secondary education
higher education (non-university)
university education

d. According to the reason for termination of the

Retirement
Early retirement
Dismissal
Other reason

Of which: the number of persons who continue to render
services to the enterprise at least half-time on
a self-employed basis

205

210
211
212
213

220
221
222
223
230
231
232
233

305

310
311
312
313

320
321
322
323
330
331
332
333

340
341
342
343

350

Codes 1.  Full-time 2.  Part-time
3.  Total in

full-time

Codes 1.  Full-time 2.  Part-time
3.  Total in 

full-time

80

80

58
12

7
3

1

1

1

80,8

80,8

58,0
12,0

7,8
3,0

201

201

145
30

22
4

43
158

7

7

5
2

4
3

206,6

206,6

145,0
30,0

26,0
5,6

46,2
160,4

.............................................................

.................................................
.......................................................

........
..................................................................

....................................................
................................................

..........................
..................................................

..............................................
................................................

...........................
..................................................

...

.................................................
......................................................

........
.................................................................

.......................................................
...................................................

..............................
.....................................................

.................................................
...................................................

..............................
.....................................................

.....................................................................................
.............................................................................

........................................................................................
...................................................................................

.........................................

0429.037.235

employment contract

equivalents

equivalents
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III.

No. C 24.

STATEMENT CONCERNING THE USE OF EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION MEASURES DURING THE FINANCIAL YEAR

Codes

1.  Number 2.  In full-time

3.  Financial
advantage

...

EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION MEASURES

1. Measures comprising a financial profit

1.1.

1.2.
1.3.
1.4.

1.5.
1.6.

Social Maribel operation

1.7.
1.8.

Half-time early retirement under col. Agreements

1.9.

Total career interruption
Reduction in work duties (part-time career
interruption)

2. Other measures
2.1.
2.2.

1.10.

Youth training

2.3.

Employment-training agreements

2.4.

Apprenticeship contracts
1.11.

Successive employment contracts concluded for specific

Early retirement under collective agreements

Number of employees involved in one or more employment-
promotion measures

- total for current financial year

- total for the preceding period

IV. INFORMATION ON TRAINING PROVIDED TO EMPLOYEES DURING THE FINANCIAL YEAR

Total of initiatives of employees training at the expense of the employer

Number of employees involved

equivalents

411
412

413

502

503
504

505
506

550

560

5801
5802

1.  Number of employees involved

Male Codes FemaleCodes

...............
............................................................

...........................................................

.....................................
.................................................................................

..............................................................................

..........................................................

.....................
.........................................................................................

.............................................................

...................................................

....................................................

.................................................................
...............................................................

*

* Financial advantage for the employer with regard to the entitled employee on their replacement

731
845

714,0
826,2

612
10.681

96
1.675

0429.037.235

Priority employment plan (in order to encourage the
recruitment of job seekers belonging to high-risk groups)

Structural reduction of the social security contributions
Professional transition praogramme
Service jobs

...................................................................................

.....

..........................................

First job agreement

Reduction of personal social security contributions to 
poorly paid employees

414

415
416
417
418

731 714,0 1.088.633,66

507 68 67,2

.................................................................... 419

2.  Number of actual training hours
3.  Costs for the enterprise ...............................................................................

5812
5811

5803 193.794,00 30.399,635813

V. INFORMATION ON THE TRAINING, GUIDANCE OR TUTORSHIP ACTIVITIES PROVIDED FOR UNDER THE LAW OF 
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5804
5805
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Male Codes FemaleCodes

.......................................
................................................

35
5.146

7
1.0302.  Number of hours spent on these activities

3.  Number of employees attending these activities ........................................
5815
5814

5806 306 485816
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VALUATION RULES

1. Formation expenses
Formation expenses are entered at their purchase cost and charged to the profit and loss account in the financial year in which 
these costs were incurred or for which undertakings were entered into.

2. Intangible fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets acquired from third parties or by contribution are entered at the purchase cost. Intangible assets with a 
limited lifetime are depreciated on a lineair basis at a rate of 20%.
Internal costs in relation to software developed in-house and its maintenance are charged to the profit and loss account for the 
accounting period in which these costs arise. All costs associated with research and development charged by third parties are 
capitalised and depreciated on a lineair basis over 5 years.
The goodwill related to the merger in 2002 between Real Software NV and 14 Belgian subsidiaries is, for the year 2002, 
depreciated over a period of 20 years. The book value of this goodwill is reduced with an exceptional depreciation in order to bring 
it in line with the goodwill of the consolidated financial statements.

3. Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are entered in the accounts at their purchase cost. Depreciation of tangible fixed assets is calculated on the 
basis of the estimated economie lifetime of the asset components in question. Tangible fixed assets are the object of 
supplementary or extraordinary depreciation whenever, due to a change or an adjustment in the economie or technological 
conditions, their book value exceeds their usage value to the enterprise. Tangible fixed assets which are decommissioned or are 
no longer contributing to the activity of the enterprise on a long-term basis will be the object of a supplementary depreciation entry 
to harmonise their valuation and their estimated disposal value.

The following depreciation percentages are used:

Land and Buildings
Buildings     5% Reducing Balance

Plant, Machinery and Equipment
PC's     20% Lineair     -     33,33% Lineair and Reducing Balance
Machinery     10% Reducing Balance     -     20% Lineair and Reducing Balance     -     33,33 Lineair
Computers     20% Lineair and Reducing Balance     -     33,33% Lineair
Office Machinery     20% Lineair and Reducing Balance

Furniture and Vehicles
Furniture     -     10% Lineair     -     20% Lineair and Reducing Balance
Cars     -     20% Lineair     -     25% Lineair

Leasing and Other Similar Rights
Leasing Buildings     -     5% Lineair and Reducing Balance
Leasing Machinery     -     20% Lineair and Reducing Balance     -     33,33% Lineair
Leasing Computers     -     33,33% Lineair and Reducing Balance
Leasing Office Furniture     -     10% Lineair     -     20% Reducing Balance
Leasing Cars     -     20% Lineair     -     25% Lineair
Leasing Trucks     -     20% Lineair

Other Tangible Assets

Lease Hold Improvement Kontich     -     20% Lineair and Reducing Balance
Lease Hold Improvement Houthalen     -     10% Reducing Balance
Lease Hold Improvement Loppem     -     10% Lineair     -     20% Lineair
Lease Hold Improvement Brussels     -     10% Lineair     -     20% Lineair

4. Financial fixed assets
Participating interests, shares and fixed-interest securities are valued at their purchase cost.
Write-downs on participating interests and shares are entered in the accounts in the case of a permanent capital loss or 
downward revaluation justified by the condition, profitability or prospects of the company in which the participating interests or 
shares are held.

5. Amounts receivable after one year
Receivables are valued at their nominal value. A write-down is applied to the nominal value if payment on the due date is 
uncertain.

6. Stocks and contracts in progress
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Stocks and contracts in progress are valued at their nominal value; if necessary a write-down is applied.

7. Amounts receivable within one year
Receivables are valued at their nominal value. A write-down is applied to the nominal value if payment on the due date is 
uncertain.
An amount written off doubtful trade receivables is entered in the accounts if it is considered to be necessary on the basis of an 
assessment of the individual dossiers at the end of the financial year.

8. Investments, cash at bank and in hand
These assets are entered at their nominal value. Write-downs are used if their disposal value on the balance sheet date is lower 
than the nominal value. Excessively high write-downs are reversed at the end of the next financial year and entered in the profit 
and loss account.

9. Accrued income and deferred charges
This heading is valued at its nominal value at the end of the financial year and comprises:
"the pro-rata portion of income that will only be collected during the course of a subsequent financial year but relates to the 
financial year that has ended;
"the pro-rate portion of interests, included in the nominal value of provisions and amounts payable, that have to be charged to the 
next financial years;
"the pro-rata portion of costs that were already paid during the financial year that has ended but have to be charged to the next 
financial year.

10. Provisions for Liabilities and Charges
Provisions for liabilities and charges are made as required. The valuation of all provisions for extraordinary liabilities takes place 
at their nominal value.

11. Amounts payable after one year and within one year
These liabilities are valued at their nominal value.

12. Accrued charges and deferred income
This heading is valued at its nominal value at the end of the financial year and comprises:
"the pro-rata portion of income that was already invoiced during the financial year that has ended but relates to a subsequent 
financial year;
"the pro-rata portion of costs that will not be paid until a subsequent financial year but must be charged tot the financial year that 
has ended.

13. Revenue Recognition
"Time and material" contracts are agreements in which the invoice to the customer is raised on the basis of the time actually 
worked and the hardware supplied, according to a contractually determined agreed price per unit of time and/or hardware. 
Turnover in relation to "time and material" contracts is entered in the accounting period during which the time has been worked 
and hardware has been supplied. 
"Fixed price" contracts are those agreements in which a fixed price is agreed with the customer in relation to the delivery of a 
project fixed and determined in advance. Invoices are drawn up in accordance with the agreements which are made with the 
customer, as the project progresses. Where projects are incomplete, the management uses the percentage-of-completion 
method to estimate the amount of turnover already generated. When this is compared with the invoiced amounts, it results in 
income received or income carried forward. These cut-off items are included in the annual accounts under the headings trade 
receivables and advance payments received respectively. The management also estimates the costs still to be incurred every 
month. If these estimated costs to be incurred are greater than the future income, a provision for future losses is set up.

14. Pensions
An extra-legal pension plan is provided for certain categories of personnel. The annual pension premium that is paid to the 
insurance company is entered in the profit and loss account during the same accounting period.

IMPORTANT EVENTS AFTER BALANCE SHEET DATE

Real announced on 16 January 2007 the sale of the Retail point-of-sale division to Centric. The decision of Real to divest the 
Retail point-of-sale business is motivated by the continuing consolidation in the Retail IT market, and the need for scale at a 
European level to remain profitable and to provide state of the art solutions. In addition, Real Software's core business is 
providing software related IT solutions comprised of vertical software applications, enterprise solutions and development 
services in BeNeLux and France.  Real's Retail division is built upon the hardware POS (cash register) and its related software 
and services.  Although there is software related to the POS business, its hardware POS does not fit well with Real's IT solutions 
strategy.  As a result of the divestiture, Real will focus all of its energy and efforts on growing its remaining core software IT 
solutions businesses both organically and through acquisitions or mergers. 
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The main portion of the proceeds were used to reduce Real's outstanding debt with Credit Suisse from €13.5m to €7.5m

DISCLOSURE OF SIGNIFICANT INTERESTES

The Belgian Company Code and the company’s articles of association provide that every physical person or legal entity who 
acquires shares or other securities with voting rights in the company, either representing the share capital or otherwise (such as 
warrants, stock options), must inform the company and the Banking, Finance and Insurance Commission of the total number of 
shares owned by that person or entity, whenever, as a result of such an acquisition, the total voting rights associated with his 
securities pass a threshold of 3%, 5%, 10% or 15% (or every subsequent multiple of 5%) of the total number of voting rights 
associated with the securities of Real Software at the moment of acquisition.  This notification must be given within two (2) 
working days after the acquisition which has led to one of the thresholds being exceeded.  The same reporting obligation also 
exists if, as a result of the transfer of shares or other securities providing voting rights, a person or entity falls below one of these 
thresholds.  If a person exceeds a threshold of 20% he must also state the policy on the basis of which the acquisition or transfer 
is taking place.

The disclosure obligation applies firstly to persons trading individually.  It also applies to persons associated with each other and 
persons acting in consultation with each other to acquire or transfer shares or other securities with voting rights.  In such cases 
the securities held by the associated persons or the persons acting in mutual consultation must also be counted together in 
order to calculate the number of securities passing the applicable threshold.

The table below provides for an overview of the company’s major shareholders on 26 February 2007 in accordance with the 
above-mentioned legal requirements.

This overview is based on their most recent transparency declaration to the company.  This overview should be read together with 
the notes set forth below.

BASED ON TRANSPARENCY DECLARATION (1)     -     Type of security     -     Number     -      %(*)     -     % (**)     -     %(***)     -
notes

Real Holdings, LLC     -     Shares     -     215,669,596     -     77,09%     -     73,18%     -     73,25%     -     (2)
Avobone NV     -      Shares     -     5,066,937     -     1,81%     -     1,71%     -     1,72%     -     (2)
Roosland beheer BV     -     Shares     -      0     -     0%     -     0%     -     0%     -     (3)
Real Holdings, LLC; Avobone NV and Roosland Beheer, acting in mutual consultation      -      Shares     -     220,736,533     -
78,90%     -     74,89%     -     74,97%

Notes:

(1)              The number of securities listed for each security-holder in the summary is based on the number of securities 
mentioned in their declarations as received by Real Software up to the date of this document in accordance with applicable 
legislation and the company’s articles of association.  After the date of any declaration, the company does not receive 
confirmation from security-holders whether they still hold the number of securities indicated in their declaration.  The percentage 
quoted alongside the securities in question was calculated on the basis of the total number of voting securities in Real Software, 
whether or not these represent capital (within the meaning of the Act of 2 March 1989 on the publication of major stakes in listed 
companies and the regulation of public takeover bids).  On the date of this document, Real Software’s share capital is 
represented by 279,748,916 shares.

(2)              The data are based on the declaration received by Real Software on 3 January 2007.

(3)              In its transparency declartion of 28 August 2006, Roosland Beheer BV declared to own 0 shares in the company.

 (*)             Non-diluted participation: calculated on the basis of the transparency denominator , the percentage of the current voting 
rights associated with the shares representing capital.

(**)             Diluted participation: calculated on the basis of the transparency denominator , the percentage of the potential future 
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voting rights associated with the shares representing capital.

(***)            Updated diluted participation – The potential future voting rights of the Warrants 2001 were still included in the 
denominator used for the transparency declaration of 3 January 2007 (see**), although these Warrants 2001 have expired on 
December 21, 2006.  The expiration of Warrants 2001 and hence change of denominator necessitates an update of the diluted 
participation.
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REAL SOFTWARE NV
PRINS BOUDEWIJNLAAN 26
2550 KONTICH
RPR: 0429 037 235

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS TO THE GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS

Dear Shareholder,

We have the honour of presenting the report on our company for the financial year ending on 31 December 2006 for your 
approval.

The annual accounts have been drawn up on a going concern basis, as recommended by the Board of Directors in the special 
report in accordance with Articles 633 of the Company Law Code, which the Board has also presented to you.  We therefore take 
pleasure in presenting the information in this report to you.
Financial data

The balance sheet total 2006, was K€ 54,045 which is slightly lower than the K€ 54,734 in 2005. 

The decrease in intangible assets includes the depreciation of the existing merger goodwill.

Financial assets were reduced because of a capital decrease at Real Solutions.  On the other hand, they include the increased 
participating interest of the company in Oriam from 50% to 100%.

Current assets show an increase from K€ 17,389 to K€ 20,476 due to a better cash situation and increased deferred charges.
The deferred charges balance consists mainly of the prepaid refinancing charges related to the Credit Swiss loan.

Net equity is K€ 3,031 versus K€ (62,246).  This is mainly because of the convertible bond and senior loan from the reference 
shareholder that were contributed to equity.  The substantial net income of the period also had a positive impact.

Total debt position of the company was reduced from K€ 110,038 to K€ 48,189.  Long term debt consists mainly of the Credit 
Swiss loan that replaced the senior loan and the convertible bond that were incorporated into equity.  Short term debt decreased 
from K€ 39,571 to K€ 17,338 due to
"bank debt repayment because of the refinancing with Credit Suisse
"termination of factoring in Belgium for the same reason as indicated before 
"early repayment social security payment plans
The profit and loss account is characterized by lower revenue and lower operating expense improving the operating result by K€ 
7,703 compared to 2005. 

Reduction of operating expenses results from the ongoing restructuring that has taken place in the company and the reduction in 
the use of subcontractors.

Financial income of K€ 4,342 mainly includes dividends received from subsidiaries. Financial charges of K€ 6,746 are mainly 
interest charges on the debt towards the reference shareholder for the period before the debt conversion, interest on the new 
debt to Credit Suisse and the anticipated additional financial cost linked with the K€ 6000 early repayment of the Credit Suisse 
loan in January 2007.

The extraordinary income of K€ 1,981 is mainly the related to the divestiture of the participation in Stork Real.  The extraordinary 
charges are related to the restructuring program.

Going concern
The Board decided to present the financial statements per 31 December 2006 on a going concern basis, despite the fact that its 
capital and reserves are less than half of the share capital. 

The board of directors motivates this decision as follows in its special report further to Article 633 Company Law:

Given the significant improvement both in equity and operational results for 2006, the forecasted further improvement in operating 
results, internal and external growth and the substantial reduction in debt reducing financial costs the Board recommends the 
continued pursuit of the Company's business activities on a going concern basis.
Post-balance sheet events
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Real announced on 16 January 2007 the sale of the Retail point-of-sale division to Centric. The decision of Real to divest the 
Retail point-of-sale business is motivated by the continuing consolidation in the Retail IT market, and the need for scale at a 
European level to remain profitable and to provide state of the art solutions. In addition, Real Software's core business is 
providing software related IT solutions comprised of vertical software applications, enterprise solutions and development 
services in BeNeLux and France.  Real's Retail division is built upon the hardware POS (cash register) and its related software 
and services.  Although there is software related to the POS business, its hardware POS does not fit well with Real's IT solutions 
strategy.  As a result of the divestiture, Real will focus all of its energy and efforts on growing its remaining core software IT 
solutions businesses both organically and through acquisitions or mergers. 

The main portion of the proceeds were used to reduce Real's outstanding debt with Credit Suisse from €13.5m to €7.5m. 
Conflicts of interest and related-party transactions
Article 523 of the Belgian Company Code provides for a special procedure within the board of directors in the event of a possible 
conflict of interest of one or more directors with one or more decisions or transactions by the board of directors.  In the event of a 
conflict of interest, the director concerned has to inform his fellow directors of his conflict of interest before the board of directors 
deliberates and takes a decision in the matter concerned.  Furthermore, the conflicted director cannot participate in the 
deliberation and voting by the board of directors on the matter that gives rise to the potential conflict of interest.  The minutes of the 
meeting of the board of directors must contain the relevant statements by the conflicted director, and a description by the board of 
directors of the conflicting interest and the nature of the decision or transaction concerned.  The minutes must also contain a 
justification by the board of directors for the decision or transaction, and a description of the financial consequences thereof for 
the company.  The relevant minutes must be included in the (statutory) annual report of the board of directors.  The conflicted 
director must also notify the statutory auditor of the conflict.  The statutory auditor must describe in his annual (statutory) audit 
report the financial consequences of the decision or transaction that gave rise to the potential conflict.

In accordance with article 524 of the Belgian Company Law, listed companies must abide to the following procedure in situations 
involving conflicts of interest.
In brief, such decisions or transactions must first be submitted for the evaluation of a committee of three independent directors. 
This committee is supported by one or more independent experts appointed by the committee. The committee must submit a 
written advice to the board of directors, stating its grounds, concerning a number of points prescribed by the law. After it has 
examined the report, the Board must deliberate and vote about the proposed decision or transaction. If the board of directors 
rejects the committee's advice, it must provide the reasons for doing so in its minutes. The external auditor will assess the 
accuracy of the data set out in the committee's advice and the board minutes.  The conclusion of the committee, an extract from 
the board minutes and the external auditor's opinion must be included in the company's annual report.

Article 524ter of the Belgian Company Code provides for a similar procedure in the event of conflicts of interest of executive 
committee members.  In the event of such conflicts, only the board of directors will be authorized to take the decision that has led 
to the conflict of interest.  Please note that the company's executive management team does not qualify as an executive 
committee in the sense of article 524bis of the Belgian Company Code.

In the course of 2006, the board of directors and subsequently the statutory auditors were informed of possible conflicts of 
interest in the meaning of article 523 and 524 of the Belgian Company Law.
1.Art. 523 - Resignation and settlement CEO
On January 8, 2006, Real Software and its former Managing Director-CEO, Peter Op de Beeck BVBA, mutually decided to 
separate.  A potential conflict in terms of Article 523 Belgian Company Law, with respect to the resignation of Peter Op de Beeck 
BVBA and its settlement agreement, has been notified accordingly to the Auditor.

Decision of the Board of Directors of 8 January 2006  (extract)

The Chairman informs the meeting that the first item on the agenda potentially involves a substantial change in the authority 
matrix of the Company, which may have an impact on the Management Services Agreement of 23 September 2004 ("the 
Management Services Agreement") that is presently in place between Peter Op de Beeck BVBA and the Company.  Peter Op de 
Beeck BVBA withdraws from the discussions in application of article 523 of the Belgian Company Code (on conflicts of interests) 
and the Auditor will be informed of the potential conflict. 

After deliberation, the Board of Directors, upon motion duly made and seconded resolved as follows to: 
1.Accept the resignation of Peter Op de Beeck BVBA as director and as managing director of the Company with immediate effect.
2.Accept the Termination and Settlement Agreement between the Company and Peter Op de Beeck BVBA and Peter Op de Beeck 
and mandates two directors, Ashley W. Abdo and JPD Consult BVBA, to sign the agreement on behalf of the Company.

2.Art 523 - CEO compensation
On 8 January 2006, Gores Technology Ltd. Küsnacht Branch was appointed new CEO-Managing Director of the Company.  The 
CEO compensation and the drafting of the Management Agreement were discussed by the board of Directors and by the 
Appointment & Remuneration Committee.  The Company's Auditor has been duly notified. 

Minutes of the Appointment & Remuneration Committee of 25 January 2006 (extract)
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Upon the appointment of the new Managing Director, the Board of Directors decided that an agreement is required to effectively 
deal with the CEO's compensation package. The Committee has prepared a draft agreement.

Before the Committee discusses the agreement, the Managing Director-CEO informs the Committee of a potential conflict of 
interest regarding the financial impact of the management agreement. Having informed the committee, he will also inform the 
company's Auditor. He is then excused from the meeting.

The Committee reviews the agreement, in particular its terms and conditions, guarantees and risks, the goal setting and the 
additional fee targets. On the topic of the CEO's objectives, the Chairman distributes a concept of management and personal 
responsibility objectives (see Attachment 1). 

After discussion, the Committee resolves to recommend to the Board of Directors accepting the agreement in concept and 
mandating the Bureau of the Board to finalize and execute the agreement.

The Managing Director-CEO is invited to join the meeting again.

Decision of the Board of Directors of 25 January 2006  (extract)

The Board of Directors takes duly note of the fact that Ashley W. Abdo tendered today his resignation as member of the 
Appointment & Remuneration Committee. Furthermore, Ashley W. Abdo tenders his resignation as a board member, taking into 
account the appointment of Gores Technology Limited, Küsnacht Branch, with himself as permanent representative, as 
Managing Director-CEO.

The Appointment & Remuneration Committee reports on the draft agreement that it reviewed today.

The Managing Director-CEO informs the Board of a potential conflict of interest further to Article 523 Company Law and, 
consequently, will inform the statutory auditor.

The Chairman explains the recommendation of MBO's. The Chairman proposes to approve the draft management agreement in 
concept based on the MBO plan presented and approved today.  The Board Bureau, with the assistance of JPD Consult BVBA 
(the Managing Director-CEO being excused given his potential conflict of interest) will finalize the agreement in the coming weeks 
with the input of the other directors. 

The Board of Directors resolves to approve the agreement and mandates the Board Bureau to finalize the document and 
mandates two directors to execute the final agreement.

3 Art. 524 - conversion of the G1-convertible bond and debt to equity conversion of senior secured note.
In its meeting of July 18, 2006, the Board decided tot assemble the committee of independent directors in order to give advice in 
accordance with article 524 Belgian Company Code with respect to the potential conflict of interest of its reference shareholder, 
Real Holdings LLC, with regard to a conversion to equity of the outstanding debt of the Company vis-à-vis the reference 
shareholder (i.e. € 44.8 million credit facility and € 15 million convertible bond).

Given the relationship between the reference shareholder and Real Software, article 524 of the Belgian Company Code was 
applicable and the board of directors has submitted the following matters to the committee of independent directors consisting of 
three independent directors (Viscount Etienne Davignon; JPD Consult BVBA and DR Associates BVBA) and one independent 
expert (Degroof Corporate Finance NV):

a)whether the decision to agree repaying in cash the accrued but unpaid interest on the convertible bond, as soon as the 
financial situation of Real Software reasonably allows such payment as will be determined at the sole discretion of the board of 
directors of Real Software, is to be considered detrimental to the Company and/or unjust in the framework of the Company's 
policy;

b)whether the decision (i) to waive the extension of the remission date and (ii) to accept conversion of the senior credit facility in 
the amount of € 44.8 million (interest excluded), valued at 100% of its nominal value, is to be considered as detrimental to the 
Company and/or unjust in the framework of the Company's policy. 

The Committee of independent directors met with the expert on 27 and 28 July 2006.  The expert submitted its opinion on July 31, 
2006.  The statutory extracts from these opinions and from the board's decision are set out below. 

Committee's decision of 31 July 2006 (extract)

1.Together with the independent expert, the committee reviewed all relevant facts. In particular the conditions of the proposed 
debt conversions described in the independent expert's advice were examined and balanced against the company's interest. 

2.The committee reviewed (i) the proposal of conversion by contribution by the reference shareholder in the company's share 
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capital of the G-1 Convertible Bond and of the €44.8 million Senior Secured Note and (ii) the proposed subscription of a €14 
million loan with Credit Suisse. 

3.The committee is of the opinion that the proposed decisions of the board of directors in the framework of said global debt 
restructuring that were submitted to this committee are not detrimental to the company or unjust in the light of its policy.

4.Therefore, the committee advises that the company should proceed with full conversion by contribution of the outstanding debts 
vis-à-vis the reference shareholder including the waiver of the 50% remission as defined in article 6 of the Senior Secured Note 
and that the company should pay in cash the G-1 Convertible Bond interest as soon as the financial situation of Real Software NV 
reasonably allows such payment, as will be determined unanimously at the discretion of the board of directors. 

Decision of the Board of Directors of 31 July 2006  (extract)

The Board of Directors refers to the comments by the chairman of the committee of independent directors as discussed above 
and notes that the committee of independent directors advices positively on the issue of the conditions for debt to equity 
conversion of the Senior Secured Note.

After a discussion regarding the terms and conditions of the conversion of the principal amount of the Senior Secured Note, the 
members of the board decide that it is in the Company's interest to proceed with the conversion as described in the term sheet 
that is submitted to the board, including leaving the accrued interest outstanding as ordinary debt vis-à-vis The Gores Group, Ltd.

The Board of Directors resolves to approve the term sheet for debt to equity conversion of the principal amount of the Senior 
Secured Note and mandates the Managing Director to execute said term sheet.

Full report in accordance with article 524 B.C.C. dated 26 February 2007 from the auditor 

As auditors of Real Software NV, we are in accordance with article 524 Companies Code requested to give our opinion upon the 
fairness of the financial information included in the joint report of the Committee of Independent Directors and the minutes of the 
Board of Directors meeting. Our opinion is attached to the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting and published in the annual 
report.

Given the relationship between the reference shareholder and Real Software, article 524 of the Belgian Company Code was 
applicable and the board of directors has submitted the following matters to the committee of independent directors:

1.Whether the decision to agree repaying in cash the accrued but unpaid interest on the convertible bond, as soon as the 
financial situation of Real Software reasonably allows such payment as will be determined at the sole discretion of the board of 
directors of Real Software, is to be considered detrimental to the Company and/or unjust in the framework of the Company's 
policy;
2.Whether the decision (i) to waive the extension of the remission date and (ii) to accept conversion of the senior credit facility in 
the amount of 44.8 M EUR (interest excluded), valued at 100% of its nominal value, is to be considered as detrimental to the 
Company and/or unjust in the framework of the Company's policy.

We have analysed the following documents :
a.the report of the independent expert appointed by the Committee (Degroof Corporate Finance)
b.the joint report of the Committee of Independent Directors of 31 July 2006.
c.the minutes of Board of Directors meetings held 31 July 2006.

Committee's decision of 31 July 2006 (extract)
The committee of independent directors, relying on the advice of the independent expert and the advice of company's 
management (summarized in the advice) comes in its advice to the decision that:
The committee is of the opinion that the proposed decisions of the board of directors in the framework of said global debt 
restructuring that were submitted to this committee are not detrimental to the company or unjust in the light of its policy.
Therefore, the committee advises that the company should proceed with full conversion by contribution of the outstanding debts 
vis-à-vis the reference shareholder including the waiver of the 50% remission as defined in article 6 of the Senior Secured Note 
and that the company should pay in cash the G-1 Convertible Bond interest as soon as the financial situation of Real Software NV 
reasonably allows such payment, as will be determined unanimously at the discretion of the board of directors.
Based on this advice, the Board of Directors decided during the meeting of 31 July 2006 to accept the proposal.

Decision of the Board of Directors of 31 July 2006 (extract)
The Board of Directors refers to the comments by the chairman of the committee of independent directors as discussed above 
and notes that the committee of independent directors advises positively on the issue of the conditions for debt to equity 
conversion of the Senior Secured Note.
After a discussion regarding the terms and conditions of the conversion of the principal amount of the Senior Secured Note, the 
members of the board decide that it is in the Company's interest to proceed with the conversion as described in the term sheet 
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that is submitted to the board, including leaving the accrued interest outstanding as ordinary debt vis-à-vis The Gores Group, Ltd.
The Board of Directors resolves to approve the term sheet for debt to equity conversion of the principal amount of the Senior 
Secured Note and mandates the Managing Director to execute said term sheet.

Article 524 Companies Code requires the auditor to give his opinion regarding the fairness of the financial information stated in 
the joint report of the Independent Directors' Committee and the Independent Expert and in the minutes of the Board of Directors. 
The purpose of the auditor's involvement is to ensure that the joint report of the Independent Directors' Committee and the 
Independent Expert and the minutes of the Board of Directors are based upon reliable information, and, if necessary, to caution 
the shareholders if the reliability cannot be guaranteed (ERNST, Ph., en YOUNES, N., "Groepsinterne belangenconflicten in de 
Wet Corporate Governance - een eerste commentaar op het nieuwe artikel 524 W.Venn.", in BYTTEBIER, K.; FRANCOIS, A., en 
DELVOIE, J. (ed.), De Wet Corporate Governance ont(k)leed, Mechelen, Uitgeverij Kluwer, 2004, p. 223.). 

The legislator did not lay down that the Independent Auditor submits an opinion on the expediency of the transaction, which would 
be tantamount to interference in governance. Nor is he asked to assess the general observance of the procedures since the 
Board of Directors should explicate this matter in its minutes at its own responsibility (Article 524, § 3 Companies Code). 

The Independent Auditor's mission is limited to the certification of the "reliability of the data" comprised in the opinion on the basis 
of which the Board of Directors makes a decision. (Source: Belgian Institute of Company Auditor's Guide 2005, Part I, Doctrine p. 
594: Limited role of the Independent Auditor in procedures concerning conflicts of interests)

The procedures performed are summarized as follows:
(a)We obtained the report of the committee of the three independent directors and compared the information with the report of the 
independent expert
(b)We obtained the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting and compared the conclusion with the conclusion included in the 
report of the committee of the three independent directors.

On the basis of the above procedures, we report the following:
(a)the information included in the report of the Committee of the three independent directors corresponds with the information 
included in the report of the independent expert
(b)the conclusion included in the minutes of the Board of directors meeting corresponds with the conclusion in the report of the 
Committee of three independent directors
(c)that as thus  the data stated in the committee's opinion and in the Board of Directors' minutes are reliable; this does not, 
however, imply that we evaluated the expendiency of the committee's opinion and the Board of Directors' decision, nor that we 
express an opinion on the report of the independent expert.

Our report is solely for the purpose set forth in the first paragraph of this report and for your information and is not to be used for 
any other purpose. This report relates only to the reports and items specified above and does not extend to any other reports or 
information.

26 February 2007

The Statutory Auditor

DELOITTE Bedrijfsrevisoren
BV o.v.v.e. CVBA
Represented by William Blomme

***
Except the foregoing there are no other related party transactions or cases of conflict of interest.

Risk Factors

In application of article 96, 1° of the Belgian Company Law, as amended by the Law of 13 January 2006, the company herewith 
provides information on the main risks and uncertainties that could negatively impact the development, the financial results or the 
market position of the company.

´Fluctuations in the market environment can adversely affect demand and competitive pressure might lead to further margin 
pressure
The markets in which the company is active are subject to fluctuations of demand. In case of an economic downturn, margins 
may come under pressure. In addition, these markets are characterized by low entry barriers. It cannot be ruled out that 
intensified future competition could lead to falling margins. The economic developments and competition may differ per 
region/country and per market segment in which we are active.
Real Software's ability to compete successfully depends on a number of factors, both within and outside of our control. These 
factors include the following:
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"success in designing and developing new or enhanced products / services;
"ability to address the needs of our customers;
"pricing, quality, performance, reliability, features, ease of use, and diversity of our products
"pricing and quality of our services portfolio
"ability to attract and retain high quality industry and ICT experts
"quality of our customer services
"brand recognition and image of our company in the market, and
"product or technology introductions by our competitors.

Our inability to compete successfully in each of the segments we are active in may affect margins and profitability.

´Our business will be negatively affected if we are not able to anticipate and keep pace with rapid changes in technology or if 
growth in the use of technology in business is not as rapid as in the past. 
Success will depend partly on our ability to develop and implement information, communication and technology services and 
solutions that anticipate and keep pace with continuing and rapid changes in technology and industry standards. We may not be 
successful in anticipating or responding to these developments on a timely basis, and our offerings may not be successful in the 
marketplace. Also, services, solutions and technologies developed by competitors may make our service or solution offerings 
uncompetitive or obsolete. Any one of these circumstances could have a material adverse effect on our ability to obtain and 
successfully complete client engagements. 
Our business is also dependent, in part, upon continued growth in the use of technology in business by clients and prospective 
clients and their customers and suppliers. If the growth in the use of technology slows down due to a challenging economic 
environment, the business could be adversely affected. In addition, use of new technology for commerce generally requires the 
understanding and acceptance of a new way of conducting business and exchanging information. Companies that have already 
invested substantial resources in traditional means of conducting commerce and exchanging information may be particularly 
reluctant or slow to adopt a new approach that may make some of their existing personnel and infrastructure obsolete, which 
could reduce demands.

´Companies are increasingly competing on a global basis. Increased competition from global or pan-European players could 
lead to increased margin pressure and lower profitability
Large international competitors as well as pan-European players trying to further penetrate local markets may lead to increased 
competition which in turn could lead to higher pressure on both margins and profitability. 

´Failure to retain and hire new skilled employees will affect the success of the company in the future
Personnel are a critical success factor for us and an important condition for the growth of the company. We must continuously 
recruit highly qualified personnel to fuel growth. In addition, retaining this personnel is of great importance. At present, the 
demand for persons with the ICT skills of our personnel is very high, and the environment in which this personnel is recruited is 
extremely competitive, which can lead to retention problems.  A shortage of personnel will have a restraining influence on the 
growth of the company.

´Dependency on sales successes
The operating plan for 2007 relies upon certain sales successes across the company. This includes sales to new as well as to 
existing customers. Although the sales pipeline continues to increase, it is not a certainty that the projected sales will actually 
materialize. A portion of expected sales is related to products, which may require additional functionality. Risks exist in completing 
these tasks and thus could impact our ability to sell and/or deliver promised solutions.

´Unexpected costs or delays could make our contracts unprofitable.
While we have several types of contracts, including time-and-material contracts, fixed-price contracts and contracts with features 
of both of these contract types, there are risks associated with all of these types of contracts when commitments are made in 
terms of timing, budget, competences or project deliverables. When making proposals for engagements, we estimate the costs 
and timing for completing the projects. These estimates reflect our best judgment regarding the efficiencies of methodologies 
and professionals as we plan to deploy them on projects. Any increased or unexpected costs or unanticipated delays in 
connection with the performance of these engagements, including delays caused by factors outside our control, could make 
these contracts less profitable or unprofitable, which would have an adverse effect on the profit margin. In the past Real Software 
NV has experienced such cost overruns as a result of incorrect estimates. 

´Our contracts can be terminated by our clients with short notice.
Clients typically retain us on a non-exclusive, engagement-by-engagement basis, rather than under exclusive long-term 
contracts. While our accounting systems identify the duration of engagements, these systems do not track whether contracts can 
be terminated upon short notice and without penalty. However, we estimate that the majority of our contracts can be terminated by 
clients with short notice and without significant penalty. 
Service Level Agreements (service and maintenance) are entered into on a year-to-year term basis and termination shall only 
take place at the date of the anniversary of the contract and is subject to a 90 days notice period.  Termination of contracts on 
short notice could adversely affect the operating results of the company.

´Profitability will suffer if we are not able to maintain our pricing and utilization rates and to control our costs. 
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Profitability is largely a function of the rates we are able to charge for services and the utilization rate, or chargeability, of 
professionals. Accordingly, if we are not able to maintain the pricing for services or an appropriate utilization rate for professionals 
without corresponding cost reductions, we will not be able to sustain the profit margin and profitability will suffer. 
The rates we are able to charge for our services are affected by a number of factors, including but not limited to: 
"Our client's perception of our ability to add value through our services;
"Competition;
"Introduction of new services or products by us or our competitors;
"Pricing policies of our competitors; and
"General economic conditions.

Our utilization rates are also affected by a number of factors, including but limited to: 
"Seasonal trends, primarily as a result of holiday and summer vacations;
"Ability to transition employees from completed projects to new engagements;
"Ability to forecast demand for our services and thereby maintain an appropriate headcount in the appropriate areas of our 
workforce; and
"Ability to manage attrition.
"Effectiveness of our sales force

Profitability is also a function of our ability to control costs and improve our efficiency. Current and future cost reduction initiatives 
may not be sufficient to maintain our margins if a challenging economic environment were to continue for several quarters. 
Further, as we increase the number of our professionals and execute our strategy for growth, we may not be able to manage a 
significantly larger and more diverse workforce, control our costs or improve our efficiency.

´Undetected errors or defects in software could adversely affect our performance, reduce the demand for our products and 
services and increase service and maintenance costs.
In-house developed applications could contain errors or defects that we have not been able to detect that could adversely affect 
their performance and reduce demand for our products.  Any defects or errors in new versions or enhancements of our products 
could result in the loss of orders or a delay in the receipt of orders and could result in reduced revenues, delays in market 
acceptance, diversion of development resources, product liability claims or increased service and warranty costs, any of which 
may have a material adverse effect on the business, results of operations and financial condition. Any claim brought against us 
could be expensive to defend and require the expenditure of significant resources, regardless of the result.  Moreover, the overall 
costs for maintenance, monitoring and engineering in case of serious and irresolvable defects in any in-house developed 
application, may not be fully covered by the annually fixed and paid service fees for service and maintenance.

´Others could claim that we infringe on their intellectual property.
Although we believe that our products do not infringe upon the intellectual property rights of others, and we have all the rights 
necessary to utilize the intellectual property employed in our business, we are subject to the risk of claims alleging infringement 
of third-party intellectual property rights, including in respect of intellectual property that has been developed by third parties and 
acquired by us in business or asset purchase transactions. These claims could require us to spend significant sums in litigation 
costs, pay damages, expend significant management resources, experience shipment delays, enter into royalty or licensing 
agreements on unfavorable terms, discontinue the use of challenged trade names or technology, or develop non-infringing 
intellectual property. Liability insurance does not protect it against the risk that its own or licensed third-party technology infringes 
the intellectual property of others. Therefore, any such claims could have a material adverse effect on our business, operating 
results and financial condition.

´Litigations
The company has certain pending files that can be qualified as contingent liabilities according to the definition of IFRS.

Fees paid to the statutory auditors for non-audit services
The statutory auditor's total remuneration for its statutory assignment in 2006 was €145,000. 

The subject-matter and the remuneration during the fiscal year related to extra-ordinary activities or special assignments 
performed by the statutory auditor within the company or for any Belgian company or Belgian person affiliated with the company 
within the meaning of article 11 of the Belgian Company Code or any foreign subsidiary of the company which is subject to the 
statutory audit of its annual accounts, as referred to in articles 142 and 146 of the Belgian Company Code, were as follows:

Statutory Auditor
Statutory assignment € 145,000
Other statutory assignments (code 95061)€0
Contribution in kind/ cancellation of preferential subscription rights
Tax Consultancy(code 95062)€0
Other non-audit assignments (code 95063) (*)€ 236,032
Assistance with IFRS€ 180,815
M&A advisory services€ 55,217
Total€ 381,032
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(*) it should be noted that the non-audit assignment involved (a) IFRS implementation, which was a 2 year mission already 
approved by the Audit Committee, of which the 2006 part amounted to €101,000, i.e. did not exceed the amount of €145,000 for 
audit work and (b) M&A services, both by the auditor and related parties, which falls outside the scope of the so-called "1:1 rule".

Related Parties to statutory Auditor

Regarding remunerations during the fiscal year related with tasks, mandates or assignments performed by a person with whom 
the statutory auditor has entered into an employment contract or with whom he is in a professional collaborative relationship, or 
by a company or person affiliated with the statutory auditor as defined in article 11 of the Belgian Company Code, within the 
company whose annual accounts are audited by the statutory auditor or any Belgian company or a Belgian person affiliated with 
the company within the meaning of article 11 of the Belgian Company Code or any foreign subsidiary of the Belgian company 
which is subject to the statutory audit of its annual accounts, as referred to in articles 142 and 146 of the Belgian Company Code, 
were as follows: 
Related parties to Statutory Auditor
Other audit assignments (code 95081)€0
Tax consultancy (code 95082)€0
Other non-audit assignments (code 95083)€ 48,352
M&A advisory services France€ 15,000
M&A advisory services€ 33,352
Total€ 48,352
Appropriation of profits 
The annual accounts for the year closed with a profit of €2,965,926. In view of the accumulated loss brought forward from the 
previous year of €496,673,877 the loss to be appropriated amounts to €493,707,951.

*    *
*

We propose that these annual accounts should be approved, and the loss carried forward to next year.

In accordance with legal requirements, we request the general meeting to discharge the directors and the external auditors of 
their liability for the performance of their duties during the past year: this applies to DR Associates BVBA, represented by Filip 
Roodhooft, JPD Consult BVBA, represented by Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere, Viscount Etienne Davignon, Gores Technology LTd, 
Küsnacht Branch, represented by Ashley W. Abdo, William B. Patton, Joseph P. Page, Scott Honour and Mark Stone.

Kontich, 26 February 2007

____________________________________________________
William B. Patton, Jr.Gores Technology Ltd., Küsnacht Branch
Chairman of the Board of DirectorsManaging Director
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REAL SOFTWARE NV

Statutory Auditor's report
for the year ended
31 December 2006
Free Translation

Free Translation

REAL SOFTWARE NV

STATUTORY AUDITOR'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 
ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2006 TO THE SHAREHOLDERS' MEETING 

To the shareholders
As required by law and the company's articles of association, we are pleased to report to you on the audit assignment which you 
have entrusted to us. This report includes our opinion on the financial statements together with the required additional comments 
and information.
Unqualified audit opinion on the financial statements
We have audited the financial statements of REAL SOFTWARE NV for the year ended 31 December 2006, prepared in 
accordance with the accounting principles applicable in Belgium, which show total assets of 54.045 (000) EUR and a profit for 
the year of 2.966 (000) EUR. 
The board of directors of the company is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements. This responsibility includes 
among other things: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of 
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate 
accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in 
accordance with legal requirements and auditing standards applicable in Belgium, as issued by the "Institut des Reviseurs 
d'Entreprises/Instituut der Bedrijfsrevisoren". Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
In accordance with these standards, we have performed procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on our judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material 
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, we have considered 
internal control relevant to the company's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
company's internal control. We have assessed the basis of the accounting policies used, the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates made by the company and the presentation of the financial statements, taken as a whole. Finally, the board of directors 
and responsible officers of the company have replied to all our requests for explanations and information. We believe that the 
audit evidence we have obtained provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements as of  31 December 2006 give a true and fair view of the company's assets, liabilities, 
financial position and results in accordance with the accounting principles applicable in Belgium.

Free Translation

Additional comments and information
The preparation and the assessment of the information that should be included in the directors' report and the company's 
compliance with the requirements of the Companies Code and its articles of association are the responsibility of the board of 
directors.
Our responsibility is to include in our report the following additional comments and information which do not change the scope of 
our audit opinion on the financial statements:
"The directors' report includes the information required by law and is in agreement with the financial statements. However, we are 
unable to express an opinion on the description of the principal risks and uncertainties confronting the company, or on the status, 
future evolution, or significant influence of certain factors on its future development. We can, nevertheless, confirm that the 
information given is not in obvious contradiction with any information obtained in the context of our appointment.
"Without prejudice to certain formal aspects of minor importance, the accounting records are maintained in accordance with the 
legal and regulatory requirements applicable in Belgium.
"No transactions have been undertaken or decisions taken in violation of the company's articles or the Companies Code such as 
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d'Entreprises/Instituut der Bedrijfsrevisoren". Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
In accordance with these standards, we have performed procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on our judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material 
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, we have considered 
internal control relevant to the company's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
company's internal control. We have assessed the basis of the accounting policies used, the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates made by the company and the presentation of the financial statements, taken as a whole. Finally, the board of directors 
and responsible officers of the company have replied to all our requests for explanations and information. We believe that the 
audit evidence we have obtained provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements as of  31 December 2006 give a true and fair view of the company's assets, liabilities, 
financial position and results in accordance with the accounting principles applicable in Belgium.
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Additional comments and information
The preparation and the assessment of the information that should be included in the directors' report and the company's 
compliance with the requirements of the Companies Code and its articles of association are the responsibility of the board of 
directors.
Our responsibility is to include in our report the following additional comments and information which do not change the scope of 
our audit opinion on the financial statements:
"The directors' report includes the information required by law and is in agreement with the financial statements. However, we are 
unable to express an opinion on the description of the principal risks and uncertainties confronting the company, or on the status, 
future evolution, or significant influence of certain factors on its future development. We can, nevertheless, confirm that the 
information given is not in obvious contradiction with any information obtained in the context of our appointment.
"Without prejudice to certain formal aspects of minor importance, the accounting records are maintained in accordance with the 
legal and regulatory requirements applicable in Belgium.
"No transactions have been undertaken or decisions taken in violation of the company's articles or the Companies Code such as 
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we would be obliged to report to you. The appropriation of the results proposed to the general meeting is in accordance with the 
requirements of the law and the company's articles.
"In accordance with article 523 of the Companies Code, we are required to report on the following operations which have taken 
place :

During the Board meeting of 8 January 2006 the Directors decided to end the cooperation with the former director Peter Op De 
Beeck BVBA. 

During the Board of Directors meeting of 25 January 2006, the Directors decided to nominate Gores Technology Ltd., Kusnacht 
branch with representative Mr. Ashley W. Abdo as Managing Director-CEO.

In its annual report, the Board of Directors reported in accordance with art. 523 of the Companies Code on the operation of certain 
Directors having a conflict of financial interest.

For the extracts of the minutes of the Board of Directors, we refer to the accompanying annual report of the Board of Directors.

Free Translation

In accordance with article 524 of the Companies Code, we reported on the following operation which has taken place in financial 
year 2006: the company converted its debt with respect to Real Holdings LLC into capital.

We refer to the annual report 2006 of the Board of Directors for the concerned excerpts from the minutes of the meeting of the 
Board of Directors dd 31 July 2006 as well as to the auditor's report, dd 28 February 2007, in the framework of this transaction.

Diegem, 13 March 2007
The statutory auditor
________________________________________________
DELOITTE Bedrijfsrevisoren / Reviseurs d'Entreprises
BV o.v.v.e. CVBA / SC s.f.d. SCRL
Represented by William Blomme
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3. ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ON THE STATUTORY 
ANNUAL ACCOUNTS FOR THE ACCOUNTING YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2006

REAL SOFTwARE NV
PRINS BOUDEWIJNLAAN 26

2550 KONTICH

RPR: 0429 037 235

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS TO THE GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS

Dear Shareholder,

We have the honour of presenting the report on our company for the financial year ending on 31 December 2006 for 
your approval.

The annual accounts have been drawn up on a going concern basis, as recommended by the Board of Directors in the 
special report in accordance with Articles 633 of the Company Law Code, which the Board has also presented to you.  
We therefore take pleasure in presenting the information in this report to you.

financial data

The balance sheet total 2006, was K€ 54,045 which is slightly lower than the K€ 54,734 in 2005. 

The decrease in intangible assets includes the depreciation of the existing merger goodwill.  

Financial assets were reduced because of a capital decrease at Real Solutions.  On the other hand, they include the 
increased participating interest of the company in Oriam from 50% to 100%.

Current assets show an increase from K€ 17,389 to K€ 20,476 due to a better cash situation and increased deferred 
charges.  The deferred charges balance consists mainly of the prepaid refinancing charges related to the Credit Swiss 
loan.

Net equity is K€ 3,031 versus K€ (62,246).  This is mainly because of the convertible bond and senior loan from the 
reference shareholder that were contributed to equity.  The substantial net income of the period also had a positive 
impact.

Total debt position of the company was reduced from K€ 110,038 to K€ 48,189.  Long term debt consists mainly of 
the Credit Swiss loan that replaced the senior loan and the convertible bond that were incorporated into equity.  Short 
term debt decreased from K€ 39,571 to K€ 17,338 due to

bank debt repayment because of the refinancing with Credit Suisse
termination of factoring in Belgium for the same reason as indicated before 
early repayment social security payment plans
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The profit and loss account is characterized by lower revenue and lower operating expense improving the operating 
result by K€ 7,703 compared to 2005. 
Reduction of operating expenses results from the ongoing restructuring that has taken place in the company and the 
reduction in the use of subcontractors.

Financial income of K€ 4,342 mainly includes dividends received from subsidiaries. Financial charges of K€ 6,746 are 
mainly interest charges on the debt towards the reference shareholder for the period before the debt conversion, 
interest on the new debt to Credit Suisse and the anticipated additional financial cost linked with the K€ 6000 early 
repayment of the Credit Suisse loan in January 2007.

The extraordinary income of K€ 1,981 is mainly the related to the divestiture of the participation in Stork Real.  The 
extraordinary charges are related to the restructuring program.

GoinG conceRn

The Board decided to present the financial statements per 31 December 2006 on a going concern basis, despite the 
fact that its capital and reserves are less than half of the share capital. 

The board of directors motivates this decision as follows in its special report further to Article 633 Company Law:

Given the significant improvement both in equity and operational results for 2006, the forecasted further 
improvement in operating results, internal and external growth and the substantial reduction in debt reducing 
financial costs the Board recommends the continued pursuit of the Company’s business activities on a going 
concern basis.

poSt-balance Sheet eventS

Real announced on 16 January 2007 the sale of the Retail point-of-sale division to Centric. The decision of Real to 
divest the Retail point-of-sale business is motivated by the continuing consolidation in the Retail IT market, and 
the need for scale at a European level to remain profitable and to provide state of the art solutions. In addition, 
Real Software’s core business is providing software related IT solutions comprised of vertical software applications, 
enterprise solutions and development services in BeNeLux and France.  Real’s Retail division is built upon the hardware 
POS (cash register) and its related software and services.  Although there is software related to the POS business, its 
hardware POS does not fit well with Real’s IT solutions strategy.  As a result of the divestiture, Real will focus all of 
its energy and efforts on growing its remaining core software IT solutions businesses both organically and through 
acquisitions or mergers. 

The main portion of the proceeds were used to reduce Real’s outstanding debt with Credit Suisse from €13.5m to 
€7.5m.
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conflictS of inteReSt and Related-paRty tRanSactionS

Article 52� of the Belgian Company Code provides for a special procedure within the board of directors in the event 
of a possible conflict of interest of one or more directors with one or more decisions or transactions by the board of 
directors.  In the event of a conflict of interest, the director concerned has to inform his fellow directors of his conflict 
of interest before the board of directors deliberates and takes a decision in the matter concerned.  Furthermore, 
the conflicted director cannot participate in the deliberation and voting by the board of directors on the matter that 
gives rise to the potential conflict of interest.  The minutes of the meeting of the board of directors must contain the 
relevant statements by the conflicted director, and a description by the board of directors of the conflicting interest 
and the nature of the decision or transaction concerned.  The minutes must also contain a justification by the board of 
directors for the decision or transaction, and a description of the financial consequences thereof for the company.  The 
relevant minutes must be included in the (statutory) annual report of the board of directors.  The conflicted director 
must also notify the statutory auditor of the conflict.  The statutory auditor must describe in his annual (statutory) 
audit report the financial consequences of the decision or transaction that gave rise to the potential conflict.
In accordance with article 524 of the Belgian Company Law, listed companies must abide to the following procedure 
in situations involving conflicts of interest.  
In brief, such decisions or transactions must first be submitted for the evaluation of a committee of three independent 
directors. This committee is supported by one or more independent experts appointed by the committee. The 
committee must submit a written advice to the board of directors, stating its grounds, concerning a number of points 
prescribed by the law. After it has examined the report, the Board must deliberate and vote about the proposed 
decision or transaction. If the board of directors rejects the committee’s advice, it must provide the reasons for doing 
so in its minutes. The external auditor will assess the accuracy of the data set out in the committee’s advice and the 
board minutes.  The conclusion of the committee, an extract from the board minutes and the external auditor’s opinion 
must be included in the company’s annual report.  

Article 524ter of the Belgian Company Code provides for a similar procedure in the event of conflicts of interest of 
executive committee members.  In the event of such conflicts, only the board of directors will be authorized to take 
the decision that has led to the conflict of interest.  Please note that the company’s executive management team does 
not qualify as an executive committee in the sense of article 524bis of the Belgian Company Code.  

In the course of 2006, the board of directors and subsequently the statutory auditors were informed of possible 
conflicts of interest in the meaning of article 523 and 524 of the Belgian Company Law.  

Art. 523 - Resignation and settlement CEO

On January 8, 2006, Real Software and its former Managing Director-CEO, Peter Op de Beeck BVBA, mutually decided 
to separate.  A potential conflict in terms of Article 523 Belgian Company Law, with respect to the resignation of Peter 
Op de Beeck BVBA and its settlement agreement, has been notified accordingly to the Auditor.  

Decision of the Board of Directors of 8 January 2006  (extract)

The Chairman informs the meeting that the first item on the agenda potentially involves a substantial change in 
the authority matrix of the Company, which may have an impact on the Management Services Agreement of 23 
September 2004 (“the Management Services Agreement”) that is presently in place between Peter Op de Beeck 
BVBA and the Company.  Peter Op de Beeck BVBA withdraws from the discussions in application of article 523 of 
the Belgian Company Code (on conflicts of interests) and the Auditor will be informed of the potential conflict. 

After deliberation, the Board of Directors, upon motion duly made and seconded resolved as follows to: 

Accept the resignation of Peter Op de Beeck BVBA as director and as managing director of the Company 
with immediate effect.

Accept the Termination and Settlement Agreement between the Company and Peter Op de Beeck BVBA 
and Peter Op de Beeck and mandates two directors, Ashley W. Abdo and JPD Consult BVBA, to sign the 
agreement on behalf of the Company.

1.

2.
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Art. 523 - CEO compensation

On 8 January 2006, Gores Technology Ltd. Küsnacht Branch was appointed new CEO-Managing Director of the 
Company.  The CEO compensation and the drafting of the Management Agreement were discussed by the board of 
Directors and by the Appointment & Remuneration Committee.  The Company’s Auditor has been duly notified. 

Minutes of the Appointment & Remuneration Committee of 25 January 2006 (extract)

Upon the appointment of the new Managing Director, the Board of Directors decided that an agreement is required 
to effectively deal with the CEO’s compensation package. The Committee has prepared a draft agreement.

Before the Committee discusses the agreement, the Managing Director-CEO informs the Committee of a 
potential conflict of interest regarding the financial impact of the management agreement. Having informed the 
committee, he will also inform the company’s Auditor. He is then excused from the meeting.

The Committee reviews the agreement, in particular its terms and conditions, guarantees and risks, the goal 
setting and the additional fee targets. On the topic of the CEO’s objectives, the Chairman distributes a concept 
of management and personal responsibility objectives (see Attachment 1). 

After discussion, the Committee resolves to recommend to the Board of Directors accepting the agreement in 
concept and mandating the Bureau of the Board to finalize and execute the agreement.

The Managing Director-CEO is invited to join the meeting again.

Decision of the Board of Directors of 25 January 2006  (extract)

The Board of Directors takes duly note of the fact that Ashley W. Abdo tendered today his resignation as 
member of the Appointment & Remuneration Committee. Furthermore, Ashley W. Abdo tenders his resignation 
as a board member, taking into account the appointment of Gores Technology Limited, Küsnacht Branch, with 
himself as permanent representative, as Managing Director-CEO.

The Appointment & Remuneration Committee reports on the draft agreement that it reviewed today.  

The Managing Director-CEO informs the Board of a potential conflict of interest further to Article 523 Company 
Law and, consequently, will inform the statutory auditor.

The Chairman explains the recommendation of MBO’s. The Chairman proposes to approve the draft management 
agreement in concept based on the MBO plan presented and approved today.  The Board Bureau, with the 
assistance of JPD Consult BVBA (the Managing Director-CEO being excused given his potential conflict of interest) 
will finalize the agreement in the coming weeks with the input of the other directors. 

The Board of Directors resolves to approve the agreement and mandates the Board Bureau to finalize the 
document and mandates two directors to execute the final agreement.

Art. 524 - conversion of the G1-convertible bond and debt to equity conversion of senior secured note.

In its meeting of July 18, 2006, the Board decided tot assemble the committee of independent directors in order to 
give advice in accordance with article 524 Belgian Company Code with respect to the potential conflict of interest 
of its reference shareholder, Real Holdings LLC, with regard to a conversion to equity of the outstanding debt of the 
Company vis-à-vis the reference shareholder (i.e. € 44.8 million credit facility and € 15 million convertible bond).

Given the relationship between the reference shareholder and Real Software, article 524 of the Belgian Company 
Code was applicable and the board of directors has submitted the following matters to the committee of independent 
directors consisting of three independent directors (Viscount Etienne Davignon; JPD Consult BVBA and DR Associates 
BVBA) and one independent expert (Degroof Corporate Finance NV):
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whether the decision to agree repaying in cash the accrued but unpaid interest on the convertible bond, as 
soon as the financial situation of Real Software reasonably allows such payment as will be determined at the 
sole discretion of the board of directors of Real Software, is to be considered detrimental to the Company 
and/or unjust in the framework of the Company’s policy; 

whether the decision (i) to waive the extension of the remission date and (ii) to accept conversion of the senior 
credit facility in the amount of € 44.8 million (interest excluded), valued at 100% of its nominal value, is to be 
considered as detrimental to the Company and/or unjust in the framework of the Company’s policy. 

The Committee of independent directors met with the expert on 27 and 28 July 2006.  The expert submitted its opinion 
on July 31, 2006.  The statutory extracts from these opinions and from the board’s decision are set out below. 

Committee’s decision of 31 July 2006 (extract)

Together with the independent expert, the committee reviewed all relevant facts. In particular the 
conditions of the proposed debt conversions described in the independent expert’s advice were examined 
and balanced against the company’s interest. 

The committee reviewed (i) the proposal of conversion by contribution by the reference shareholder in the 
company’s share capital of the G-1 Convertible Bond and of the €44.8 million Senior Secured Note and (ii) 
the proposed subscription of a €14 million loan with Credit Suisse. 

The committee is of the opinion that the proposed decisions of the board of directors in the framework of 
said global debt restructuring that were submitted to this committee are not detrimental to the company 
or unjust in the light of its policy.  

Therefore, the committee advises that the company should proceed with full conversion by contribution 
of the outstanding debts vis-à-vis the reference shareholder including the waiver of the 50% remission as 
defined in article 6 of the Senior Secured Note and that the company should pay in cash the G-1 Convertible 
Bond interest as soon as the financial situation of Real Software NV reasonably allows such payment, as will 
be determined unanimously at the discretion of the board of directors. 

Decision of the Board of Directors of 31 July 2006  (extract)

The Board of Directors refers to the comments by the chairman of the committee of independent directors as 
discussed above and notes that the committee of independent directors advices positively on the issue of the 
conditions for debt to equity conversion of the Senior Secured Note.

After a discussion regarding the terms and conditions of the conversion of the principal amount of the Senior 
Secured Note, the members of the board decide that it is in the Company’s interest to proceed with the 
conversion as described in the term sheet that is submitted to the board, including leaving the accrued interest 
outstanding as ordinary debt vis-à-vis The Gores Group, Ltd.

The Board of Directors resolves to approve the term sheet for debt to equity conversion of the principal amount 
of the Senior Secured Note and mandates the Managing Director to execute said term sheet.

Full report in accordance with article 524 B.C.C. dated 26 February 2007 from the auditor

As auditors of Real Software NV, we are in accordance with article 524 Companies Code requested to give our opinion upon the 
fairness of the financial information included in the joint report of the Committee of Independent Directors and the minutes of the 
Board of Directors meeting. Our opinion is attached to the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting and published in the annual 
report.

Given the relationship between the reference shareholder and Real Software, article 524 of the Belgian Company Code was 
applicable and the board of directors has submitted the following matters to the committee of independent directors:

Whether the decision to agree repaying in cash the accrued but unpaid interest on the convertible bond, as soon as the 
financial situation of Real Software reasonably allows such payment as will be determined at the sole discretion of the 
board of directors of Real Software, is to be considered detrimental to the Company and/or unjust in the framework of the 
Company’s policy;

a)

b)

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.
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Whether the decision (i) to waive the extension of the remission date and (ii) to accept conversion of the senior credit facility 
in the amount of 44.8 M EUR (interest excluded), valued at 100% of its nominal value, is to be considered as detrimental to 
the Company and/or unjust in the framework of the Company’s policy.

We have analysed the following documents :
the report of the independent expert appointed by the Committee (Degroof Corporate Finance)
the joint report of the Committee of Independent Directors of 31 July 2006.
the minutes of Board of Directors meetings held 31 July 2006.

Committee’s decision of 31 July 2006 (extract)
The committee of independent directors, relying on the advice of the independent expert and the advice of company’s 
management (summarized in the advice) comes in its advice to the decision that:

The committee is of the opinion that the proposed decisions of the board of directors in the framework of said global debt 
restructuring that were submitted to this committee are not detrimental to the company or unjust in the light of its policy.
Therefore, the committee advises that the company should proceed with full conversion by contribution of the outstanding debts 
vis-à-vis the reference shareholder including the waiver of the 50% remission as defined in article 6 of the Senior Secured Note 
and that the company should pay in cash the G-1 Convertible Bond interest as soon as the financial situation of Real Software 
NV reasonably allows such payment, as will be determined unanimously at the discretion of the board of directors.
Based on this advice, the Board of Directors decided during the meeting of 31 July 2006 to accept the proposal.

Decision of the Board of Directors of 31 July 2006 (extract)
The Board of Directors refers to the comments by the chairman of the committee of independent directors as discussed above 
and notes that the committee of independent directors advises positively on the issue of the conditions for debt to equity 
conversion of the Senior Secured Note.
After a discussion regarding the terms and conditions of the conversion of the principal amount of the Senior Secured Note, 
the members of the board decide that it is in the Company’s interest to proceed with the conversion as described in the term 
sheet that is submitted to the board, including leaving the accrued interest outstanding as ordinary debt vis-à-vis The Gores 
Group, Ltd.

The Board of Directors resolves to approve the term sheet for debt to equity conversion of the principal amount of the Senior 
Secured Note and mandates the Managing Director to execute said term sheet.

Article 524 Companies Code requires the auditor to give his opinion regarding the fairness of the financial information stated in 
the joint report of the Independent Directors’ Committee and the Independent Expert and in the minutes of the Board of Directors. 
The purpose of the auditor’s involvement is to ensure that the joint report of the Independent Directors’ Committee and the 
Independent Expert and the minutes of the Board of Directors are based upon reliable information, and, if necessary, to caution 
the shareholders if the reliability cannot be guaranteed (ERNST, Ph., en YOUNES, N., “Groepsinterne belangenconflicten in de 
Wet Corporate Governance - een eerste commentaar op het nieuwe artikel 524 W.Venn.”, in BYTTEBIER, K.; FRANCOIS, A., en 
DELVOIE, J. (ed.), De Wet Corporate Governance ont(k)leed, Mechelen, Uitgeverij Kluwer, 2004, p. 223.). 

The legislator did not lay down that the Independent Auditor submits an opinion on the expediency of the transaction, which would 
be tantamount to interference in governance. Nor is he asked to assess the general observance of the procedures since the Board 
of Directors should explicate this matter in its minutes at its own responsibility (Article 524, § 3 Companies Code). 

The Independent Auditor’s mission is limited to the certification of the “reliability of the data” comprised in the opinion on the 
basis of which the Board of Directors makes a decision. (Source: Belgian Institute of Company Auditor’s Guide 2005, Part I, 
Doctrine p. 594: Limited role of the Independent Auditor in procedures concerning conflicts of interests)

The procedures performed are summarized as follows:

We obtained the report of the committee of the three independent directors and compared the information with the report of 
the independent expert

We obtained the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting and compared the conclusion with the conclusion included in the 
report of the committee of the three independent directors.

2.

a)
b)
c)

a)

b)
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On the basis of the above procedures, we report the following:

the information included in the report of the Committee of the three independent directors corresponds with the information 
included in the report of the independent expert

the conclusion included in the minutes of the Board of directors meeting corresponds with the conclusion in the report of the 
Committee of three independent directors

that as thus  the data stated in the committee’s opinion and in the Board of Directors’ minutes are reliable; this does not, 
however, imply that we evaluated the expendiency of the committee’s opinion and the Board of Directors’ decision, nor that 
we express an opinion on the report of the independent expert.

Our report is solely for the purpose set forth in the first paragraph of this report and for your information and is not to be used 
for any other purpose. This report relates only to the reports and items specified above and does not extend to any other reports 
or information.

26 February 2007

The Statutory Auditor

DELOITTE Bedrijfsrevisoren
BV o.v.v.e. CVBA
Represented by William Blomme

  

Except the foregoing there are no other related party transactions or cases of conflict of interest.

RiSk FactoRS

In application of article 96, 1° of the Belgian Company Law, as amended by the Law of 13 January 2006, the company 
herewith provides information on the main risks and uncertainties that could negatively impact the development, the 
financial results or the market position of the company.  

» Fluctuations in the market environment can adversely affect demand and competitive pressure 
might lead to further margin pressure
The markets in which the company is active are subject to fluctuations of demand. In case of an economic 
downturn, margins may come under pressure. In addition, these markets are characterized by low entry barriers. 
It cannot be ruled out that intensified future competition could lead to falling margins. The economic developments 
and competition may differ per region/country and per market segment in which we are active.
Real Software’s ability to compete successfully depends on a number of factors, both within and outside of our 
control. These factors include the following:

success in designing and developing new or enhanced products / services;
ability to address the needs of our customers;
pricing, quality, performance, reliability, features, ease of use, and diversity of our products
pricing and quality of our services portfolio
ability to attract and retain high quality industry and ICT experts
quality of our customer services
brand recognition and image of our company in the market, and
product or technology introductions by our competitors.

a)

b)

c)
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Our inability to compete successfully in each of the segments we are active in may affect margins and profitability.  

» Our business will be negatively affected if we are not able to anticipate and keep pace with rapid 
changes in technology or if growth in the use of technology in business is not as rapid as in the past. 
Success will depend partly on our ability to develop and implement information, communication and technology 
services and solutions that anticipate and keep pace with continuing and rapid changes in technology and industry 
standards. We may not be successful in anticipating or responding to these developments on a timely basis, and 
our offerings may not be successful in the marketplace. Also, services, solutions and technologies developed by 
competitors may make our service or solution offerings uncompetitive or obsolete. Any one of these circumstances 
could have a material adverse effect on our ability to obtain and successfully complete client engagements. 
Our business is also dependent, in part, upon continued growth in the use of technology in business by clients and 
prospective clients and their customers and suppliers. If the growth in the use of technology slows down due to a 
challenging economic environment, the business could be adversely affected. In addition, use of new technology 
for commerce generally requires the understanding and acceptance of a new way of conducting business and 
exchanging information. Companies that have already invested substantial resources in traditional means of 
conducting commerce and exchanging information may be particularly reluctant or slow to adopt a new approach 
that may make some of their existing personnel and infrastructure obsolete, which could reduce demands.

» Companies are increasingly competing on a global basis. Increased competition from global or 
pan-European players could lead to increased margin pressure and lower profitability
Large international competitors as well as pan-European players trying to further penetrate local markets may 
lead to increased competition which in turn could lead to higher pressure on both margins and profitability. 

» Failure to retain and hire new skilled employees will affect the success of the company in the future
Personnel are a critical success factor for us and an important condition for the growth of the company. We 
must continuously recruit highly qualified personnel to fuel growth. In addition, retaining this personnel is of 
great importance. At present, the demand for persons with the ICT skills of our personnel is very high, and the 
environment in which this personnel is recruited is extremely competitive, which can lead to retention problems.  
A shortage of personnel will have a restraining influence on the growth of the company.

» Dependency on sales successes
The operating plan for 2007 relies upon certain sales successes across the company. This includes sales to new 
as well as to existing customers. Although the sales pipeline continues to increase, it is not a certainty that the 
projected sales will actually materialize. A portion of expected sales is related to products, which may require 
additional functionality. Risks exist in completing these tasks and thus could impact our ability to sell and/or 
deliver promised solutions.

» Unexpected costs or delays could make our contracts unprofitable.   
While we have several types of contracts, including time-and-material contracts, fixed-price contracts and contracts 
with features of both of these contract types, there are risks associated with all of these types of contracts when 
commitments are made in terms of timing, budget, competences or project deliverables. When making proposals 
for engagements, we estimate the costs and timing for completing the projects. These estimates reflect our 
best judgment regarding the efficiencies of methodologies and professionals as we plan to deploy them on 
projects. Any increased or unexpected costs or unanticipated delays in connection with the performance of these 
engagements, including delays caused by factors outside our control, could make these contracts less profitable 
or unprofitable, which would have an adverse effect on the profit margin. In the past Real Software NV has 
experienced such cost overruns as a result of incorrect estimates. 

» Our contracts can be terminated by our clients with short notice.   
Clients typically retain us on a non-exclusive, engagement-by-engagement basis, rather than under exclusive 
long-term contracts. While our accounting systems identify the duration of engagements, these systems do not 
track whether contracts can be terminated upon short notice and without penalty. However, we estimate that the 
majority of our contracts can be terminated by clients with short notice and without significant penalty. 
Service Level Agreements (service and maintenance) are entered into on a year-to-year term basis and termination 
shall only take place at the date of the anniversary of the contract and is subject to a 90 days notice period.  
Termination of contracts on short notice could adversely affect the operating results of the company.
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» Profitability will suffer if we are not able to maintain our pricing and utilization rates and to 
control our costs. 
Profitability is largely a function of the rates we are able to charge for services and the utilization rate, or 
chargeability, of professionals. Accordingly, if we are not able to maintain the pricing for services or an appropriate 
utilization rate for professionals without corresponding cost reductions, we will not be able to sustain the profit 
margin and profitability will suffer. 
The rates we are able to charge for our services are affected by a number of factors, including but not limited to: 

Our client’s perception of our ability to add value through our services;
Competition;
Introduction of new services or products by us or our competitors;
Pricing policies of our competitors; and
General economic conditions.

Our utilization rates are also affected by a number of factors, including but limited to: 
Seasonal trends, primarily as a result of holiday and summer vacations;
Ability to transition employees from completed projects to new engagements;
Ability to forecast demand for our services and thereby maintain an appropriate headcount in the appropriate 
areas of our workforce; and
Ability to manage attrition.
Effectiveness of our sales force

 
Profitability is also a function of our ability to control costs and improve our efficiency. Current and future cost 
reduction initiatives may not be sufficient to maintain our margins if a challenging economic environment were to 
continue for several quarters. Further, as we increase the number of our professionals and execute our strategy 
for growth, we may not be able to manage a significantly larger and more diverse workforce, control our costs 
or improve our efficiency.

» Undetected errors or defects in software could adversely affect our performance, reduce the 
demand for our products and services and increase service and maintenance costs.
In-house developed applications could contain errors or defects that we have not been able to detect that could 
adversely affect their performance and reduce demand for our products.  Any defects or errors in new versions or 
enhancements of our products could result in the loss of orders or a delay in the receipt of orders and could result 
in reduced revenues, delays in market acceptance, diversion of development resources, product liability claims or 
increased service and warranty costs, any of which may have a material adverse effect on the business, results 
of operations and financial condition. Any claim brought against us could be expensive to defend and require 
the expenditure of significant resources, regardless of the result.  Moreover, the overall costs for maintenance, 
monitoring and engineering in case of serious and irresolvable defects in any in-house developed application, may 
not be fully covered by the annually fixed and paid service fees for service and maintenance.

» Others could claim that we infringe on their intellectual property.
Although we believe that our products do not infringe upon the intellectual property rights of others, and we 
have all the rights necessary to utilize the intellectual property employed in our business, we are subject to the 
risk of claims alleging infringement of third-party intellectual property rights, including in respect of intellectual 
property that has been developed by third parties and acquired by us in business or asset purchase transactions. 
These claims could require us to spend significant sums in litigation costs, pay damages, expend significant 
management resources, experience shipment delays, enter into royalty or licensing agreements on unfavorable 
terms, discontinue the use of challenged trade names or technology, or develop non-infringing intellectual property. 
Liability insurance does not protect it against the risk that its own or licensed third-party technology infringes the 
intellectual property of others. Therefore, any such claims could have a material adverse effect on our business, 
operating results and financial condition.  

» Litigations
The company has certain pending files that can be qualified as contingent liabilities according to the definition of 
IFRS.
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feeS paid to the StatutoRy auditoRS foR non-audit SeRviceS

The statutory auditor’s total remuneration for its statutory assignment in 2006 was €145,000. 

The subject-matter and the remuneration during the fiscal year related to extra-ordinary activities or special assignments 
performed by the statutory auditor within the company or for any Belgian company or Belgian person affiliated with 
the company within the meaning of article 11 of the Belgian Company Code or any foreign subsidiary of the company 
which is subject to the statutory audit of its annual accounts, as referred to in articles 142 and 146 of the Belgian 
Company Code, were as follows: 

Statutory Auditor
Statutory assignment €145,000

Other statutory assignments (code 95061) €0

Contribution in kind/cancellation of preferential subscription rights

Tax Consultancy (code 95062) €0

Other non-audit assignments (code 95063) (*) €236,032

Assistance with IFRS €180,815

M&A advisory services €55,217

Total €381,032

(*) it should be noted that the non-audit assignment involved (a) IFRS implementation, which was a 2 year mission already approved by the Audit Committee, of which 
the 2006 part amounted to €101,000, i.e. did not exceed the amount of €145,000 for audit work and (b) M&A services, both by the auditor and related parties, which 
falls outside the scope of the so-called “1:1 rule”. 

Related Parties to statutory Auditor
Regarding remunerations during the fiscal year related with tasks, mandates or assignments performed by a person 
with whom the statutory auditor has entered into an employment contract or with whom he is in a professional 
collaborative relationship, or by a company or person affiliated with the statutory auditor as defined in article 11 of 
the Belgian Company Code, within the company whose annual accounts are audited by the statutory auditor or any 
Belgian company or a Belgian person affiliated with the company within the meaning of article 11 of the Belgian 
Company Code or any foreign subsidiary of the Belgian company which is subject to the statutory audit of its annual 
accounts, as referred to in articles 142 and 146 of the Belgian Company Code, were as follows: 

Related Parties to Statutory Auditor
Other audit assignments (code 95081) €0

Tax Consultancy (code 95082) €0

Other non-audit assignments (code 95083) €48,352

M&A advisory services France €15,000

M&A advisory services €33,352

Total €48,352
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appRopRiation of pRofitS 
The annual accounts for the year closed with a profit of €2,965,926. In view of the accumulated loss brought forward 
from the previous year of €496,673,877 the loss to be appropriated amounts to €493,707,951.

  

We propose that these annual accounts should be approved, and the loss carried forward to next year.

In accordance with legal requirements, we request the general meeting to discharge the directors and the external 
auditors of their liability for the performance of their duties during the past year: this applies to DR Associates 
BVBA, represented by Filip Roodhooft, JPD Consult BVBA, represented by Jean-Pierre Depaemelaere, Viscount Etienne 
Davignon, Gores Technology LTd, Küsnacht Branch, represented by Ashley W. Abdo, William B. Patton, Joseph P. Page, 
Scott Honour and Mark Stone.

Kontich, 26 February 2007

William B. Patton, Jr.    Gores Technology Ltd., Küsnacht Branch
Chairman of the Board of Directors  Managing Director
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Real Software, abbreviated “RLS”
Public limited liability company

Prins Boudewijnlaan 26, 2550 Kontich.
 RPR 0429.0�7.2�5

Judicial Area: Canton of Kontich, District of Antwerp

Dear Shareholder,

This special report was compiled by the Board of Directors of the limited company “Real Software” (hereinafter “the 
Company”) in accordance with Article 633 of the Belgian Company Law Code.

  

In compiling the statutory annual accounts of the Company for the financial year ending 31 December 2006, the Board 
noted that on 31 December 2006 the capital and reserves recorded in the accounts came to €3,031,437 i.e. less than 
50% of the Company’s share capital amounting to €17,573,866.  In accordance with Article 633 of the Company Law 
Code, a general meeting of shareholders should be called if, as a consequence of incurred losses, the Company’s net 
assets have fallen to less than half of its share capital. The general meeting of shareholders should meet in order to 
deliberate and decide on whether to wind up the Company or take any other measures.

The Board proposes to carry on the Company’s business activities, despite the fact that its capital and reserves are 
less than half of the share capital. Below, the Board sets out the reasons for pursuing the activities of the Company 
as a going concern.

Results 2006
In 2006, a significant turnaround has taken place both in terms of improvement of the balance sheet and return to 
profitability.

In 2006, equity has improved with €65.3m to a positive equity of €3.0m at year end. On 18 May 2006 a contribution in 
kind of an outstanding receivable against Real Software NV amounting to €2.5m took place as part of the settlement of 
a long outstanding dispute and court case. On 24 August 2006, an agreement was reached with Real Holdings, LLC, an 
affiliate of The Gores Group along with its co-investor to contribute the principal amount of their 1500 G-1 convertible 
bonds totalling €15.0m and their senior secured debt totalling €44.8m into common equity of the company. The 
convertible bonds were converted at a value of €0.55 per share as provided in the original bond documentation. The 
shareholder meeting on 29 September 2006 approved the contribution of €44.8m of senior secured debt into equity at 
the �0 day trailing average common stock price prior to date of conversion. At the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting 
of 29 September 2006 the issuance price of the new shares for the contribution in kind of the senior debt was set at 
€0.73 per share.

As a result of these debt conversions indicated above debt has been reduced with €47.7m to €14.6m at year end 
2006. A new credit facility has been put in place by a leading financial instution, Credit Suisse, bringing €13.5m new 
working capital to the company that has allowed the company to significantly improve its liquidity and improve its 
cash position to €2.2m at year end. 

On 16 January 2007, the company has reported the divestiture of its non-strategic Retail point-of-sale division. The 
majority of proceeds from this transaction are used to reduce the debt with Credit Suisse from €13.5m to €7.5m. This 
will reduce the financial costs of the Company in 2007.

SPECIAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN ACCORDANCE 
wITH ARTICLE 633 OF THE BELGIAN COMPANY LAw CODE13
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The company reports a net profit of €3.0m and an EBIT of €2.5m compared to a negative EBIT of €5.2m and 
loss of €32.6m in 2005. Planned restructuring was rolled out successfully reducing operational cost and overhead 
significantly. The operational results in the Products division in Belgium improved due to this restructuring and the 
further rationalization of the product portfolio. Currently all business units are generating profits. With the divestiture 
of the Retail point-of-sale business, €1.2m of restructuring provisions were released in 2006. A restructuring provision 
of €2.5m is kept in the books at the end of 2006 to provide for restructuring programs previously implemented and 
additional overhead reductions in case the projected growth does not materialize.

Prospects 2007
The de-leveraging of the balance sheet leading to reduced financial costs and simultaneous improvement of equity are 
the final cornerstones in the turnaround of Real Software. The focus is now on the further optimization of operations 
and driving growth both through direct sales efforts and acquisitions and mergers.
  
Conclusion
Given the significant improvement both in equity and operational results for 2006, the forecasted further 
improvement in operating results, internal and external growth and the substantial reduction in debt reducing 
financial costs the Board recommends the continued pursuit of the Company’s business activities on a going 
concern basis. 

  

Drawn up at Kontich on 26 February 2007,

On behalf of the Board,

William B. Patton    Ashley W. Abdo
Chairman of the Board  Gores Technology London, Ltd., Küsnacht Branch 
     Managing Director
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SHARE CAPITAL

Section 14 of this annual report summarizes the share capital of Real Software and discusses certain provisions of the 
articles of association of the company.  This Section is based on information which is publicly available, and on the 
articles of association of the company, as amended on September 29, 2006. 

ShaRe capital and ShaReS

On the date of this annual report, the share capital of Real Software amounts to €17,573,865.69, and is fully paid-
up.  It is represented by 279,748,916 ordinary shares, each representing a fractional value of € 0.06282 or one 
279,748,916th of the share capital.  The company’s shares do not have a nominal value. 

At the start of the financial year 2006, the share capital of Real Software amounted to €11,526,743.39, represented by 
183,487,816 shares.  Consequently, during the financial year started on January 1, 2006 until the date of this annual 
report, the company’s share capital increased by €6,047,122.30 and 96,261,100 new shares were issued.  

During the last three (3) financial years, the company’s share capital has been increased a number of times.  The 
majority of these capital increases occurred through contributions in kind, as a consequence of which more than 10% 
of the company’s share capital has been paid for with assets other than cash.  For more information with regard to the 
contributions in kind over the last three (3) financial years, reference is made to the tables below.  

waRRantS and ShaRe optionS

The following Section provides an overview of the outstanding warrants and share options at the date of this annual 
report, and discusses the relevant issue and exercise conditions of the outstanding warrants. 

warrants 2005
On July 28, 2005, Real Software created 2,872,943 warrants, named “Warrants 2005” within the framework of a stock 
option plan for employees of Real Software within the authorized capital.  The warrants have been subscribed to by Real 
Software and can be granted by the company’s appointment and remuneration committee to the relevant beneficiaries.  
The relevant features of these warrants have been summarized below.  The appointment and remuneration committee 
can provide for other conditions to be set forth in a “stock option agreement” when granting the warrants to the 
relevant beneficiaries, provided, however, that such other conditions are allowed or permitted under the issuance and 
exercise conditions of the warrants as determined by the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting.

Issue date - July 28, 2005. 
Creation of warrants - the Warrants 2005 have been created by the board of directors.  
Stock option plan - The stock options are issued in the framework of a stock option plan for employees of the 
company.  The stock options are issued in the form of (naked) warrants.
Number of shares to be issued upon exercise of the warrants - one (1) share per warrant.
Term of the warrants: maximum five (5) years as of July 28, 2005. 
Shares - the new shares will have the same rights and benefits as the existing shares of the company.  The 
shares will participate in the result of the company as of and for the full fiscal year in which they will be issued.  
Dividends paid on the shares will benefit from the right to reduced withholding tax rate, i.e. the so-called 
“VVPR” right.  The VVPR right will be represented by a separate strip.  The company will request the admission 
to listing of the new shares and the VVPR-strips to the Eurolist by Euronext Brussels.
Cancellation of preferential subscription right of the shareholders - The board of directors proposes to cancel 
the preferential subscription right of the existing shareholders in accordance with article 596 of the Belgian 
Company Code.
Allocation of the stock options - The employees of the company who are beneficiary of the stock option plan 
will be selected by the company’s appointment and remuneration committee.
Stock option price - the stock options will be offered for free or at such a price as will be provided in the stock 
option agreement of the selected employee.
Exercise period - unless the stock option agreement determines a shorter duration, the Warrants 2005 have a 
term of five (5) years as from the date on which the stock options are issued by the board of directors of the 
company.
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Exercise price: the exercise price of the Warrants 2005 will be determined by the company’s appointment 
and remuneration committee and will at least be equal to (i) the average of the closing prices of the share 
of the company as quoted on the Eurolist by Euronext Brussels or any other regulated or public market on 
which the shares of the company will then be quoted or traded during the thirty (30) day period, or any other 
relevant period which is determined by the company’s appointment and remuneration committee, preceding 
the grant to the selected employee or (ii) the closing price of the share of the company as quoted on Eurolist 
by Euronext Brussels or any other regulated or public market on which the shares of the company will then be 
quoted or traded, on the day preceding the day of the grant to the selected employee.
Increase of the share capital of the company: upon exercise of the Warrants 2005, the share capital of the 
Company shall be increased with an amount equal to the product of the number of exercised Warrants 2005 
and the fractional value of the existing shares.  The amount of the exercise price of each Warrant 2005 that 
exceeds the fractional value of the existing shares, if applicable, must be booked as an issuance premium.  

The table below provides an overview of the warrants at the date of this annual account:

Warrants created 2,872,943

Warrants exercised 0

Warrants cancelled 0

Warrants at the date of hereof 2,872,943

CS warrants
The CS Warrants 2006 (3 naked warrants) were created by the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting held on 
September 29, 2006. The warrants have been allocated to Credit Suisse International. In the light of this issuance, the 
share capital of the Company was increased under the condition precedent and to the extent of the exercise of the 
warrants by Credit Suisse International. The relevant features of these warrants have been summarized below.  
All CS Warrants 2006 together (whether divided or not) shall give the beneficiary the right to subscribe to a number 
of newly issued shares of the company equal to 5% of the actual share capital of the company immediately prior to 
the exercise of the CS Warrants 2006, but, for the purpose of the calculation of such number of shares, it is assumed 
that all of the CS Warrants 2006 have been fully exercised.  Consequently, the calculation base (i.e. the actual share 
capital) should be increased with maximum 5% in order to calculate the total number of new shares upon exercise of 
the CS Warrants 2006.  Arithmetically this will enable the acquisition of 5.25% of the share capital upon exercise of all 
3 CS Warrants 2006, or 1.75% of the share capital upon exercise of each CS Warrant 2006 individually.   

Issue Date - 29 September 2006
Creation of the CS Warrants - The CS Warrants have been created by the company’s extraordinary shareholders’ 
meeting.
Term of the CS Warrants - The warrants have a term of (five) 5 years as of their issuance by the Company.
Division of the CS Warrants - If it is necessary for the application of the tag-along provisions (as explained in 
Annex A of the special Report of the Board of Directors in accordance with Article 58� and Articles 596-598 of 
the Belgian Company Code) and to the extent that the tag-along right of the beneficiary of the CS Warrants is 
exercised with respect to a portion of a warrant, the warrant with respect to which such tag-along right is so 
exercised will be divided into a greater number of warrants, which shall then each replace the former warrant 
and constitute each a new warrant in accordance with the terms and conditions of the CS Warrants.
Warrants on shares of the Company - All CS Warrants together (whether or not divided) shall entitle the 
beneficiaries thereof to subscribe to an aggregate number of newly issued shares of the Company, equal to 
5% of the actual share capital of the Company immediately prior to the exercise of the warrant (but, for the 
purpose of the calculation of such number of shares, assuming that all warrants have been fully exercised).
Shares of the Company - The new shares issued upon the exercise of the warrants shall have the same 
rights and benefits as the existing ordinary shares of the Company and shall be entitled to a full dividend for 
the financial year during which the relevant warrants are exercised.  Dividends paid for the shares will not 
benefit from the reduced withholding tax rate of 15 %, the so-called “VVPR” status (verminderde voorheffing 
/ précompte réduit).
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Cancellation of the preferential subscription price of the shareholders - The board of directors proposes to 
cancel the preferential subscription right of the existing shareholders in accordance with articles 596 and 598 
of the Belgian Company Code.  
Allocation of the CS Warrants - The warrants will be allocated to Credit Suisse International
Issuance price of the CS Warrants - The warrants will be granted free of charge.
Transferability of the CS Warrants - Each of the warrants is freely transferable.  
Exercise of the CS Warrants - Each of the warrants may be exercised separately at any time between the date 
of its issuance and the date falling five (5) years thereafter, in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the warrants.    
Exercise price of the CS Warrants - The exercise price for each warrant per share to be issued upon exercise 
of the warrants shall be equal to the average closing price of the share of the Company listed on the Eurolist 
by Euronext of Euronext Brussels during a period of thirty calendar days prior to the issuance date by 
the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting in accordance with the terms and conditions of the warrants (for 
information, the exercise price was fixed at €0.73).
Increase of the share capital of the Company - upon exercise of a warrant, and the issue of new shares in 
the Company, the exercise price of the warrants will be allocated to the share capital of the Company.  To 
the extent that the amount of the exercise price of the warrant per share to be issued upon exercise of the 
warrants exceeds the par value (fractiewaarde / valeur fractionelle) of the then existing shares of the Company 
existing immediately preceding the exercise of the warrants concerned, a part of the exercise price per share to 
be issued upon exercise of the warrant, equal to such par value shall be booked as share capital, whereby the 
balance shall be booked as issuance premium.  The issuance premium, if any, shall serve as guarantee for third 
parties in the same manner as the Company’s share capital and shall be booked on an unavailable account that 
can only be decreased or booked away pursuant to a resolution of a general shareholders’ meeting passed in 
the manner required for an amendment to the Company’s articles of association (statuten / statuts).

Expired warrants 2001
The Warrants 2001 were created by the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting held on December 21, 2001 
within the framework of a share option plan for employees, directors and consultants of the company and its affiliated 
companies.  The warrants had in principle a term of 5 years, starting as of December 21, 2006 and therefore expired 
all on that date. 

Other expired warrants 
Z Warrants: On August 17, 2000, the company created 63,000 new warrants, called ‘Z Warrants’.  Each warrant 
entitled the holder thereof to subscribe to one (1) new share in the company at an exercise price of €60.15 per share.  
The warrants had a duration of one (1) year.  None of the warrants were exercised.  All warrants expired on September 
28, 2001.

Employees’ Stock Option Plan: On April 30, 1997, the company created 73,440 warrants with a view to allocating them 
to personnel. These warrants were linked with 24,480 new shares which were issued at the same general meeting of 
shareholders as part of an increase in the company’s capital.  Each warrant entitled the holder thereof to subscribe 
to ten (10) new shares (taking account of the share split on 27 August 1998 at a rate of 10 new shares per existing 
share) at a fixed exercise price of €17.2162 per warrant.  The warrants could be exercised at any time between 1 
January 2002 and 30 April 2002. 71,557 warrants were exercised (as a result of which 715,570 new shares were 
subscribed to).  1,883 warrants were not exercised, and therefore expired irrevocably on 1 May 2002.

Bank Warrants: On December 21, 2001, the company created 4,000,000 new warrants, called ‘Bank Warrants’.  These 
warrants were issued under the terms of the agreement that Real Software reached at the end of 2001 with its bank 
syndicate relating to the restructuring of the company’s bank debt. . All warrants were allocated to the company’s 
bank syndicate.  On April 6, 2004, the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting decided – in connection with the 
purchase of the bank debt by Gores Technology Group, LLC. – to cancel and destroy the 4,000,000 bank warrants, 
with the consent of their holders.
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conveRtible bondS

G-1 Convertible Bonds:  converted on August 24, 2006
On March 29, 2005, Real Software created 1,500 G-1 Convertible Bonds within the framework of the restructuring of 
the Company.  1,350 G-1 Convertible Bonds have been subscribed to by Real Holdings LLC, a limited liability company 
under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, with principal offices at 10877 Wilshire Boulevard, 
suite 1805, Los Angeles, California 90024, United States of America and the remaining 150 G-1 Convertible Bonds 
have been subscribed to by Roosland Beheer B.V., a limited liability company under the laws of the Netherlands, with 
registered office at Westerkade 3, NL -3016 CL Rotterdam, the Netherlands.  

On August 24, 2006, the 1,500 G-1 Convertible Bonds were converted at €0.55 per share.  The conversion resulted in 
the issuance of 27,273,000 common shares of the company.  

oveRview of vote-beaRinG SecuRitieS

The table below provides an overview as per the date of this annual report of the voting financial instruments, whether 
or not representing the share capital of Real Software (within the meaning of the Belgian Act of March 2, 1989 on the 
disclosure of important shareholdings in listed companies and on public take-over bids).  This overview must be read 
together with the notes set forth there under.

Status as per 26 Febr 2007 Note

Actual voting rights attached to:
Shares representing the share capital 279,748,916

Potential future voting rights attached to shares 
representing the share capital to be issued upon:

Exercise of warrants 2001 0 (1)

Exercise of warrants 2005 0 (2)

Exercise of CS warrants 2006 14,686,818 (3)

294,435,734

Additional remarks:
Other rights to the acquisition of, or subscription to, 
voting securities, with conditional clauses

Notes:

(1) All Warrants 2001 have expired on December 21, 2006.

(2) The Warrants 2005 were created in the framework of the authorized capital by the board of directors on July 28, 2005 within the framework a share option plan for 
employees of the company.  The warrants have in principle a term of 5 years, starting as of July 28, 2005.  In principle, the warrants only be exercised between April 1and 
15, June 1 and 15, September 1 and 15, and December 1 and 15.  The Nomination and Remuneration Committee of the company is responsible for administering the 
share option scheme, and is amongst other things authorized to select participants in the scheme and to define the conditions under which the warrants are allocated.  
When warrants are offered to a participating beneficiary, the warrants are in principle only finally acquired by him (i.e. vested) a certain time after the offering and 
subject to certain conditions, including the continuation of the participant’s employment agreement with the company.  Under certain conditions the warrants (whether 
vested or unvested) expire in the event of the termination of the participant’s employment agreement.
2,872,943 Warrants 2005 have been created and granted, but no warrants were accepted; no potential future voting rights are therefore taken into account for the 
transparency denominator.

(3) The CS Warrants 2006 (3 naked warrants) were created by the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting held on September 29, 2006. The CS Warrants 2006 
have a term of 5 years, starting as of September 29, 2006.  In principle, the CS warrants 2006 may be exercised separately at any time.  The exercise of the CS Warrants 
2006 is neither automatic nor obligated. The exercise price of the CS Warrants 2006 is €0.73 for each share to be issued upon exercise of the CS Warrants 2006. All CS 
Warrants 2006 together (whether divided or not) shall give the beneficiaries the right to subscribe to a number of newly issued shares of the Company equal to 5% of 
the actual share capital of the Company immediately prior to the exercise of the CS Warrants 2006, but, for the purpose of the calculation of such number of shares, 
it is assumed that all of the CS Warrants 2006 have been fully exercised.  Consequently, the calculation base (i.e. the actual share capital) should be increased with 
maximum 5% in order to calculate the total number of new shares upon exercise of the CS Warrants 2006.  Arithmetically this will enable the acquisition of 5.25% of 
the share capital upon exercise of all 3 CS Warrants 2006, or 1.75% of the share capital upon exercise of each CS Warrant 2006 individually.   

The Warrants 2001 and 2005 were not taken into account for determining the calculation base.
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authoRized capital

The board of directors may, within the limits of its powers and within the authorized capital, issue shares, with or 
without voting rights or with the same or different rights, either preferential or otherwise, as those linked to the 
existing shares in the company, warrants or convertible bonds.

The authority of the board of directors within the authorized capital is applicable not only for increases in capital by 
contribution in cash by the existing shareholders in accordance with their preferential right, but also for increases 
in capital by contribution in kind and increases in capital by contribution in cash with limitation or withdrawal of 
the preferential right of the shareholders, even in favour of persons who are not employees of Real Software or its 
subsidiaries.

At the extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting held on April 6, 2004, the board of directors has been authorized 
to increase the Company’s share capital with a maximum amount of €11,398,141.42 within the framework of the 
authorized capital (‘toegestaan kapitaal / capital autorisé’).  This authorization has been inserted as article 6 of Real 
Software’s articles of association.  The authorization is valid for a term of five (5) years as of the publication thereof 
in the annexes to the Belgian Official Gazette.  The authorization has been published in the annexes to the Belgian 
Official Gazette on May 7, 2004.  

The same extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting also authorized the board of directors to increase the company’s 
share capital through contributions in kind or through contributions in cash with cancellation of the preferential 
subscription right of the shareholders, even for the benefit of the persons who are not members of Real Software’s 
personnel, in the event the board of directors is notified by the Belgian Banking, Finance and Insurance Commission 
of a public take-over bid on the company’s securities.  This authorization is valid for a term of three (3) years as of 
April 6, 2004.

The table below summarizes the transactions that the board of directors has already carried out within the framework 
of the authorized capital.

Date Transaction Number 
of shares 
issued or to 
be issued

Issuance 
price per 
share (in €)

Capital 
increase 
(in €)

Issuance 
premium 
(in €)

Authorized 
capital 
following the 
transaction

25 April 2005 Capital increase through contribution in 
kind of a receivable of € 800,000.00

1,600,000 0.50 100,512.00 699,488.00 11,297,629.42

28 July 2005 Capital increase under the condition prec-
edent of exercise of the Warrants 2005

2,872,943 0.50 180,478.28 1,255,993.22 11,117,151.14

18 May 2006 Capital increase through contribution in 
kind of a receivable of € 2,516,243.22

7,624,979 0.�� 479,001.18 2,037,242.04 10,638,149.96

Total 12,097,922 759,991.46 3,992,723.26

As at the date of this annual report, the board of directors has still the authority to increase the company’s share 
capital with a maximum amount of €10,638,149.96, excluding issuance premiums, if any.  This enables the board of 
directors to issue a maximum of 169,343,361 shares (at a fraction value of €0.06282 per share to be allocated to the 
company’s share capital, and excluding issuance premiums, if any).
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hiStoRy of the ShaRe capital

The table below gives an overview of the history of the share capital and the shares of Real Software since April 28, 
2000.  The overview should be read together with the notes set out below the table.   

For sake of comparability, amounts in Belgian francs have been converted into euros at the official exchange rate of 
BEF 40.3399 per €1.00.

Date Transaction Number 
of shares 
issued

Issue price 
per share 
(in €)

Increase in 
capital³  
(in €)

Capital 
after the 
transaction 
(in €)

Shares 
after the 
transaction

28 April 2000 Conversion of 240 ACBs 2,400 �5.57 150.75 884,377.57 14,077,338

26 June 2000 Increase in capital by a contribution upon 
acquisition of shares in Sycron NV

277,641 62.50 17,441.41 901,818.98 14,354,979

248,444 69.845 15,607.25 917,426.23 14,603,423

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind upon acquisition of shares in  
Airial Conseil SA

254,895 62.50 16,012.50 933,438.73 14,858,318

230,400 67.50 14,473.73 947,912.46 15,088,718

12 July 2000 Increase in capital after issue of an 
optional dividend

24,652 60.48 1,548.64 949,461.10 15,113,370

12 July 2000 Conversion of 5.89� ACBs 58,930 �5.57 3,701.76 953,162.86 15,172,300

17 July 2000 Conversion of �65 ACBs 3,650 �5.57 9,249.10 953,392.14 15,175,950

17 August 2000 Conversion of 4.462 ACBs 44,620 �5.57 2,802.86 956,195.00 15,220,570

28 June 2001 Icnrease in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in ESCI-Belgium NV

228,470 6.�445 14,352.49 970,547.49 15,449,040

25 October 2001 Contribution in kind of a debt claim of 
Mr Bruce Evans against Real Software 
amounting to USD 2��.��4

47,940 5.4668 3,011.59 973,559.08 15,496,980

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in Meta Software  
Company NV

458,926 5.4668 28,829.73 1,002,388.81 15,955,906

21 December 2001 Conversion of interest on ACBs  
of 2� July 2001

89,430 5.6� 5,617.99 1,008,006.80 16,045,336

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in ESCI-Belgium NV

258,400 5.6� 16,232.69 1,024,239.49 16,303,736

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in Full Speed Systems AG

1,084,956 5.6� 68,156.94 1,092,396.43 17,388,692

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares (and profit shares) in  
Connect Automation International NV

1,541,079 5.6� 98,810.58 1,189,207.01 18,929,771

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in ASQ NV

2,463,200 5.6� 154,738.22 1,343,945.23 21,392,971

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in ASQ West NV

34,712 5.6� 2,180.61 1,346,125.84 21,427,683

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in OrbIT-S NV

892,462 5.6� 56,064.46 1,402,190.30 22,320,145

Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in Real Solutions SA

1,920,195 5.6� 120,626.65 1,522,816.95 24,240,340

26 March 2002 Increase in capital by exercise of warrants 
of �0 April 1997

481,590 1.722 30,253.48 1,533,070.48 24,721,930

�0 April 2002 Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of shares in Real Solutions SA by 
managers

433,232 5.54 27,215.63 1,580,286.06 25,155,162

8 May 2002 Increase in capital by exercise of warrants 
of �0 April 1997

233,980 1.722 14,698.62 1,594,984.68 25,389,142

5 August 2002 Conversion of interest on ACBs of 2� July 
2002

89,430 5.6� 5,617.99 1,600,602.67 25,478,572

�1 December 2002 Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of software by Synes

170,807 1.61 10,730.10 1,611,332.77 25,649,379
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�1 December 2002 Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of debt claims on the part of former 
shareholders of Real Solutions SA

4,794,524 1.61 301,192.00 1,912,524.77 30,443,903

6 April 2004 Increase in capital by the contribution in 
kind of a debt claim on the part of  
Gores against Real Software for  
€ 157.036.633,13

150,966,763 1.04 9,485,616.66 11,398,141.42 181,440,666

5 August 2004 Conversion of 825 ACBs 8,250 �5.57 518.27 11,398,659.69 181,448,916

25 April 2004 Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of debt claims on the part of Mr. 
Rudy Hageman and Indi NV against Real 
Software for € 800.000

1,600,000 0.50 100,512 11,499,171.69 183,048,916

28 July 2005 Conversion of remaining 4�.890 ACBs 438,900 �5.57 27,571.70 11,526,743.39 183,487,816

18 May 2006 Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of debt claims on the part of Mr. Leo 
Meuris against Real Software for  
€ 2.516.243,22

7,624,979 0.�� 479,001.18 12,005,744.57 191,112,795

24 August 2006 Conversion of 1.500 G1-convertible bonds 27,273,000 0.55 1,713,289.86 13,719,034.43 218,385,795

29 September 2006 Increase in capital by a contribution in 
kind of senior secured debt on the part of  
(i) Real Holdings LLC and (ii) Avobone NV, 
for a total amount of € 44.795.078,82

61,363,121 0.7� 3,854,831.26 17,573,866.69 279,748,916

³ Excluding share premiums (the difference between the prices paid per share and the proportion of the price that was allocated to share capital)
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INVESTOR RELATIONS

All information regarding “Investor relations” can be consulted on Real Software’s website
www.realsoftware.be/Investor/fincal.htm

FINANCIAL CALENDAR 2007

General Assembly    27 March 2007
Trading update Q1    27 April 2007
Announcement half year results 2006  14 August 2007
Trading update Q� 2006   8 November 2007
Announcement year results 2007  February 2008 
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COMPANY DOCUMENTS AND OTHER INFORMATION

1. GENERAL

Real Software must file its (restated and amended) 
articles of association and all other deeds that are to 
be published in the annexes to the Belgian Official 
Gazette with the clerk’s office of the Commercial Court 
of Antwerp (Belgium), where they are available to the 
public.  A copy of the company’s articles of association is 
also available on the company’s website.

In accordance with Belgian law, the company must 
prepare annual audited statutory and consolidated 
financial statements.  The annual statutory and 
consolidated financial statements and the reports of the 
board of directors and statutory auditor relating thereto 
are filed with the Belgian National Bank, where they are 
available to the public.  Furthermore, as a listed company, 
Real Software has to publish summaries of its annual 
and semi-annual financial statements.  These summaries 
will generally be published in the Belgian press in the 
form of a press release.  Copies are also available on the 
company’s website.

The company will also have to disclose price-sensitive 
information and certain other information for its 
shareholders.  In accordance with the Belgian Royal 
Decree of 31 March 2003 (as amended) relating to the 
obligations of issuers of financial instruments admitted to 
trading on a Belgian regulated market, such information 
and documentation will be made available through the 
Belgian press, the company’s website, the communication 
channels of Euronext Brussels or a combination of these 
media.

The company’s website can be found at 
www.realsoftwaregroup.com 

2. DEED OF INCORPORATION AND 
ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF 
REAL SOFTwARE

coRpoRate puRpoSe of the company

The corporate purpose of Real Software  is set forth in 
article 4 of the articles of association of the company, 
and reads as follows:

“The company has as its corporate purpose: 
All commercial, industrial and financial transactions in 
relation to or connected with carrying out any activity 
in relation to computers and software for customers in 
Belgium or abroad; all transactions in relation to import, 
equipment, building, purchase and sale, management 
of agencies, letting and rental, transportation and 
storage, operation and transformation of computers 
and software, accessories, materials and all objects 
directly or indirectly associated therewith or which 
are, by their nature, liable to promote their activity; 
provision of services for the execution, using computers 
and software, of all transactions for Belgian or foreign 
customers, creating programmes for computers and 
software; purchases and sales of such programmes, 
both in Belgium and abroad; the study, testing and 
repair of all computers and software; it will be able 
to provide information, details and instructions in 
connection with these facilities; it will not only be able 
to act in its own name and on its own account but 
also as a broker, intermediary or representative for 
transactions which are mentioned in its object. The 
company may also receive assignments and terms 
of office which permit it to assess the administrative, 
financial, accounting and commercial problems of other 
companies and to perform day-to-day management 
tasks connected with these areas. The company may 
also engage in the lending out of services and personnel 
to any other companies that request this, in any field, 
within the scope covered by the word “service”. The 
provision of services, whether or not performed by 
its own personnel, with a view to assisting private 
individuals, companies from the public and private 
sectors and public and semi-governmental institutions 
in the performance of their tasks. And, in general 
terms, all transactions directly related to the above-
mentioned objects. The summary given above of these 
objects being intended to define their scope only.

The company may perform all commercial and industrial 
transactions, and transactions relating to movable and 
real estate, that are directly or indirectly related to 
its objects, in Belgium or abroad. The company may 
acquire stakes by means of entering into partnership 
with, acquiring shares in, merging with, subscribing to 
or otherwise associating with any company, association 
or partnership whose object is related to its own object, 
or is likely to contribute to the achievement thereof. It 
may provide security or a pledge for such a company, 
grant advances and loans, provide mortgage or other 
guarantees.”

16
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pRoviSionS of the aRticleS of aSSociation 
with ReSpect to the membeRS of the 
adminiStRative manaGement and SupeRviSoRy 
bodieS

The articles 15 to 19 of the articles of association of Real 
Software set forth the rules that govern the management 
of the company. Aforementioned articles describe the 
number of the members of the board of directors, 
appointment and dismissal of the board of directors, 
assignment of the board of directors, functioning 
of the board of directors, competence and external 
representation authority of the board of directors. 

For a summary on the relevant provisions of the articles 
of association relating to the board of directors of the 
company, reference is made to Section 6 and 8. 

Furthermore, the articles of association of the company do 
not contain any specific provisions on any administrative, 
management and supervisory body of the company. 

deScRiption of the RiGhtS attached to the 
ShaReS

Voting rights
Each shareholder in Real Software is entitled to one 
vote per share, without prejudice to specific restrictions 
of shareholders’ voting rights set out in the articles of 
association of Real Software and the Belgian Company 
Code. The voting right may be suspended with regard 
to shares :

which are not fully paid up, notwithstanding the 
request thereto from the company’s board of 
directors,
to which, for whatever reason, more than one 
person is entitled, except in the event a single 
representative has been appointed for the exercise 
of the voting right, which person may either be one 
of those holding rights to the share or someone 
who satisfies the conditions for participating in the 
meeting as a proxy,
which entitle their holder to voting rights above 
a threshold of 3%, and thereafter of 5%, or any 
multiple of 5% of the total number of voting rights 
attached to securities in the company on the date 
of the relevant shareholders’ meeting, except in the 
event the relevant shareholder has informed Real 
Software and the Banking, Finance and Insurance 
Commission at least 20 days prior to the date of the 
general shareholders’ meeting on which he or she 
wishes to vote (see also Section 10), and
of which the voting right  was suspended by a 
competent court.









Generally, the shareholders have sole authority with 
respect to: 

approve the company’s statutory annual accounts; 
appoint and dismiss directors and the statutory 
auditor; 
discharge the directors and statutory auditor of 
liability; 
determine the remuneration payable to the directors 
and statutory auditor for the performance of their 
duties; 
distribute the profits; 
institute liability claims against the directors; 
take decisions regarding the dissolution or merger 
of the company and certain other forms of 
reorganization; and 
amend the Articles of Association.

Right to participate and vote at the general 
shareholders’ meetings
Annual general shareholders’ meeting - The annual 
general shareholders’ meeting  is held in the municipality 
in which the registered office of Real Software is located 
(or at the place mentioned in the convocation notice for 
the annual general shareholders’ meeting), each year on 
the last Tuesday of March at 4:00 pm. During the annual 
general shareholders’ meeting, the board of directors 
submits the audited statutory and consolidated annual 
accounts, together with the statutory and consolidated 
annual report of the board of directors and the related 
external auditor’s reports. The general meeting then 
deliberates on the approval of the statutory annual 
accounts, the proposed allocation of the company’s profit 
or loss, the discharge from liability of the directors and 
statutory auditor, and, when applicable, the appointment 
or dismissal of the directors and statutory auditor.

Special and extraordinary general shareholders’ 
meetings - The board of directors or the statutory 
auditor can at any time when the interests of the 
company so requires, convene a special or extraordinary 
general shareholders’ meeting .  Such shareholders’ 
meetings should also be convened every time one or 
more shareholders representing at least 20% of the 
company’s share capital so request. 

Notice convening the general meeting - The notice 
convening the general shareholders’ meeting must 
indicate the place, date and time of the meeting, 
together with the agenda and the proposed resolutions 
which will be voted on.  Deliberations on items that are 
not mentioned on the agenda will not be valid unless all 
shareholdes are present or represented and unanimously 
resolve to place the said items on the agenda. The 
notice must be published at least once in the Belgisch 
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Staatsblad (at least 24 days prior to the meeting, or, 
if a new notice is required and the date of the second 
meeting has been mentioned in the first notice, at least 
17 days prior to the meeting).  The notice must also be 
published in a newspaper with nationwide distribution at 
least 24 days prior to the meeting, or, if a new notice is 
required and the date of the second meeting has been 
mentioned in the first notice, at least 17 days prior to 
the meeting.  The holders of registered securities shall, 
where necessary, be notified by letter at least 15 days 
prior to the meeting.  

Formalities to attend the general meeting - In order 
to attend the general shareholders’ meeting, holders of 
dematerialized bearer securities must deposit, at the 
latest on the third working day (not including Saturdays) 
prior to the meeting, a certificate issued by a recognized 
account holder with the clearing agency for the company’s 
security or the clearing agency itself at the company’s 
registered office or at any other place indicated in the 
notice of the meeting confirming the number of securities 
that have been registered in the name of the holder and 
stating the unavailability of the securities until after the 
date of the general meeting.  The holders of bearer 
securities in physical form should deposit their securities 
by the same deadline at the company’s registered office 
or at any other place indicated in the notice convening  
the meeting.  The holders of registered securities must 
be registered in the relevant register bookand, where 
applicable, can be requestedto inform the board of 
directors on the third working day at the latest (not 
including Saturdays) prior the meeting of their intention 
to attend the meeting.

Powers of attorney - Each shareholder has the right to 
attend the shareholders’ meeting  and to vote at the 
general shareholders’ meeting either in person or by 
virtue of a proxy,. The board of directors can request 
the shareholders, if necessary, to use a model power 
of attorney (with voting instructions), which must be 
deposited at the company’s registered office at least five 
business days prior to the date of the meeting.

Quorum and majorities - In general, there is no quorum 
requirement for a general shareholders’ meeting, and 
decisions are passed by a simple majority of votes of the 
shares present and represented.  

Capital increases not decided  by the board of directors 
within the framework of the authorized capital, 
resolutions regarding dissolution, mergers and certain 
other  reorganizations of the company, amendments to 
the articles of association (other than an amendment 
of the corporate purpose), and certain other matters 
referred to in the Belgian Company Code do not only 
require the presence or representation of a quorum 

of at least 50% of the company’s share capital, but 
also the approval of at least 75% of the votes cast. 
Any amendment to the company’s corporate purpose 
requires the approval of at least 80% of the votes cast at 
the general shareholders’ meeting, which can in principle 
only validly pass such resolution if a double quorum of 
at least  50% of the company’s share capital and at least 
50% of the profit certificates,  if any, are present or 
represented. In the event the quorum requirements are 
not fulfilled during the first meeting, a second meeting 
needs to be convened throughnew notice, in which case 
this second, new general meeting may validly deliberate 
and decide, irrespective of whether a quorum is present 
or represented.

Dividends
Reference is made to Section 12.

Rights regarding liquidation
Real Software can be dissolved by a resolution of the 
shareholders passed with a majority of at least 75% of 
the votes cast at an extraordinary general shareholders’ 
meeting , at which at least 50% of the share capital is 
present or represented.

If, as a result of losses incurred, the ratio of the company’s 
net assets (as defined by Belgian legal and accounting 
rules) to its share capital is less than 50%, the board 
of directors should, within two months of the date 
on which it discovered or should have discovered this 
undercapitalization, convene a shareholders’ meeting , 
at which the Board must propose either the dissolution 
of the company or other measures  for the continuation 
of the company.  Shareholders representing at least 75% 
of the votes validly cast at this meeting, at which 50% 
of the outstanding share capital of the company must 
be present or represented, may instruct the board of 
directors either to continue running the company or to 
dissolve it. 

If, as a result of losses incurred, the ratio of the company’s 
net assets to its share capital is less than 25%, the same 
procedure should be followed, it being understoord that 
a resolution for the dissolution of the company can only 
be passed in the event it is approved by 25% of the votes 
cast at the meeting. If the company’s net assets have 
fallen below €61,500, each interested party is entitled 
to request  the competent Belgian court to dissolve the 
company. In that event, the company may present a plan 
for the continuation of its activities. The court can order 
the dissolution of the company, or grant the company a 
grace period within which the company is to remedy the 
situation.

If the company is dissolved, the assets or the proceeds 
from the sale of the remaining assets must, after 
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payment of all debts, liquidation fees and taxes, be 
distributed on an equal basis to the shareholders, taking 
into account any preferential rights with regard to the 
liquidation of share having such rights. Upon the date 
of this document, there are no shares that havesuch 
preferential rights with respect to liquidation.  

chanGeS to the company’S ShaRe capital

Article 8 and 9 of the company’s articles of association 
contain specific provisions that relate to the increase or 
decrease of the company’s share capital.  Such provisions 
are, however, quite similar to the rules as set forth in the 
Belgian Company Code. Please find hereinafter a brief 
summary of the provisions regarding the change of the 
share capital of Real Software. 

Changes to the company’s capital decided by the 
shareholders - The general shareholders’ meeting can 
decide to increase or decrease the company’s share 
capital at any time.  Such resolutionmust satisfy the 
quorum and majority requirements which apply to 
amendments to the articles of association. 

Capital increases by the board of directors - In 
accordance with the Belgian Company Code, the 
general shareholders’meeting can, subject to the same 
quorum and majority requirements, authorize the board 
of directors to increase the company’s share capital 
within certain limits without any further approval of the 
shareholders.  This is the so-called “authorized capital”. 
This authorization should be limited in time (the authority 
can only be granted for a renewable period of maximm 
five years) and in scope (the authorized capital may not 
exceed the amount of the company’s share capital).  On 
April 6, 2004 the board of directors of Real Software was 
authorized to increase the share capital of the company 
within the limits of its authorized capital of the company 
(the notarial deed in that respect has been published in 
the annexes to the Belgian Official Gazette of on 7 May 
2004). These powers are further discussed in Section 14.

Preferential subscription right - In the event of a capital 
increase in cash, or an issue of convertible bonds or 
warrants, the existing shareholders have a preferential 
subscription right to subscribe to the new shares, 
convertible bonds or warrants, pro rata  of the part of the 
the the share capital represented by their shares.  The 
preferential subscription right can be exercised during a 
period of fifteen (15) days following the opening of the 
subscription. 

In the event of a capital increase in cash, or an issue of 
convertible bonds or warrants, which has been decided on 
by the general shareholders’ meeting, the shareholders 
may resolve to limit or cancel their preferential 
subscription right.  Such resolution must satisfy the same 

quorum and majority requirements as the resolution to 
increase the share capital.  The shareholders can also 
resolve to authorize the board of directors to limit or 
cancel the preferential subscription right at the occasion 
of the issuance of securities within the framework of 
the authorized capital, subject to compliance with the 
conditions set out in the Belgian Company Code.

In principle, the authorization of the board of directors to 
increase the capital subscribed to through contributions 
in cash with cancellation or limitation of the preferential 
subscription right of the existing shareholders will be 
suspended as of the notification to the company by 
the Banking, Finance and Insurance Commission of a 
public takeover bid relating to its securities. The general 
shareholders’ meeting can, however, authorize the board 
of directors to increase the capital by issuing shares 
which represent no more than 10% of the company’s 
outstanding shares at the time of such a public akeover 
bid. Such authorization has also been granted to the 
board of directors of Real Software, as described above 
under Section 14 “Authorized capital”.

puRchaSe and Sale of own ShaReS

In accordance with the company’s articles of association 
and the Belgian Company  Code, Real Software can in 
general only purchase and sell its own shares by virtue 
of a special resolution of the shareholders’ meeting, 
which has been approved by at least 80% of votes 
validly cast, and subject to a quorum requirement of at 
least 50% of the share capital and at least 50% of the 
profit certificates, if any.  The shareholders’ approval is 
not required if the shares are acquired by the company 
in order to offer them  to the personnel.

The articles of association also allow the board of directors 
to purchase or sell shares, but only in cases where such 
a purchase or sale is necessary in order to avert a serious 
potential disadvantage being incurred by the company.  
This permission is valid for a period of three years, and 
was most recently granted by the extraordinary general 
shareholders’ meeting held on April 6, 2004. 

In accordance with the Belgian Company Code, an offer 
to purchase shares should be made to all the company’s 
shareholders under the same conditions, save for  the 
acquisition through a purchase of shares which has 
unanimously been decided  upon at a shareholeders’ 
meeting at which all shareholders were present or 
represented, and save for the purchase of shares listed 
at the Eurolist of Euronext Brussels.  Shares can only be 
acquired with funds which would otherwise be available 
for distribution as a dividend to the shareholders.  The 
total amount of redeemed shares held by the company 
can at no time amount to more than 10% of its share 
capital.
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